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Abstract
Today a paradigm shift in the field of organisation and managementtheories is no
longer disputed and the need to switch from the Command-and-Control to the
Leaming OrganisationParadigm(LOP) in the area of organisationaltheory is well
understood. However, it is less well appreciatedthat leaming organisations cannot
operateeffectively if supportedby centraliseddatabasesand tailor-made application
programs. LOP emphasisesadaptability,flexibility, participation and leaming. It is
important to understandthat the changesin organisationaland managementstrategies
will not on their own be able to producethe desiredeffects unless they are supported
by appropriate changes in organisational culture, and by effective information
systems.This researchdemonstratesthat conventionalinformation system strategies
and developmentmethodsare no longer adequate.
Information system strategies must respond to these needs of the LOP and
incorporate new information systems that are capable of evolving, adapting and
responding to the constantly changing business environment. The desired
adaptability,flexibility and agility in information systemsfor LOP can be achievedby
intelligent
Web,
Wide
World
Internet,
the
technologies
the
agents and
exploiting
of
intranets. This research establishes that there is a need for synergy between
organisational structures and organisational information systems. To obtain this
desiredsynergyit is essentialthat new information systemsbe designedas an integral
part of the learning organisationalstructureitself.
Complexity theory provides a new set of metaphorsand a host of concepts for the
understanding of organisations as complex adaptive systems. This research
introduces the principles of Complex Adaptive Systems and draws on their
significance for designing the information systems needed to support the new
information
for
The
learning
models
of
new
search
generation of
organisations.
'swarm
business
to
the
for
dynamic
models'
today's
points
systemstrategies
world of
observedin Nature.
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Chapter 1-

Overview

1.1 Introduction
This researchis concernedwith the investigation into a paradigm shift in the areaof
information systems design and development methods. Information Systems (IS)
have always been the life-blood of any organisation and conform by closely
mirroring the needsof the organisationalstructureand the needsof its management.
Today a paradigm shift in the field of organisation and managementtheories is no
longer disputed.It is being increasinglyrealisedthat traditional managementpractices
and information systemsthat support them are out of synchronisation with today's
businessenvironment. ConventionalIS strategiesand developmentmethodsare also
being seriously questionedbecauseof their limitations in handling only structured
data and text.
The approach taken in this research is unusually broad for the following main

reasons:
I.

Following Kuhn's (1962) assertion,that paradigmsare affected by paradigm
shifts in adjacent fields, the research considers how changes in social,
cultural, economic and technological environmentsof businessorganisation
affect information systemsand the conceptual principles that underpin the
theory of information systemsdesign.

2.

In order to study organisational.changeand to gain useful insights into the
factors leading to a shift in organisationalparadigm, a genealogicalanalysis
was carried out in organisational and managementtheories of the industrial
and post-industrial era. The interpretationof the historical processesof social

I

and organisational transformations and associated theories provides an
insight into their significant implication for prevailing IS development
practices.
3.

The history of sciencehas demonstratedthat prevailing scientific paradigms

can be an important sourceof theories,analogies,metaphorsand mental
theories(Kumar, 1987).A study
modelsin organisationalandmanagement
hasthereforebeencarriedout into new scientificdiscoveries,the emerging
Complexity Theory in general,and Complex Adaptive Systems(CAS)
theory in particular.The aim hereis twofold: firstly to assessthe impactof
CAS theory on emerging organisationaland managementtheories, and
secondlyto seeif CAS theorycanserveasan underpinningfor newtypesof
informationsystems.
The major concernof most organisationsand seniormanagementtoday is focusedon
how to handle uncertainty arising from a turbulent businessenvironment. Ability to
in
is
days.
It
is
in
business
these
usually
needed
change a much-prized quality
1995).
(Lloyd,
its
better'fit'with
the
to
environment.
enabling
company achievea

The new organisationalparadigmemphasises
adaptability,flexibility, participation
'KnowledgeOrganisation',
'Intelligent
leaming.
labels,
A
suchas
and
numberof
basedOrganisation','Learning Organisation'and lately 'Living Organisation'are
form,
Learning
being
these
define
the
to
of
currently
used
emergingorganisational.
Organisationl(LO) beingthe mostwidely accepted.Informationsystemstrategies
in
information
to
these
systems
result
new
must respond
organisationalneedsand
that are capableof evolving, adapting and respondingto constantly changing

This is the paradigm shift in the organisationaland managementtheories from the Command-andControl model to participative organisational model commonly referred to as the 'learning
organisation'in managementliterature.

2

business environments by exploiting the technology of the Internet, the Web,
multimedia, and intelligent agents.
The interest that has been generated in the study of organisations as 'complex
systems'is phenomenal.Complex Adaptive Systems(CAS) theory is providing new
knowledge and the complexity metaphorshave been instrumental in developing a
whole new vocabulary to describe this new understanding.CAS theory suggestsa
radically new way of thinking. It points out that, in generic terms, complexity lies
between the two extreme phasesof complete order and utter chaos in any complex
system. Complex systemsare endowed with an inherent capability for coping with
'uncertainty' based on emergent behaviour in the form of self- o rganisation,
creativity, and innovation. The knowledge of how Nature deals with complexity
'complex
insights
for
business
adaptive
provides new
managing
organisations as
systems'.
This researchis mainly concernedwith the searchfor guiding principles on which
the new theory for IS design strategy should be based:a theory which is capable of
supporting the IS development in the dynamic and change-oriented world of
business.Here too the science of complexity offers new insight and guidelines. It
demolishes the view put forward by the rational approaches that information
image
'swarm
be
it
invokes
Rather,
model', such as
of
a
an
systemscan engineered.
in
in
brain,
that
achieve survival a changing
a colony of ants, or a neural network a
environment by evolving and adapting.Complexity theory thus not only provides a
for
host
enriching our understanding of
new set of metaphors and a
of concepts
for
is
but
the
source
also a possible
organisations as complex adaptive systems
foundation of the IS strategy required to support the new generation of
organisations.

3

1.2 Research contribution: linkage amongst interdisciplinary
theoretical perspectives

This researchhas developeda systematicand scientific linkage betweenboth
currently dominantand emergingorganisationaltheoriesand information system
designtheories.This theoreticalbridgebetweencloselyinterdependent
disciplinesof
for
information
UK
Academy
important.
The
is
organisationsand
systems very
Information Systems(UKAIS), in trying to provide a generaldefinition of the
domainof academicstudyof informationsystems,hasacknowledged
that:
is a multi-disciplinary
The studyof informationsystemandtheir development
subject and addressesthe range of strategic,managerialand operational
distributing
involved
in
anduse
the
activities
gathering,processing,storing,
information,
in
its
technologies,
societyandorganisations.
of
and associated
(UKAIS, 1995)
There is further evidence of growing consensusamongstacademicsand researchers
in the field of information systems that understanding organisational structure,
information
during
important
the
behaviour
is
management
and culture
vitally
definition and development process (Mingers and Stowell, 1997). Despite every
indication that there is a very close and critical relation between organisational
in
information
kind
system needed
of
structure, culture and management,and the
little
has
been
support,
attention
paid to this particular epistemology.
This researchprovides useful insights and a way forward towards conceptualising
the complex relation between Learning Organisations and the Computer-based
Information Systems (CBIS) that are needed to support the new generation of
develop
impossible
difficult
but
just
it
is
Without
linkage
to
this
not
organisations.
the important integrated theoretical framework. In order to achieve this it was
necessaryto undertakea genealogicalanalysisof the organisationaland management
theories with a view to assesstheir implications for the design of CBIS. "This

4

history must be developed; it is not adequateto use extant "standard" history

(Probert,1996).
The research helped understanding of the paradigm shift in technology and
philosophy and exposesnew trendsjust becoming visible in both these areas.The
combined effect of thesechangesis going to revolutionise how the businessworld
will function. The research offers a better understanding of how to design IS. It
helps designersto develop dynamic and flexible information systemwhich can align
closely to changingbusinessenvironmentsand information requirements.
Another important contribution of this research has been the revealing of the
mismatch that exists betweentheory and practice in the field of CBIS design. There
always existed a non-alignment betweenthe theory of organisation & management
and its application. Practicein industry lags behind by staying out of touch with the
thinking of the academiccircle of the time. For exampleit took more than a century
for the principles of scientific managementto be put into practice. Once the theory of
scientific managementdid take root it hashad such a stronghold that it is still being
practisedin spite of a total changeof scene.

This mismatchbetweentheoryandits adoptionin practiceis equally applicableto
CBIS but in a reversedorder. Industry is moving aheadin employing the new
technologyof the InternetandtheWeb, but asyet no theoreticalframeworkexiststo
guideIS practitioners.
The findings of this researchare presentedin the form of a new conceptual
framework for the developmentof information system.

5

Chapter 2-

Research Hypotheses and Objectives

Theresearchhypotheses
whichthis thesissetsout to testareasfollows:
2.1 Research hypotheses
i.

Centralised databaseoriented information systemsare only suited for the

traditional hierarchical structure of organisationsand 'Command-andControl' style of management.
A Learning Organisation(LO) cannot be supportedby centralised,database
oriented information systems. Learning organisations require a radically
by
in
flexibility,
information
type
new
of
systemscharacterised particular
that is information systemswhich are capableof evolving and adapting to
meet constantlychangingrequirements.
iii

Top-down structured methodologies that were designed to develop

databaseinformationsystemsarenot suitablefor the designof
centralised.
flexible, evolvinginformationsYstems.
iv

The theory of Complex Adaptive Systems(CAS), as expounded by John
Holland (1995), is a suitable theoretical basis for both LO and IS that

supportthem.
V

The academiccommunitycontinuesto teachconventionalIS designandIS
designmethodologies
whilst at the sametime industryis forcedto introduce
new information technologies such as Intranets and Extranets without any
theoreticalunderpinning.

6

2.2 Research objectives
In order to test the above hypotheses the following research objectives were
specified:
i.

To conduct a scientific enquiry aimed at understandingthe synergy between
organisational structure, its managementstyle, and the design of computerbasedinfortnation sYstems.

To exploreand reporton the feasibility of achievingsynergyby meansof
currentlyavailabletechnology.
To search for a theoretical underpinning of dynamic, ever-changing,
evolving organisationalstructure,and supportinginformation systems.

7

Chapter 3-

Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction
This chapterconsistsof a two part discussionof the researchmethodology. The first
part, section 3.2, aims to provide an outline of current thinking and philosophical
trends in information systems(IS) research.The secondpart, section 3.3, specifies
the underlying ontological and epistemologicalassumptions on which this research
is based,as well as the researchapproachesand techniquesthat have beenadoptedin
collecting dataand conductingthe research.
Although concerns regarding the limitations of the methodsused in IS researchis
(Mumford
in
1984
it
famous
Colloquium.
Manchester
et al
the
much older, was
1985) which provided the first forum for airing the concerns and for the ensuing
debate. A review of literature on information systemsresearchmethods, resulting
from the colloquium, showsquite a diversity of current ontological, epistemological,
1985;
(Mumford
in
field
information
trends
the
al
et
systems
and methodological
of
Galliers and Land, 1987; Nissen et al 1991; Mingers and Stowell, 1997). It is
therefore felt necessaryfor these trends to be outlined here in order to provide the
devised
has
been
background,
for
that
and
the
strategy
necessary
and
explaining
followed in this research.

Most complex researchproblems, as Mumford (1991) points out, tend to be
multidisciplinary and not unidisciplinary.This researchalso addressesa complex
interdisciplinaryproblem concerningthe issuesof organisationalchangeand the
implicationof thesechangesfor IS designanddevelopmenttheory.Therehasbeen
field
increasing
the
the
awareness
an
amongst prominentacademicsconcernedwith
of IS researchthat there is a need to "broadenperspectivesand recognisethe
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importanceof interdisciplinary research"(Mumford, 1991).Chapter 1, the Overview
of the thesis statesthe necessityfor this researchto straddletwo disciplines namely:
organisational and management disciplines, and the discipline of information
systems.The main concern of this researchis to understandhow organisational IS
are affected by the paradigm shift in organisational structure and management
theories,and the implication this has for the designof IS.
Due to both the broad context and the complex interdisciplinary nature of this
it
research, was found necessary to adopt an integrated, interpretive research
approach,incorporating different methodsand techniquesfor collecting information
and the dataneededto test the researchhypotheses.

3.2 IS research: 'poverty of scientism' and lack of diversity
It hasbeen recognisedthat for researchin IS to reach maturity the issuesconcerning
the researchphilosophy and researchmethods,which are closely related, needclose
information
disciplines,
In
systems
to
attention.
contrast
most mature scientific
discipline
The
development.
in
of
the
research methodologies are still
processof
Information Systemsis relatively young and needsto go through formative years in
lack
diversity
from
has
field
its
infant
In
IS
to
the
a
of
suffered
years
order mature.
in both research philosophy and research methods (Galliers and Land, 1987;
Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991),and consequentlyresults in a'poverty of scientism'
(Klein and Lyytinen, 1985). This, according to Kuhn (1970), is normal for a new
discipline. He points out that each of the cuffently establishedsciences/disciplines
has emerged from a previously more speculative branch of natural philosophy,
fields
in
Other
defined
the
the
period
past.
crafts at somerelatively well
medicine, or
does
future.
it
in
Only
the
the
transition
will surely experience
after occurs
same
progressbecomean obvious characteristicof the field
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In the past, classical natural sciencehas placed a high value on the positivist view of
science and on the role of the researcheras uninvolved and dispassionateobserver
(Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). Logical positivism, or simply positivism, is
the philosophical perspective which has guided scientific researchin the past 100
years.Vitalari, (1985) provides the basic tenetsof the positivist scientific philosophy
as follows :
Researcherscan obtain objective value-freefacts about social reality which
are independentof the researcher.
The hypothetical deductive method provides for a unified approach to
scientific inquiry.
The searchfor causalrelationshipsis the pre-eminentconcernof science.
Empiricism and measurementare essentialfor scientific discovery.
Great concerns have been expressed against this positivist view of science
(Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991)as it "failed to appreciatethe fundamentalexperience
of life in favour of physical and mental regularities. They neglected meaningful
"
human
defining
phenomena.
experience which was really the
characteristic of
(Hirschheim, 1992).

Historically, the researchphilosophyin IS has also beenbasedon a rather strict
interpretationof the logical positivist philosophyof science.In 1984,at the IMP
Working Group Colloquium entitled 'Information SystemsResearch-a doubtful
in
IS
'
to
the
traditional
wasseriously
science? applicabilityof
approaches research
questionedand criticised. Klein and Lyytinen(1985) presenteda paper at this
colloquiumin whichtheymadetwo claims:
The current orthodoxy in information system researchtries to
implementthe Hobbesianprogrammeby believingin the possibility
of a scientisticengineeringtheoryof informationsystemsdesign.
2.

This is bound to fail.
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They warnedthat - "Information Systemswill remain a dubious scienceas long as it
tries to emulatethe so-calledscientific methodas the only ideal of academicinquiry.
The most visible symptomsof the poverty of scientism.are paradigmaticanomaliescrucial research issues which cannot be resolved within the scientistic tradition
because they transcend its paradigmatic assumptions. The need for affirmative
pluralism is offered as a fruitful avenueto improve the statusof information systems
in academiaand practice."
With specific reference to the problems in, and criticism of IS research Vitalari
(1985) identified two root causes:
1) A mismatch between the research methodologies and the features of IS
researchsettings.
2) The use of limited and seriously criticised researchphilosophy that is highly
dependentupon positivist researchprinciples. Each of these root problems
has affected both the quality of IS researchand its ability to make reliable
statementsaboutcomputing phenomena.
Hirschheirn (1992) expressessimilar concernsagainstthe limitations of the positivist
for
methods IS researchwhen he writes: "the presentacceptedresearchmethods are
information
been.
have
longer
for
indeed,
they
the
never
appropriate
no
subject ...
difficulties
in
human
the
because
largely
they
share
or social nature systemsare
issues
"
From
what
the
organisational
of
perspective
associatedwith social sciences.
is consideredmost problematic is the absenceof researchmethods for the study of
Social
issue
heart
this
the
sciences are undergoing a
an
change,
at
of
research.
identifies
(1985)
Vitalari
methods.
rethinking processabout paradigmsand research
fields
in
the
such as psychology, sociology,
someof
rethinking certain social science
is
The
positivist view of scientific research
social systems and management.
is
the
in
the
and
a
new
emerging
view
sciences
social
undergoing a re-evaluation
post-positivist view of social research.

II

3.2.1 Post-positivist

research philosophy

The 'Post-positivist' debate and 'Methodological Pluralism' refer to a body of
philosophical works and a belief about knowledge that has emergedin responseto
the movement that re-examinesthe role of the positivist approachin social science
research.
From the review of IS researchliterature one is led to conclude that post-positivism
cannot really be classed as a particular school of thought with clearly agreed and
defined set of propositions or tenets (Hirschheim, 1992). However, from the
standpoint of the researcher,the need to understandand to incorporate the major
tenets of post-positivism is highly recommended and considered a valuable
approach.Vitalari (1985) suggeststhe five tenetsof post-positivismas follows:
*

The instability of social systemsand humanbehaviour.

9 The limits of the stimulus-responseparadigm.

0 Problemswith transhistorical
generalizations.
0

Problemswith the conceptof observerneutrality.

*

Thelimits of researchmethod.

3.2.2 Alternative

stances on epistemology and ontology

While there is a clear distinction between positivist and non-positivist tradition in
scientific research,as outlined above,within the non-positivist approachto research
there is no clear definitive answeras to what precisephilosophicalposition should be
adopted by the interpretive IS researcher (Walsham, 1995b).
epistemologicaland ontological stancesare surnmarisedin Table 2.1.
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Alternative

Epistemology

Ontology

Positivism:

Externalrealism:

Factsand valuesare distinct and
scientific knowledgeconsistsof facts

Reality existsindependentlyof our
constructionof it

Non-positivism:

Internalrealism:

Factsand value are intertwined; both are Reality-for-us is an inter-subjective
involved in scientific knowledge
constructionof sharedhumancognitive
apparatus
Non-nativism:

Subjectiveidealism:

Scientific knowledgeis ideological and
inevitably conductiveto particular sets
of social ends

Each personconstructshis or her own
reality

r-PISLCM01ogicai anct ontoiogicat stances on Knowiecige anct reauty
Source:Walsham(1995b)

In fact Walsharn argues that interpretive research approach is capable of
accommodating all assumptions except for the positivist epistemology and the

externalrealismontology.As a consequence
methodologicalpluralismhasresulted
and received considerable support in recent years. Pluralists take the view that
"searching to find a correct research approach, contingently or absolutely, is

be
brought
bear
to
mistaken.Different researchapproaches
perhaps
on the same
can
"
problemdomainbut eachcanonly bejudgedin termsof its own, internalstandards.
(Klein et al 1991).
3.2.3 Methodological

pluralism

in IS research

Methodological pluralism in IS researchis the result of two main causes:firstly, it is
in response to the criticism against positivist approach to scientific research,

particularly in social sciences,and secondly,from an increasingawarenessand
acceptanceof the fact that thereis no one correct methodof scientific research.
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Kuhn (1962) has strongly arguedin favour of this secondpoint, as follow:
The pull towardsa single methodologicalperspective,with its clearly defined
tools, needs to be resisted because this single perspective designed for
research in "normal science", overlooks the anomalous quality of human
experience. The difficulty for human science arises not from the need to
changefrom one paradigm to anotherbut the needto resist settling down to
any single paradigm.
Acceptanceof methodologicalpluralism in IS researchhasbrought with it numerous
ways of classifying the researchmethods, as well as sharply defined dichotomies.
Myers (1997a) reports on the multitude of terms used to classify and distinguish
between these research methods. The most general distinction is made between
qualitative and quantitative researchmethod. Other distinctions include 'objective'
versus 'subjective' approach, 'nomothetic' versus 'idiographic' approach,where the
former is concernedwith the discovery of general laws and the latter is concerned
with the uniquenessof each particular situation. Another classification is basedon
outsider (etic) versusan insider (emic) perspective.The former is aimed at prediction
and control whilst the latter is aimed at explanationand understanding.
3.2.4 Interpretative

research methods

In response
interpretative
to thecallsfor methodological
researchmethods
pluralism,
have increasingly gained acceptanceand prominence within the IS research
communityin the last few years.Walsham(1995a)hasexploredin somedetail the
emergence
of interpretivismin IS researchin an attemptto investigatetheclaim "that
interpretivism is a valuable approachto studying IS in organisationsor, more
it
is a bettermethodthanpositivismfor this purpose.
"
that
strongly,
Denzin and Lincoln (1994) state that qualitative research consists of a set of
interpretive practices, where no one practice is seenas either 'better' or 'privileged'
over another. The literature on approachesused to conduct qualitative research is
extensive.At the root of the interpretive researchphilosophy lies the desire to study
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problemsin the richnessof their real-life setting as contrastedwith the artificial
context of laboratory studies(Walsham, 1993,1995a; Myers, 1997b). A wide
variety of interpretive researchstrategieshas been reportedin the IS research
literature,and someof the moreprominentof theseare:interpretivein-depthcase
studies(Walsham,1995b).Developmentof researchmethodsbasedon grounded
theorywhich draw on the work of GlaserandStrauss(1967).The groundbreaking
work by Zuboff (1988)hasmadeethnographya widely usedapproach(Harveyand
Myers, 1995;Myers, 1997a).Other strategiesinclude phenomenology(Boland,
1985),hermeneutics
(Lee, 1994),andcritical hermeneutics
(Myers,1994,1995).
The choice of method is not solely guided by epistemological or methodological
consideration. Context-relatedness also plays a central role in IS research.
Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998), along with many others commenting on the
diversity of approachesin IS research,state that each of the qualitative research
methods in IS reference a different genre. In addition Walsham. (1995b),
commenting on the role of theory, which is also a key question in any research,
quotesEisenhardt,stating threedistinct usesof theory as follows:
0

As an initial guide to designand datacollection

As partof aniterativeprocessof datacollectionandanalysis
0

As a final product of the research

In contrast to the quantitative approachto research,with well establishedprocedures
which can be described, learnt and practised, the qualitative research approach
requires each researcherto reflect upon the particular researchcontext and research
agenda,decide upon the best researchmethod/sto use and explicitly statethe chosen
strategy. The "researcher must have a theory of reality and of how reality might
surrenderitself to their know]edge-seeking" (Zuboff, 1988). Of course,as one might
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expect, considerablecontroversy still continues to surround the use of these terms,
but any further discussionon this topic is declined.
The important conclusionthat has beendrawn from the review of the literature on IS
research,for the purposeof this thesis,is that there is acceptanceof the full range of
diverse forms within each of the non-positivist methods. Furthermore, this is
considered beneficial for IS research overall, allowing different models to be
developed,to enablethe achievementof goals.However, IS researchersmust reflect
upon and choose a researchapproachthat is most suited to the researchtopic, and
must explicitly state the epistemological and ontological stancesadopted.The next
sectionpresentsthe researchstrategythat was adoptedin this research.

3.3 Research strategy and process of this thesis
The research strategy devised for this study is based on the belief that the
interdisciplinary phenomenaand broad range of issuesthat this researchaddresses
To
be
investigated
by
cannot
any one single approach. achieve comprehensiveness
Mumford's (1991) suggestionhas beenfollowed, that methodsare only meansto an
is
is
the
that
the end product the greater understanding of
question one
end and
by
This
is
to
to
study
trying
the
solve
research.
seeking answer or
problem one
adoptsa number of researchmethods.In effect this meansmethodologicalpluralism,
has
discussed
in
3.2.4,
3.2.3
received
which as an approach
as
section
and
Pluralists
that
in
for
the
IS
take
view
years.
considerable support
recent
research
"searching to find a correct research approach, contingently or absolutely, is
mistaken.Different researchapproachescan perhapsbe brought to bear on the same
"
domain
but
in
its
be
internal
judged
terms
problem
of
standards.
eachcan only
own,
(Klein et al., 1991).
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The following sectionsprovide a discussionof the key researchmethodsadoptedin
this research, including their justification in terms of relevance to research
hypotheses and in meeting the research objectives. A summary of various data
collection approachesand modes of analysis employed is also provided, to show
how they contributeto the achievementof the researchobjective.
3.3.1 Contextualist

research using genealogical analysis

There is general agreementin IS researchliterature that organisational information
systems cannot be viewed in isolation, but must be addressedby considering the
much wider perspective of business. The core concern of this research is to
investigate the need to align information systems with the paradigm shifts in
organisation structure and managementtheories.Pettigrew (1985), arguing the case
for 'processual studies of organisational change', has stressedthe importance of
history in researchconcernedwith integratedrelationshipand interaction betweenIS,
IT and organisations. This implies first, to fully comprehend the nature of these
paradigm shifts, and thereafter to look into the feasibility of matching computerbasedIS to the new Learning Organisation paradigm. This researchneedsto trace
both, the organisational history and the history of IS development methods from
their roots in the past to the present, and to understand the conceptual principles
which led to changes.
In order to find evidencesto collaborate or refute the researchhypothesesstated in
Chapter 2 of the thesis, this study involves an understanding of contemporary
organisational and managementtheories and their origins. A major portion of the
research was concerned with tracing and understanding the transition from the
command-and-control paradigm to new trends towards 'Learning' and 'Intelligent'
organisational structures. Understanding the historical evolution of societies ill
general, and organisations in particular, became imperative for understanding the
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causes,effects and direction of the radical change.A researchmethodology, based
on the various works of Michel Foucault, called 'genealogy' was adopted for this
task. Interpretation of the historical process of organisational and management
theories covered in Chapters 4 and 5, and to some extent in Chapter 6 has taken
inspiration
from the genealogical studies conducted by Miller and
the
much of
O'Leary (1987,1990)2. Probert (1996), who has also used this approachto provide
a critique of Soft SystemsMethodology, advisesagainstthe use of extant "standard"
history as one might find in textbooks,promoting the main advantageof genealogical
analysis as "being its ability to produce new, and critical, insights into old problems
in
for
thereby
to
and arguments- and
createnew possibilities
practical action the real
himself
"
Foucault
(1977)
wrote stressingthe point:
world.
Even if I have referred to and usedmany historical studies,I have always
tried to conduct at first hand the historical analyses in the fields that
interestedme.

3.3.2 Methodological

triangulation

and reflexivity

Given the complexity and the exploratory natureof this researchproject, an emphasis
in-depth
to
gain
an
triangulation
necessary
and reflexivity seemed
on methodological
implies
issues
involved.
Methodological
triangulation
gathering
understandingof the
Morse
(1994)
by
different
data
'the
methods.
qualitative
about
same' phenomena
highlights the relevanceof the approach:
Becausedifferent "lenses"or perspectivesresult from the useof different
be
the
so
than
within
a
project
used
may
methods,often more
one method
researchercan gain a more holistic view of the setting.
Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991) have argued in strong terms against one single
it
information
for
systems phenomena, calling
research perspective
studying

2 Miller

and O'Leary usegenealogicalanalysisto study contemporaryaccountingpractices.
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'unnecessarily restrictive'. The phenomenabeing studied and investigated in this
research, i. e. the synergy between organisational structure and the information
systemsthat support it, neededa plurality of perspectives.Contextualistresearchand
genealogicalanalysiswas useful from a historical perspective.With referenceto table
2.1 on page 13, both the internal realism and subjective idealism ontological
positions were not just relevant for the researchbut became intertwined, and an
ethnographicapproachwas taken where thesewere concerned.

It wasalsoconsideredusefulthata numberof qualitativedatacollectionandanalysis
be adopted.An ethnographicresearchapproachwasfound to be most
approaches
usefulfor the threeempiricalstudies.Analysisof empiricalmaterialcollectedby the
participative observation approach largely determined the next set of data
requirementsand/orresearchquestionsthatneededto be answered.Whenthe scope
data
both
became
the
defined,
needed
andcontext
more
asthe researchprogressed,
it
to collaborateor refutethe hypotheses,
the
and meansof collecting wererefined
andamended.
The traditional approachto researchdefinesdata collection and data analysis as two
in
is
In
separateactivities. practice, such an approach not sustainable researchof this
determined
data
in
the
analysis
collection and
nature, which
evolutionary processof
the next set of direction as well as the datarequired.
The reflexive approach allowed refocusing, making changes,and an evolutionary
became
in
itself
There
these
two
times
the
activities
when
progression
were
research
This
the
blurred.
distinction
became
the
the
case
with
was
particularly
entwined and
interviews conductedduring participative observation,discussedin section 3.3.3.2.
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3.3.3 Data collection methods used
Becauseof the complex and multidisciplinary nature of the study a number of data
collection methods were employed in the course of the research, using both
secondaryand primary data sourcesas follows.

3.3.3.1 Secondary data sources
Literature

review

Review of literature concerning the context of the study was

the first step taken to form the backgroundfor the research.The researchdomain on
the one hand consisted of organisational changes,with particular reference to the
turbulent environment in which organisationsoperate,and the resulting paradigm
shifts in organisational structures, management styles, and changing working
patterns,cumulatively resulting in the establishmentof Learning Organisations.On
the other hand there was a need to absorb the broad picture pertaining to
development,use, implementation and managementof computer-basedinformation
systems (CBIS), with particular emphasison the extent of user satisfaction from
those CBIS that were in place in the businessorganisations.
The first step was to read enoughon organisationaland managementliterature, both
past and contemporary, to gain familiarity and then to be able to analyse and
synthesisethe findings from the perspectiveof the researchquestions.
Secondarydata sourceson organisational.and managementliterature are extensive.
Making the task manageablewas achievedby setting a target date within which to
completethe study and the approachprovided a numberof benefits.Apart from a big
saving in time, it kept the researchon track, enabling enough understandingof the
key aspectswhile complementing the primary data obtained from other research
approaches.
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Each subsequentliterature searchwas guided by the direction of the research,which

wasallowedto evolveto a certainextent.
Membership of a mailing list

Participation in the Learning Organisation

mailing JiSt3provideda valuablesourceof discussionandcrossfertilisationof ideas
andviewpoints.

3.3.3.2 Primary
Participative

data sources

observation

Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998) suggest

two usesof participant observation.In the first instanceparticipatory observationcan
be used as the central organising principle for a research method. This use of
participatory observation is "crucial to effective fieldwork" where culturally
immersive researchmethods like action researchand ethnography are being used
(Fetterman, 1989).

The seconduse of participativeobservationis that of a supportingdatacollection
techniquefor possibleusewithin other typesof researchdesign.It is in this sense
that participativeobservationwas usedin the research.The main objectivewas to
behind
better
factors
the
to
the
reality
understudyand see
achievea
understanding
of
the written descriptionsof themin journalsandothersources.
Participative observation was used to collect empirical material for textual analysis
from three very different organisations - one was a multinational information
technology firm, and the other two were indigenous public sector organisations.In
each case, document analysis was an important source of information. Document
analysis also preceded the open-ended interviews, with a wide selection of

3 Leaming-org-Hostedby Rick Karash
<:rkarash4karash.com>
Public Dialog on Learning Organizations <http://www. learning-org.com>
-
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employees in the first organisation. In this way it was possible to compare and
contrast direct, personalexperiencewith what was leamt from the literature search
and other secondarysources.The analysis and interpretation of material collected
helpedto identify a numberof issuesrelevantto the researchsuchas:

"

Predominant
organisational
structureandmanagerialstyle

"

The extentto which eachorganisation.
wasaffectedby the phenomenonof
change

"

The level of awarenessamongstemployeesconcerning the turbulent
businessenvironmentandthe needto change

"

Theorganisational
approachto achievechange

"

Awarenessamongstemployees(largelymiddle andseniorIT/S managers)
concerning:
The synergy between organisational
organisationalinformation systems

structure

and

The need to match information systems to organisational
structureand managementstyle
In addition to investigations of paradigm shift, researchinvolved observation of IS
development at work i. e. observing information system analysts and designers
involved in practical work. The observations carried out were not formal, but
informal by being part of the teamwork asexplainedbelow.

Empirical

study 1

This was basedin one of the UK branchesof a large

four
The
lasted
full
firm.
It
time
and
study
months.
multinational computer
was a
development
IS
involved
development
the
methodology.
project
of a proprietary
During this period there was also an opportunity to research and document the
proposalsfor the testing and validation phaseof the methodology.The methodology
developed was essentially based on the principles of top-down structured system
development. It was launched in October 1992 and supersededall previous system
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developmentmethodsand proceduresused within the organisation concerned,both

in theUK andUSA, aswell asin all its otherofficesabroad.

Empirical study 2

This was a part-timestudy,threedays a week, and

lastedfor a periodof threemonths.The primaryaim of the studywasto observethe
development
processof an informationsystemin a reallife situationusingtop-down
StructuredSystemAnalysisandDesign(SSADM) which is the UK Government's
mandatorymethodologyfor all public sectorprojects.The projectinvolved a large
UK Governmentdatabaseproject.During the period of observation,participation
alsoincludeddocumentingthedesignof thedatabase.

Empirical

study 3

This study was also part-time and lasted for one year.

This project was concernedwith assistingin developing an information strategyfor
the A&P

Fund-holding Consortium. The consortium consisted of six general

3
doctors
(3
3
single-handedpractices)
and
medical practices group practicesof
each,
in the NHS.

This study,althougha failure in termsof both the consortiumaswell as the fundholding schemeitself, did provide, from the point of this research,an interesting
(the
knowledge/expert
interaction
to
the
workers
of
opportunity observe
of a group
doctors) who, though professionals, lacked experience of team working,
lack
in
financial
of mutualtrust,
exhibited
organisationaland
planning,and addition
hiddenagendasandtheinability to resolvedifferencesof opinion.
Appendix 1 provides more detail on eachof thesecasestudies.
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3.3.3.3 Action/activity

research

This consistedof the developmentof computer-basedinformation systemfor a reallife client. Since these were developed in a controlled manner (laboratory
'action
be
'activity
it
is
than
that
they
research'rather
experiments)
called
suggested
research'.
As part of first and secondyear undergraduatestudies, studentsof IS at Kingston
University develop an information system.The unique feature of theseworkshopsis
that it involves a "real" client with a real computer-based information
final
The
is
12
The
duration
products
weeks.
requirement/problem.
of the workshop
documented
design
for
working
the
a
are a complete
system, and
specification
prototype which fulfils part of the specification.
Appendix 2 provides examplesof some of the recent workshop clients and the case

studies.

3.3.3.4 Questionnaires
The threeempirical studiesanddesignworkshopsdescribedunderactionresearch
however,
felt
findings.
It
that
information
was
and
aboveprovideda rich sourceof
data
by
findings
further
these
therewasa needto
studies collecting
of
elaboratethe
be
from a muchlargergroup.Questionnaires
the mostappropriatechoice
to
seemed
for targetinga muchwider organisationalcommunityandcollectingdatato support
or refutethefindings from the analysisof datafrom theparticipativeobservationof
the threefirms, aswell asanalysisof datafrom othersources.This wasachievedby
the useof threequestionnaires.
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Questionnaire

1

The first was a detailed9 pagequestionnairecomprising three

sections.This was sent to 425 businessorganisationsin the UK operating at local,
national and global level. 65 usable responseswere received and analysed (for
analysisof results seeAppendix 3, Questionnaire1).

Questionnaire 2

The second questionnairewas circulated after the UK

Academyfor InformationSystems'(UKAIS)annualconferencein April 1998.At
the conferenceone of the plenary speakers,Mr. Rob Wirszyck, Director of
CommunicationsandAlliances UK, addressedthe topic of 'The skills requiredto
achievea successfulmatch'betweenthe new generationsof organisationsand the
informationsystemsneededto supportthem.During his talk heput forwardthe idea
that:
industry is accepting and implementing the new Information
Technology but, the problem lies with academicswho are slow in
providing theunderpinningtheoryfor thenewparadigmof Information
Systems.
A brief questionnairewas sentto 60 delegates(academicsonly) and 27 responses
were received of which 26 were usable.

Subsequently,a brief surveyusing the secondquestionnairewasconductedon the
Internet4to assess
the extentto which the abovestatementmaybe correct,firstly for
all UK universities and then for the 300 Universities world-wide which teach
computingand information systemdesigncourses.However,the responseon the
Internetwasalmostnegligible(underI%) andthereforeabandoned.
The responses
by
receivedvia the Internetwerecombinedwith the responses
received mail anda

4 The
questionnaireis located at the following URL:
http: //tompsett. king. ac. uk: 591/KPSurvey/enterdetails.
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html

total of 30 responseswere analysed.For analysisof the resultsseeAppendix 3,

Questionnaire
2.
Questionnaire 3

In the third questionnairethe objectiveis the sameas for the

is
that
the
target
secondquestionnaire,except
audience thoseorganisationsthat are
involvedin developingIS for their own needs,or asconsultantsinvolvedin advising
framed
be
developing
for
IS
The
to
and/or
clients.
questionsof courseneeded
slightly differently from the secondquestionnairebut with the sameaim of finding
For analysisof the resultssee
out the extentto which new IT is being harnessed.
Appendix3, Questionnaire
3.

3.3.3.5 The London School of Economics' complexity

study groups

The LSE research programme on complexity, which started in October 1995,
provided a forum for the study of organisationsas complex evolving systems.The
programme hosts regular seminarsgiven by leading researchersin the field. A two
day colloquium on 'Autopoiesis' with Maturana and other scholars, who have
contributed to the theory took place in May 1998. It hastwo academicStudy Groups
(SG):
The Learning OrganisationSG is studying organisationallearning
from a complexity perspective.
ii)

The Complexity SG is exploring the applicationof generic
characteristicsof complex adaptivesystemsto organisations.

Membership of these two Study Groups from their inception and attendanceat the
seminars and the colloquium. have provided a rich and unparalleled source of
information, exchange and cross-fertilisation of ideas on the new science of
complexity.
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3.4 Conclusions
To conclude then, the underlying philosophy which hasguided the researchstrategy
is that the problem, its context, and the researchobjectives together influence the
is
by
definition
has
This
and
evolved
choice of research methods.
research
'explorative research'. It was therefore necessaryto adopt a strategy which allowed
is
from
line
The
the
to
research to
shifting
one
of enquiry another.
whole purposeof
move towards a clearer understandingof the principles that must underpin the new
theory of IS design. A single research method would have failed to meet the
data,
due
limited
this
to
to
and
the
objectives of
study,
access research material,
evidenceneededfor testing the hypotheses.
Paradigmshifts causediscontinuities. A study concernedwith paradigm shifts, such
One
the
historical
of
this,
change.
to
the
of
process
as
cannot afford
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interpretive
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made
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Chapter 4-

Industrial Era: organisational
management theories

and

4.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to setting out, in somedetail, the principles and ideology on
which the organisational and managementtheories of the industrial age have been
based.The set of principles that underpinnedthesetheories (someof which are still
dominant in existing business organisation and managementpractices) were laid
down around two centuriesago.
These principles have servedbusinessorganisationsand their managementwell in
the past, but have now reachedthe end of their useful life (Hammer 1990; Hammer
and Champy, 1993; Davenport 1993; Drucker 1988 a, b, 1990,1992 a, b, 1993,
1994). An 'end of ideology' has been declared by a number of post-industrial
theorists. Their discussions generate a keen awarenessthat the study of past and
future are clearly indissolubly linked. To understandand act upon future trends it is
In
linkage
between
the
to
the
the
present.
such an
past and
essential understand
undertaking one is inevitably directed back to the central tenets of the formative
period of organisations.An analytical historical perspectiveof existing organisational
and managementtheorieswas pursuedfrom the early stagesof the industrial age.

4.2 Proprietorship

industrial
the
model of
early

era

With the advent of the early industrial era, around 1750, Western society faced its

first major period of discontinuitywhen the feudal organisationalmodel became
obsoleteand the new industrial model was in the developmentstage.Methods based
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on agriculturalera principlesand concepts,and the feudal model, proved totally
inadequate
to copewith thedemands
of mechanicaltechnology.
Adam Smith (1723-1790)postulatedthat the then emerging ageof commercewould
follow the three earlier stagesof society, namely, hunting, pasturing and farming. He
put forward two simple conceptual principles which provided the foundation of
capitalism and the industrial era: the detailed division of labour andsetf-interest. In a
famous passagefrom his book The Wealth of Nations (Smith 1987, (first published
in 1776)) Adam Smith presentsthe following argumentin favour of the division of
labour:
The great increasein the quantity of work, which, in consequenceof the
division of labour, the samenumber of people are capableof performing,
is owing to three different circumstances:first, to the increaseof dexterity
in every particular workman; secondly, to the saving of time, which is
commonly lost in passing from one species of work to another; and,
lastly, to the invention of a greatnumber of machineswhich facilitate and
labour,
abridge
and enableone man to do the work of many.

It wasthedetaileddivisionof labourthatAdamSmithadvocated,
notjust divisionof
labour, as illustratedby the exampleof makingpins. The third principle: payfor
in
1832)).
defined
(first
1963,
later
(Babbage,
tasks wasadded
published
narrowly
It took 50-60yearsfor theseconceptsto germinateandtakerootsbeforelarge-scale
his
West.
It
Taylor,
developed
in
the
with
scientific
was
privatecapitalistenterprises
how
individuals
developed
later
to
theory,
these
concepts
sort
out
management
who
how
division
be
into
industrial
linked
the
to
of
organisations
and
units
andwork
are
labouris to be implemented.
Until the middle of the nineteenthcenturythe volumeof industrialactivity wasnot
large.The enterpriseremainedsmallandpersonal,usuallyrun asa family business,
family
employing
and friends to help run the business.The owner was normally
capableof administeringthe businqsshimself,the main taskbeingco-ordinationof
resources.Codesof practice gradually becamenecessaryfor the factory to deal
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efficiently with increasingnumbersof workers, but thesewere introducedin a
piecemealfashionby the owner as and when the needarose.With regardsto the
managementaspectsof the businessduring this period Tillet et a]. (1970) write:
Management was not recognised as being an important element in the
successor failure of a firm until there were enough firms with common
problems to enable administration to be picked out as a specific skill,
independentof a particular firm or industry. It was found for example,
that size brought certain problems, and as firms grew in size they were
confronted with the sametype of difficulties. Managementinformation,
once it beganto be communicated,was not confined to a single industry
or even to countries. There was a widespread exchange of books and
journals betweenBritain and the United States,and as the United States
began to take the lead in industrial innovation, so its management
practicescameincreasinglyto the attentionof British industrialists.
The fifty yearsbefore the outbreakof World War I have beencalled the'Heroic Age
in
Invention'.
With
industrial
technology
the
use
of
exception of computers, most
today is an extension or enhancementof the inventions of this remarkable halfTen
During
1850s
1860s
Siemens
the
the
generator.
century.
electric
and
produced
In
in
later
invented
bulb
the
1870s,
Edison
the
the
the
phonograph.
years
and
electric
same decade the typewriter

and telephone were invented, transforming

1890s
brought
1880s
the
the
saw the
automobile and
communications within
office.
in
drug,
Marconi's
The
first
also
produced
aspirin was
advent of
wireless.
synthetic
the 1890s and marked the beginnings of the pharmaceutical industry. The Wright
brothers gave us the aeroplanein 1903(Drucker, 1969).
It was in the decadesof the late nineteenthand early twentieth century that the most
fruition.
Systematic
features
industrialism
to
application of
characteristic
came
of
division of labour using scientific managementtechniques became all pervasive.
Newer technologiesnecessitatedthe accumulationof resources,which in turn created
the needfor rationali sation of work. In the words of Landes(1969):
seen from the hindsight of the mid-twentieth century, scientific
managementwas the natural sequelto the processof mechanizationthat
constituted the heart of the Industrial Revolution: first the substitution of
machine and inanimate power for human skills and strength; then the
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conversionof the operativeinto an automatonto matchand keeppace
with his equipment.
Landes called the peaking of technological innovation and the transformations that
followed suit as 'consummationof the Industrial Revolution'. All thesefactors along
with the separation of ownership and control created an atmosphere ready for a
genesisin managementthought. Kumar (1987) writes:
The coming of Taylorism or 'scientific management' illustrates this
particularly well. As we have seen, employers until the end of the
nineteenth century were remarkably casual about the organization of
labour, apparently content with spectacular results achieved by
mechanizationalone. But sooneror later they were bound to realize that
the advancesof mechanizationwould be held back if the organization of
work itself lacked the 'rationalization' and science that had gone into
machinery.And F. W. Taylor was on hand to help them seethis the more
readily .
The classical theories which laid the foundation of the command-and-controlmodel
of the organisationare discussedin the next section.

4.3 Command-and-control

model of the industrial

era

This section considers the background influences which causedthe paradigm shift
from the proprietorship model to the command-and-controlmodel. This is followed
by a brief review of the diverse approachesto organisation and its management
theories, with the aim of drawing together the major themesof the command-andcontrol model of organisation.

4.3.1 Technological innovations
As mentioned earlier the fifty yearsbefore the first world war was called theHeroic
Age of Invention'. In the years following, new technologies created the need to
manageresourceseffectively with the aim of enhancingproduction efficiency. By the
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1880s some of these scientific inventions, particularly the telephone, telegraph,
for
the producers
the
electric motor, steamboatand
railway opened new markets
(Chandler, 1977). The resulting expansion of the economy paved the way for
important changesin organisationalstructures.The proprietorshipmodel, which was
developed in the early industrial era, was replaced by the command-and-control
model, resulting in deephierarchicalorganisationalstructures.
4.3.2 The changing business environment
The businessenvironment amongstindustrial nations varied a great deal even in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Capital was plentiful in Britain in the
Yet
large
Empire.
for
it
had
flourishing
international
trade
nineteenthcentury,
and a
a
Britain, which had the lead in the industrial revolution was beginning to lag behind
its competitorsby the end of the nineteenthcentury.The main reasonsfor this was an
innovation,
lack
in
"lag
with
technique, and
of concern
attitude of complacency in
discounting
industries
like
even
new
motor cars and electricity, was noticeable
most sectors" (Tillett et al., 1970).

The firms in mostotherindustrialisedcountries,duringthis period,wereexpanding
by
Expansion
larger
to takeadvantage
increasing
the
achieved
either
was
markets.
of
in
As
in
America.
in sizeor by aggressive
mentionedearlier, the
mergers,particularly
family
factory-type
firms
of
nineteenth century,
were mainly manufacturing
but by the late nineteenthandearlytwentiethcentury,verticalintegration
businesses
hadcreateda new patternof businessaggregationintroducingLimited Liability and
Joint StockCompanies,both in EuropeandAmerica.Theseexpansionsresultedin
large increasesin workforce. A combinationof thesefactors led to an important
became
increasingly
from
It
consequence:separationof ownership
management.
apparentto those involved that the skills requiredto managethesenew types of
organisationwere distinctly different to those neededbefore. In addition, these
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industrialised nations did not enjoy the affluent conditions that existed in Britain. As
such, the firms in these countries borrowed from banks which gave the banks the
right to superviseperformance of the firm in order to maintain credit. As a result,
closer attention to performancebecamenecessary.(Tillett et aL, 1970).

4.3.3 The demographic transitions
Industrialisation, amongst other things, also resulted in population growth and
urbanisation. Although the population of the entire world increasedfrom about 1750
onwards, demographicrevolution took place in countries from where the industrial
revolution originated and in the countriesto which it spread,i.e. Britain, followed by
North-Western Europe and the United States.The population of Europe doubled
between 1750 and 1800. From then on there was an increaseof 43% for the period
1800 to 1850, and a 50% increasefor the period 1850 to 1900 (Kumar, 1987). A
large number of peopleleft rural life and cameto cities in searchof work, but the vast
be
labourers.
They
illiterate,
to
these
needed
majority of
people were
unskilled
trained quickly and efficiently to becomeproductive.
4.3.4 Classical organisation

theory

The early foundationof the command-and-control
modelwaslaid by two groupsof
theorists- ClassicalOrganisationTheoristsandNeo-classicalOrganisationTheorists.
in Figure4.1 on the
The classicaltheoriesandtheir mainproponentaresurnmarised
following page.Classicalorganisationaltheory dealsalmostexclusively with the
key
(Litterer,
1969).
four
is
built
around
offormal
pillars
anatomy
organisationand
Thefour majorandrelatedelementsin thetheorywere:
Thedivisionof labour
The scalarand functional processes
Structure (two basic structures:the line and staff)
The spanof control
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Theories

Proponent

IClassicalOrganisationTheory
Scientific Management School

Administrative

School

F. W. Taylor
................ Frank & Lillian Gilbreth
Henry L Gantt

........................

Neoclassical Organisation Theory

Henri Fayol
James Mooney
Lyndall F. Urwick
Max Weber

Elton Mayo
.................... RensisLikert
Chris Argyri

Fig. 4.1 Organisationand managementtheoriesand their proponents
4.3.4.1 Scientific

management

The American questfor national efficiency lies at the heartof scientific management.
The notion of efficiency was used as a convenient label for grouping all kinds of
assumptions, beliefs and demands concerning government, industry and social
organisation in the early years of this century (Miller and O'Leary, 1987). Taylor
(1911) himself states in the introductory pages of his celebrated Principles of
for
him
issue
that
the
was to advancenational efficiency:
scientific nianagement,
core
We can see our forests vanishing, our water-power going to waste, our
feel
being
into
We
by
floods
the waste of
the
see
and
can
soil
carried
sea.
material things. Awkward, inefficient, or ill-directed movementsof men,
however, leave nothing visible or tangible behind them. Their
imagination.
And
for
for
of
appreciationcalls
an act of memory, an effort
this reason,even though our daily loss from this source is greater than
our waste of material things, the one has stirred us deeply, while the
other has moved us but little.
The other foundation of scientific management was division of labour through
detailed planning. Taylor's approach in itself was an extension of the principles
established by (Smith 1987, (first published in 1776)) and (Babbage, 1963) (first
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published in 1832)) nearly over a century earlier. The studiesTaylor and his
followerscarriedout weredesignedto understandandfacilitateplanningof routine
tasks.The emphasiswason the physiologicalaspectsof workers.The major theme
to begin with, wasthe blue collar work. Taylor wasnot
of scientific management,
HenryGantt(1916)a contemporary
alonein his missionof scientificmanagement.
and associateof Taylor deviseda productionchartingtool and a wageincentive
scheme.FrankGilbreth,assistedby his wife Lillian Gilbreth,a trainedpsychologist,
took Taylor's ideas and developedthe principles of time and motion study by
in
developments
(Gilbreth
Later
1917).
Gilbreth,
applying scientific method
and
ergonomics,particularlyduringWorld War II, owemuchto him.
Taylor devoted all his efforts to improve the efficiency and productivity of industrial
workers. More recent managementwriters such as PeterDrucker (1991) believe that
Taylor certainly turned round the fortunes of the workers. In the 1850s a labourer
Animosity
long
hours.
hired
hand,
to
very
work
was a
paid meagrely and expected
between workers and their managerswas the rule rather than the exception. Peter
Drucker maintainsthat Frederick Taylor's contribution of scientific managementwas
the prime reasonfor averting the classwar in the West.

business
in
The successof Taylor's management
practical
applied
principles,when
but
the
he
the
proletariat,
situations,wasso greatthat not only averted revolutionof
insteadturnedthe proletariatinto the bourgeoisie.His methodsallowed industrial
despite
their
to
status
middle
class
workers earn middle classwagesand achieve
initial lack of skills and education.Soonafter World War II, blue collar workers
dominant
becoming
from
the
being
to
transformed
the
class
were
under-privileged
classin society,with job security,pensionschemesandunion powersbehindthem
(Drucker, 1991).It is somewhatunfair thatTaylor'scontributionto the principle of
the separationof thinking from doing, is often remembered,summedup by Robert
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Reich (1983) as: "This separationof thinkers from doers was the apogeeof
be
from
head
distinct
brain
brawn,
from
to
was
specialisation: planning
execution,
from hand, white collar from blue collar".

4.3.4.2 Administrative

theorists

Taylor was concerned with efficiency at the level of the shop floor and did not
like
broader
Administrative
design.
the
theorists
address
question of organisation
Henri Fayol (1949), JamesMooney (Mooney and Reiley, 1931),Urwick (1943) and
othersdevotedtheir attentionto the task of organisationalmanagement.
At the same time as administrative theorists were developing their theories in the
United Statesand Britain, Max Weber (1946), in Germany,was developing a theory
did
War
II
World
bureaucracy.
His
not
translated
and
of
until after
work was not
Nath,
having
(Narayanan
described
bureaucracy
America
1947.
He
and
as
reach
until
1993):
A well-defined hierarchyof authority
A division of work basedon functional specialisation
A systemof rules covering the rights and duties of position incumbents
A systemof proceduresfor dealing with work situations
Impersonality of interpersonalrelationships
Selectionfor employmentandpromotion basedon technicalexcellence

4.3.5 Neo-classical

organisation

theory

The Neo-classical theory of organisation addressedthe task of compensatingfor the

shortcomingsof the classicalapproachandis commonlyidentified with the human
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relation movement. One of the main contributions of the neo-classicalschool is the
introduction of the behavioural sciencesin an integrated fashion into the theory of
organisation.Through the use of thesesciences,the human relationists demonstrate
how the pillars of the classical doctrine are affected by the impact of human action.
Further, the neo-classicalapproachincludes a systematictreatment of the'informal
organisation'showing its influence on the formal structure.(Litterer, 1969).
Thus the neo-classicalapproachto organisationtheory providesevidencethat while it
acceptsthe classicaldoctrine, it superimposeson it modifications basedon individual
human behaviour as well as the influences of the informal group. The fundamental
principles of neoclassical theory remain the same as those of the classical theory.
"Generally the neoclassical approach takes the postulates of the classical school,
regarding the pillars of organizationsas givens. But thesepostulatesare regardedas
modified by people, acting independently or within the context of the informal
organization. " (Litterer, 1969). Woodward (1965) provides a comprehensive
perspective:
At first sight it appearsthat the approachof the traditional social scientists
is in conflict with the approach of the classical managementtheorist.
Certainly two bodies of knowledge have been built up which to a
considerable extent cancel out each other. But classical management
theorists and social scientistsmanagedon the whole to live quite happily
together. There were dogmatists on both sides always sniping at the
other; but as managementeducation got under way in this country, both
approaches were represented in the syllabuses of courses, and the
contribution of the social scientistscameto be regardedas compensatory
rather than contradictory to classical managementtheory. The human
relations movement which grew out of the Hawthorne researchesdid not
question the ideas and theories of the classical approach, but took the
view that modifications had to be superimposedto allow for the fact that
in
act
people
responseto other pressures.If the rules of the classical
management theory failed to work, the failure was due either to
imperfections in the way that they were applied or to the capacity of
human beingsto disrupt even the most carefully laid organizationalplans.
It was therefore important for managers to know about the factors
underlying human interaction and to increasetheir sophisticationand skill
in dealing with human behaviour. Managementcould look to the social
scientistsfor help in making the rules work.
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4.4 Conclusions
A number of important conclusionsare drawn from the aboveanalysis:
Firstly, that there always existed a non alignment betweenthe theory of organisation
and managementand its practical application. Practicein industry lagged behind by
staying out of touch with the thinking of the academiccircle of the time. It took more
than a century for the principles of scientific managementto be put into practice.
Once the theory of scientific managementdid take roots it had such a strongholdthat
behaviour managementtheory of the Human Relationsmovementwas usedjust as an
overlay, and was never implemented in its true senseand spirit. This mismatch
between theory and its adoption in practice is illustrated in figure 4.2 on the
following page.

Secondly,the hierarchicalcommand-and-control
modelwasdevelopedincrementally
andthe mainimpactof this modelon societywasfelt only whenpractitionersbegan
to applyit andextendits principles.Examplesare:whenFord introducedproduction
lines andmassmanufacturing,andSloanof GeneralMotors Companyestablisheda
divisionalfunctionalstructurewhichpersisteduntil recentlyastheonly viableway of
organisingbig business.
Thirdly, until very recently concepts of scientific managementsuch as: division of
labour, deepmanagementhierarchies,limited spanof control, rigid production lines,
the use of unskilled and semiskilled labour (to carry out precisely specified
procedures), functional organisational units and vertical integration have been
accepted as essential building blocks supporting every successful organisation.
Indeed theseconceptsformed the basis on which the United Statesof America built
its industrial supremacy until challenged by Japanesecompetition from the 1970s
onward. Virtually all prognosticatorsof this period failed to perceive and predict the
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critical role Japanwasto play in revolutionisingindustrialorganisationtheoryand
structure since the 1960s.Today it is being realised that the other countries of the
Pacific Rim will have an equally important influence in the world market of this
decadeand beyond. The organisationalmodel basedon theseconceptsis considered

as the departingparadigmand will be referredto it as the command-and-control
paradigm.
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Fig. 4.2 Mismatch betweenmanagementtheoriesand practice
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In spite of the fact that many authorsas early as the 1920sand 1930s(Follett, 1924),
(Barnard, 1938) have written about severelimitations of this model, in practice, it
hasdominatedthe industrial scenefor more than a century. "The ideasof FW Taylor
continue to suffuse much of managementthinking but have had overlaid upon them
the doctrine of human co-operation advancedby Elton Mayo... " (Torrington and
Weightman, 1994). Mayo's (1933) work was continued by human relation theorists
(e.g. Argyris, 1957a; McGregor, 1960; Likert, 1961; Maslow, 1968). Its demise
cameonly very recently after leading largecompaniessuchas GeneralMotors and, in
incurred
IBM
particular,
enormouslossesand beganre-examiningthe foundationsof
their organisational structure and culture. Pushedby market forces and encouraged
by management consultants of high profile, e.g. Hammer (1990), Hammer and
Champy (1993), Drucker (1988 a, b, 1992 a, b, 1994), Western companies began
serious restructuring under the name of Business Process Reengineering,
abandoningalmost all featuresof the command-and-controlmodel.
The causesof the downfall of the command-and-controlparadigm, which was at the
heart of unprecedentedWestern industrial successfor more than a century, can be
traced to recent global oversupply of goods and servicesdue to a steep increasein
demand
Unexpectedly,
Rim.
Pacific
from
the
and
competition, primarily
countriesof
supply conditions changed. Vendors are now expected to deliver products and
services of both high quality and low cost. Custornisation (rather than mass
production), incremental innovation, responsivenessto rapid changesin demandand
supply and short concept-to-market lead times became the main critical success
factors - featuresthat large command-and-controlorganisationscould not provide.
The new system of concepts defining participative organisational structures and
has
cultures
emerged (Zuboff, 1988; Savage, 1990; Scott Morton, 1991; Hammer
and Champy, 1993; Davenport, 1993; Drucker, 1969,1993). These concepts
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provide the basis for an emerging paradigm and will be referred to as the Learning
Organisation Paradigm. (LOP). The LOP encompasses:shallow hierarchies, small
power distances, interdisciplinary teams of well educated employees, processorientedorganisationalunits and global partnershipsbetweenindependentcompanies
along supply chains. The natureand the consequencesof the discontinuities that are
responsiblefor this paradigmshift is the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5-

Post-Industrialism:
heralding major
paradigm shift in organisation theory

5.1 Introduction
The principles underpinning the classical and neo-classical management and
organisational theories, as discussed in the previous chapter, were appropriate
for
the conditions prevailing in the nineteenth century. Today these
primarily
principles no longer have much relevance;they have reachedthe end of their useful
life if not stagnationpoint. The general conditions prevailing in the world, and the
have
in
business
today
changed
operate
environment
which
organisations
dramatically, particularly in the post World War II decades.Latest technological
developments and the new concepts of the 'Information' and 'knowledge' around
which the organisation, its managementand its workforce have to conform, cannot
be understood, let alone masteredand exploited, if organisations choose to remain
tied to the past way of thinking.

The aim of this chapteris not an expositionof the theoriesof post-industrialismper
intention
is
but
to
be
the
this
the
this
rather
would
research,
outside scopeof
se, as
drawon themin orderto gainanunderstanding
of discontinuitiesandchangeswhich
have usheredin the post-industrial society. These changeshave cumulatively
signalled a major shift in organisationaltheory, from the command-and-control
discussed
in
Paradigm
Organisation
Learning
the
the
to
model
previouschapter,

5.2 Change as a natural phenomenon
There is nothing extraordinary about the phenomenon of revolutionary changes
taking place in society. Changealways has beena constantfeature of the lives of our
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forefathersand is guaranteedto be so for the generationsto come. One of the earliest
recordingsof the conceptof continuouschangeis found in the writings of the Greek
philosopher Heraclitus (540-475 BQ. A considerablenumber of fragments of his
thoughts remain, one of them being all things are in flux, changing in such a way
....
that it is not possibleto stepinto the sameriver twice; for "other and yet other waters
flowing
are
on".
The pre-eminent managementthinker of our time, Peter Drucker (1993) in his book
'Post Capitalist Society' reconfirms this fact when he writes
few hundred
every
.......
years in the western history there occurs a sharp transformation....... Within a few
short decades,society rearrangesitself- its world view; its basic values; its social and
political structures; its art; its key institutions. Fifty years later there is a new

world ...........
We are currently living in such a period of radical and unprecedentedchange, a
technological and social revolution is taking place in our midst today, compared in
Drucker
(1969)
decades
industrial
Three
to
the
scaleand consequence
ago
revolution.
had anticipatedtheseturbulent times when he wrote:

Measured by the yardsticks of the economists,the last half-century has
been an Age of Continuity - the period of least changein 300 years or so,
that is, since world commerce and systematic agriculture first became
dominant economic factors in the closing decadesof the seventeenth
century.

The growthduring this periodof continuityhasbeengreat,especiallyin
the countries that were already well advancedbefore 1913. But the
laid
has
had
been
down well and
been
largely
lines
that
growth
along
truly in those distant days of our grandparents and greatgrandparents.................. The towering economic achievementsof
today, the affluent, mass-consumptioneconomiesof the advanced
built
their
technological
their
are
countries,
productivity and
powers,
four-squareon Victorian andEdwardianfoundationsandout of building
blocks quarriedthen.They are,aboveall, a fulfilment of the economic
and technologicalpromisesof the Victorian and Edwardianeras and
testimonyto their economicvision.
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Now, however, we face an Age of Discontinuity in world economy and
technology. We might succeedin making it an age of great economic
growth as well. But the one thing that is certain so far is that it will be a
in
technology and in economic policy, in industry
period of change structures and in economic theory, in the knowledge neededto govern
and to manage,and in economicissues.

All aroundthe world, particularly in the developednationsof the world, thereare
clear signs that the ecology of the world businessenvironment is changing
dramatically.Geographicalboundariesandprotectedmarketnichesno longerexist.
New market conditions createdby increasedcompetition, changedpatternsof
demand, altered attitudes of work-force, environment protection issues and
but at the sametime
regulationare all putting greatpressureon today'sbusinesses,
arealsoopeningup newandexcitingavenuesfor commercialsuccess.
There are however, some very significant differences in the way the changestaking
place today are affecting us as individuals and as a society in comparison to the
changesthat took place in the past. With the passingof time, the time taken, first in
realising that a new reality has emerged,then acceptingit, and finally responding to
it, is getting shorter and shorter. Today both individuals and organisations can no
longer afford to ignore changesfor even a few yearslet alone a generationor two, as
was the norm in the not too distant past. Furthermore,the changebeing experienced
in all walks of life today is not in responseto sometheory which emergedsome 5060 years ago. The two seemto be concurrent. Both are happeninghere and now. It is
our generation,not the next or the one after that, that must respondto it. Unlike past
changes, the changes are taking place at an increasing pace today and cannot be
ignored for a generationor two.
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5.3 Post-industrialism:

the theoretical

perspective

A great deal has beenwritten on the new age basedaround Information Technology
(IT) since the 1960s,and a number of different theories of social and organisational
transformation have also beenproposed.Krishna Kumar (1987) a thorough surveyor
of recentliterature provides this synopsis:
The diversity of namesfor the new society similarly indicatesboth variety
and convergence: variety in the bases from which the changes are
viewed, as well as in the singling out of the principal forces promoting
the change; convergence of the idea that the industrial societies are
entering on a new phase of their evolution, marking a transition as
momentous as that which a hundred years ago took European societies
from an agrarianto an industrial social order. Thus Amitai Etzioni speaks
of 'the post-modern era', George Lichtheim of 'the post-bourgeois
society', Herman Kahn of 'post-economicsociety', Murray Bookchin of
'the post-scarcity society', Kenneth Boulding of 'post-civilized society',
Daniel Bell simply of the post-industrialsociety'. Othersputting the point
more positively have spokenof 'the knowledge society' (PeterDrucker),
'the personal service society' (Paul Halmos), 'the service class society'
(Ralf Dahrendorf), and 'the technetronic era' (Zbigniew Brzezinski).
Taken as a whole, theselabels tell us what it is in the past that has now
been or is being suspended- e.g. scarcity, the bourgeois order, the
predominanceof economic motive; and also what can be expectedto be
the main principle of the future society - e.g. knowledge, personal
services,the electronictechnologyof computersand telecommunications.

While theoriesof socialtransformationareconcernedprimarily with changesat the
level of global, national and regionalsociety,organisationaltheoriesconsiderthe
transformationof the work environmentoccurring at the level of the workplace.
Althoughsomeof the theoriesmentionedaboveseekto providea broaderperspective
by incorporatingsociety,polity, workplace,and cultural levels, othersare largely
concernedwith only onelevel.Fromthe point of this researchthe concernis mainly
confinedto contemporarytheoriesof organisationalchange.However,it needsto be
borne in mind that a clear cut distinction between social and organisational
transformationtheoriesis not alwayspossible,sincesocialchangesdo influencethe
level no doubtconstitutean elementof
work placeandchangesat the organisational.
socialchange.
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The origins of a number of the theories of forthcoming social transformation can be
tracedto the theoriesof post-industrialismpopular in the sociological literature of the
1960s and 1970s in general, and to Daniel Bell's (1973) The coining of the PostIndustrial Society in particular. Daniel Bell, and other eminent expertsin the field of
business management, for example Peter Drucker (1988 a, b, 1990,1992 a, b)
foresaw the changesthat are taking place today, over two decadesago. Bell's work
hasgainedhigh respectabilityas it displaysan eruditeknowledgeof conventionaland
radical social theory in explaining his observationsof changestaking place in the
USA during the early 1970s. He says a society comprises three components: the
social structure, the polity, and the prevalent culture. During the industrial era a
common value system united these three areasof society. However, according to
Bell, in inodenz western society "the three realms - the economy, the polity, and the
culture are ruled by contrary axial principle: for the economy, efficiency; for the
polity, equality; and for culture, self realization (or self-gratification). The resulting
disjunction has framed the tensions and social conflicts of Western society" (Bell,
1973). There is an ever increasing disjunction amongst the three, and this will
continue to widen. The conceptof post-industrialsociety dealsprimarily with change
in the social structure,yet it hasimportant significancefor businessorganisationsand
the work environment of the future. Bell specifiesfive dimensions,or componentsof
the term 'post-industrial society'Economic sector:

the change from goods production to service
economy.

Occupational

the pre-eminenceof the professionalandtechnical
classes.

distribution:

Axial principles:

the centrality of theoretical knowledge as the
formulation
innovation
source of
and of policy
for society.

Future orientation:

the control of technology and technological
assessment.

Decision making:

the creation of a new 'intellectual technology'.
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The main contributions of Bell's theory to current thinking on social and
is
'emphasis
transformation
the
organisational
on technologyas a motor of change',
based
it
in
telecommunication
the
means
and
computer
and
present context
infon-nationtechnology.

Bell's theory introducedtwo further key concepts:'Importanceof knowledgeand
knowledge workers in the post-industrial society'. and the other is the promotion of
1).
199
'intellectual
(Jones,
Bell
terms
technology'
what
Bell believed that the first and simplest characteristic of a post-industrial society is
in
be
force
longer
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that the majority of the
engagedeither agriculture or
will no
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but
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manufacturing
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economy, and emphasison office work and education, predicted a natural and
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1956the number of white collar workers, for the first time in the history of industrial
industrial
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Furthermore,
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blue-collar.
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was
the
civilisation, out-numbered
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comparison,postthe
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goods.
production
co-ordination of machine and men
industrial society will be organised around knowledge, for the purpose of social
control and the directing of innovation and change.
Someof thesekey tenetsare debatabletoday for example,the first characteristicof a
from
i.
in
a
the
economic sector, e.
post-industrial society was the changepredicted
has
This
to
not come about.
prediction
a service economy.
goods producing
Manufacturing industry has not been replaced by the service industry as Bell
the
in
differences
Nonetheless,
the
on
which
there are marked
principles
predicted.
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1990s
industry
in
is
be
based
the
the
century.
to
and
early
manufacturing
Today's global markets are dynamic and customer driven. Economy of scale has
been replaced by economy of scope. The emphasis has moved from competition
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based on price, to quality. Jones (1991) explains the 'Theory of Second Industrial
Divide' as put forward by Piore & Sabel (1984):
Industrial economies are at an historical cross-roads at which two
alternative paths lie open to them. The first is a continuation of the
techniques of mass production developed during the first industrial
revolution. This would be based on a policy of multinational
Keynesianism to stimulate mass consumption through co-ordinated
international relation. The alternative is basedon flexible specialisation
through a regional network of federated enterprise using extensive
for
importance
The
theory
this
an
provides
subcontracting.
of
...
understandingof IS is its identification of the importanceof historical and
cultural factors in shapingsocial and technologicaldevelopment.
Principles and methodsof manufacturingmay be changingbut there is no evidenceto
suggestthat service industry has either replaced or even taken over manufacturing
industry. This view finds support from leading academicsand consultants such as
Peter Drucker (1993) who confirms that: "American manufacturing production
in
GNP
the years of the
of
remained almost unchanged as a percentage
'manufacturing decline'. It stood at 22% of GNP in 1975 and 23% in 1990. During
those 20 years GNP increasedtwo and a half times. In other words, total American
half
in
20
times
these
two
than
years".
a
manufacturingproduction grew more
and

What is significantlynoticeableis thatmanufacturingemploymenthasnot increased
have
jobs
been
fact
in
it
has
jobs
lot
taken
at all;
shed
and a of mundanerepetitive
by
robots.
over

5.4 The paradigm shift in organisational theory

Following the discussionabovethere is little doubt abouta radical changetaking
place both on the social and organisationalfront. The growing turbulencein the
businessworld in general,andparticulareventslike the stockmarketcrashin 1987,
aremakingit clearthat theconventionalthinkingon which organisationandbusiness
theorieshavebeenbasedaresomehowno longeradequate.
The mental
management
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model and the paradigm supported by the hundred year old theories is being
increasingly questioned. There is a growing body of opinion that the classical
theories of the past era can only be applied to a limited set of problems. They are
certainly not adeptin dealing with the uncertainty and complexity with which postindustrial organisationsare faced today. Most practitionersand academicsagreethat
what is really neededis a new set of guiding principles to lay down the foundation
for new theories to deal with the current situation. As yet no consensushas been
reached.
In the interim, business organisations faced with discontinuity, have made every
effort to draw on the classical theories for guidance but without much success.A
whole host of trendy solutions in the form of down-sizing, right-sizing, outsourcing,
and experimentation with a variety of conceptsimported from Japan,such as Total
Quality Management,Just-in-Time and Lean Production, have been on offer, based
on the ideals published after the experimentsof practitioners and the observationsof
theoreticians.Western organisations,large and small, are making a serious effort to
remakethemselves.The outcomeis still far from satisfactorywith few successesand
many failures. The problems with most of these solutions fall into two main
categories:
(1) either the approachitself is still largely basedon the command-andcontrol principles and demandsno radical change in businesspractices,
organisation structures, managementstyles, attitudes to work etc. They
therefore,fail to reflect the changesin demography,technology, business
objectives, and new consumer ethics. As a result some initial
improvementsare observedbut no long-term gains are achieved.
or
(2) the approachitself is radical but its new philosophy fails to penetrate
and change the mind-set of the organisation, bound by shackles of a
bygone age.
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Not surprisingly, when theseefforts to bring about changeeventually fail to live up
to the overblown expectations,they are followed by a backlash,one that is often so
heightenedin its intensity that even suchmerit as theremay havebeenin the ideasget
snuffed out, leaving more confusion and disillusionment in its wake.

Most organisations
to organisingwork linearlyi.e. asa sequence
arestill accustomed
of tasksandsub-tasks,andconstructelaborateorganisationalstructures,all the time
thickening the bureaucracywith steepmanagementhierarchymerely to monitor,
controlandprovidefeedbackon tasksin progress.MichaelHammer(1990) alerting
of the dangerswrites:
Thesepatternsof organisingwork have becomeso ingrained that, despite
their serious drawbacks, it's hard to conceive of work being
accomplished any other way. Conventional process structures are
fragmented and piecemeal, and they lack the integration necessaryto
maintain quality and service, They are breeding grounds for tunnel
vision, as people tend to substitute the narrow goals of their particular
departmentfor the larger goals of the processas a whole.
A majority of organisationsstill function in this way and those likely to continue on
this path will lose out. The roots of conventional work organisation were embedded
in the early days of the industrial revolution with the principles of scientific
management,both of which have no place in the emerging paradigm. A whole new
system of concepts defining organisational. structure and culture is gradually
emerging and is discussedin the next section.

5.5 Emerging concepts: likely to dominate future organisational
and management theories
This section highlights some of the emerging concepts, along with contributory

factors, that are playing a dominant role in bringing about a paradigm shift in
theory.
organisational
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5.5.1 Today's businesses must become information

based

That information technology(IT) is an indispensabletool for modernbusinessis
self-evidentand, at a very high level, one could describethe effect or impact of
computertechnologyas extrinsic and intrinsic to businessorganisations.The first
phaseof IT had only an extrinsicimpact,in the form of dataprocessing.All it did
had alwaysdone,i.e. it computerisedtransactional
was automatewhat businesses
andotherclericaloperations.
As a consequence,in its first phase, IT had a direct impact only on clerical and
operational level jobs and businessprocesses,a less direct impact on skill and staff
requirements, and only later an indirect impact on organisation structures and
businessmanagementstrategies.
In its secondphase,IT is intrinsic in its impact as it influences the structure of the
organisation,by providing the capacity to produceand manageinformation. In doing
so it almost immediately cuts down on both the hierarchies of managementand the
numbers of managers,i. e. middle managementlevels and managers whose main
function is to serve as synthesiser and relayer of information. That is, those
managementactivities that constitute communication and infon-nation channelsin a
traditional organisation. In the context of emerging trends this is disturbing since it
rocks the foundations by casting doubt on the rationality of age old management
tasksand practices.

According to CharlesSavage"...Throughoutthe industrialera it hasbeenpossible
for theorganisationto absorbeachnewwaveof mechanicaltechnology.Yet aswave
afterwaveof computertechnologybeatsagainstour traditionalwaysof doingthings,
we find ourselvesin the backwatersof confusion and uncertainty..." (Savage,
1990).Computer-based
InformationTechnology(IT) is on the onehandcontributing
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to making obsoletethe familiar notions of hierarchical organisationalstructuresand

establishedbusinessmanagementpracticesbut, on the other handis also offering
someof the most effective meansof taking advantageof new opportunities.
Major researchwas conductedby the Sloan School of Managementat the MIT, by
the 'Managementin the 1990sresearchprogram', in collaboration with 12 industrial
and government sponsorsfrom the United Statesand Britain which included names
like: American Express, Digital Equipment Corporation, Eastman Kodak, British
Petroleum, MCI Communications, General Motors, US Army, ICL p1c, Ernst &
Young, BellSouth, and CIGNA Corporation.
The results of the research have been documented in two books. The first: The
Corporation

1990s:
Information
the
of

Technology and Organizational

Transformation, (Scott Morton, 1991). The secondbook, Information Technology
and the Corporation of the 1990s (Allen and Scott Morton, 1994) makes available
the researchon which the first book was based.
The six major finding of the research(Scott Morton, 1991)are as follows:
IT is enabling fundamentalchangesin the way work is done.
"

IT is enabling the integration of business functions at all levels within and
betweenorganizations.

"

IT is causingshifts in the competitive climate in many industries.

"

IT presents new strategic opportunities for organizations that reassesstheir
missions and operations.

"

Successful application of IT will require changes in management and
organizationalstructure.

"A

major challengefor managementin the 1990swill be to lead their organizations
through the transformation necessary to prosper in the globally competitive
environment.
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The decline of the traditional "big" company,with its bureaucracyand hierarchy, has
enormous implications for both the future structure of organisations and for their

employees.

5.5.2 Changes in the workforce
Great changesin the structureof the societyhave beentaking place as a consequence
of technological advancement and consequent industrialisation. The cumulative
effects of over two centuriesof changeon the workforce in industrialised nations are
phenomena].

5.5.2.1 The workforce of the early industrial
and farmers)

era (domestic servants

At the beginning of this century the majority of people earnedtheir living either by
being a domestic servantor by working on farms, a norm which is still discernible in
the underdevelopedcountries of the world. Drucker (1992a), with reference to the
Western world, reports that in 1913,30% of all wage earners were domestic
USA
in
Western
In
has
but
disappeared
today
the
this
servants;
society.
class
all
11,
War
50%
in
By
World
1900.
labour
force
the
the
tilled
the
of
end
nearly
of
soil
this figure was reduced to almost one-third of the population. Today there is no
developed country in the world in which farmers constitute more than 8% of the
population.

5.5.2.2 The workforce

of the late industrial

(blue-collar
era

workers)

It was the blue-collar worker who emergedout of the disappearingranks of the two
classesmentioned above. In the 1850sa labourer was a hired hand, paid meagrely
and expectedto work very long hours. Marxism aroseout of a responseto the plight
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of these workers. That a class war was imminent was a view shared by many
thinkers and philosophersof the time. This was around 150 years ago when people
like Karl Marx and other intelligent observerslike Benjamin Disraeli were obsessed
with the spectre of class war. "What defeated these prophecies, which seemed
eminently reasonable,indeed almost self-evident to the contemporaries, was the
revolution in productivity set-off by Frederick W. Taylor in 1881, when he beganto
study the way a common laborer shovelled sand." (Drucker, 1991).
Taylor was quite concernedwith the animosity betweenworkers and their managers.
He too was fearful of a class war and devoted all his efforts to improving the
efficiency and productivity of industrial workers. His successwas so great, that in
spite of all the criticism levied againsthim, he not only avertedthe revolution of the
proletariat, but instead turned the proletariat into the bourgeoisie. His methods
allowed industrial workers to earn middle class wages and achieve middle class
statusdespitetheir lack of skill and education.
Fredrick Taylor's principles of scientific managementnot only averted a class war
but also turned round the fortunes of these workers; so much so that soon after
World War 11,blue collar workers were transformedfrom being the under-privileged
class to becoming the dominant class in society, with job security, pension schemes
and union powers behind them.

5.5.2.3 The workforce

of the post industrial

era: knowledge workers

Today another metamorphosis is transforming these workers into the class of
knowledge workers. The workforce has entereda third period of change,or rather it
might be more appropriate to say that it is in the midst of a transition -a computerbased Information Technology revolution heralding an era of unprecedented
uncertainty. It is challenging the foundations on which theories of business
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organisations and management have been based (some of these effects were

mentionedin section5.5.1of this chapter).
Demographically, the centre of gravity in employment is shifting fast from
clerical/manual to knowledge workers. The new workers resist the command-and-

took from themilitary overa centuryago.
controlmodelthatbusinesses
Today's organisation comprises far more specialists than conventional commandand-control structure basedcompanies.These specialistsdo not work locked up in
some ivory tower of corporate headquarters but at the operational levels of the
organisation where real work is done. Furthermore,thesespecialistsdo not require
layers of managementto direct and discipline their performance.This is in complete
contrast with conventional organisational.structureswhere knowledge, information
and the task of communicating with them, tends to be concentratedin 'service staff,
i.e. middle management.

The control approachmodelno longerfits today'sneedsasthe pendulumis moving
awayfrom peoplebeingtotally managedto peoplehavingto takeresponsibilityfor
The
themselves.The term commonlyusedto definethe conceptis 'empowerment'.
role of managementis caught halfway betweenmanagingstaff and facilitating
Managersneedto learnto manageandbe effectivein situationswhere
empowerment.
no commandandauthoritymodelexistsi.e. employeeswill neitherbe managingand
by
in
be
the
they
controllingtheir subordinates
managed
sense
nor will
conventional
their superiors.In the wordsof ChrisArgyris (1994):
Twenty-first century corporations will find it hard to survive, let alone
flourish, unlessthey get better work from their employees.This does not
necessarily mean harder work or more work. What it does necessarily
is
mean employeeswho've learnedto take active responsibility for their
own behaviour, develop and sharefirst-rate information about their jobs,
and make good useof genuineempowermentto shapelasting solutions to
fundamentalproblems.
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5.5.3 Changes in organisation

structure

An information-based
organisationtendsto becomean organisationof specialistsof
from
is
kinds
There
different
to
a
move
away
all
asopposed managersof
operations.
Wang,
(Majchrzak
functionalunits to process-oriented
and
structures
organisational
1996).The needfor "servicestaff" i.e. peoplewhoserole is only to advise,counsel,
large
data/information
As
drastically.
this,
or co-ordinate
a result of
reduces
informationbasedorganisationsresult,havinga flatter structure,not muchdifferent
from the structureswith which industrialorganisations
startedout at thebeginningof
the industrialeraovera centuryago.
At the start of the organisational.era some two centuries ago, information and/or
knowledge was held by a few at the top, usually the owner/s of the business.As time
knowledge/information
hierarchies
became
this
and
management
prevalent
passed
descended,but lodged itself in the middle, i.e. at tactical levels, betweenthe strategic
and operational levels, of organisations. The new base for this organisational
knowledge tends to descendfurther down to the operational level, and to the minds
of skilled specialists.

With referenceto IT as an indispensabletool for modernbusinessin section5.5.1,
informationsystems,tendsto operatesquite
an organisationswith computer-based
differently by transcendingphysicalaswell astemporalboundaries.The new terms
beingusedto refer to suchorganisationsare 'virtual organisation','virtual factories'
run by teamsof workerson a projectbut geographicallydispersedas'virtual teams'.
Traditional departmentssuch as salesand marketing only serve as guardiansof
standards,ascentresfor trainingandthe assignmentof specialists.The actualwork
is no longerdonewithin thesedepartments
but ratherin speciallyconstructedtaskfocusedteamswhich arebroughttogetherfor a projectanddisperseoncethe taskis
completed.
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Entire layers of managerial and support functions are thus being eliminated. Even
entire segmentsof some companies may be eliminated as companies identify and
refocus on their core business.Traditional ideas about a "span of control" where a
manager or supervisor was neededfor every four, five, or six employeesare being
discarded (Simon, 1995). Instead of a narrow span of control, companies are now
beginning to look at a broader spanof communication or spanof information as the
basis for establishing the number and levels of management.No longer are the
number of employeesper managerconstrainedby how many he or she can "control".
Rather, the constraining factor is how inany he or she can communicate with
effectively.Lower-level supervisionfor control purposeswill no longer be neededor
desired as businessesrealise that world-class quality, superior customer service,
continuous innovation, and flexibility

cannot be obtained through control.

Monitoring of performance is no longer measured by physical quantities of
production but by the overall effectivenessof workers. This kind of monitoring can
be accomplishedthrough use of technologythat allows senior management,perhaps
thousandsof miles away, to instantaneouslyexaminethe statusof some project and
an employee'scontribution/performanceto it (Boyett and Conn, 1992).

Organisationaltheoristsandexpertspredictthat within the next coupleof decades,
neitherthe organisationstructure,nor its management's
problemsandconcerns,will
bearany resemblance
to the businessorganisationwith which we arefamiliar today.
Accordingto PeterDrucker(1988a,1992b),the structureof a largebusiness,in the
coming decades,is more likely to resemblethat of a university, a hospital or a
symphonyorchestra.
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5.5.4 Changed business objectives
be
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modes of business expansions in today's business world are to grow through
alliances and joint ventures. Major companies disintegrate and refocus on a core
business e.g. a car builder no longer tries to make its own steel as Ford once did.
The new corporate model will be more like a solar system, or an orchestra, than a
pyramid.
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5.6 Conclusions
There is fermentation of ideas, there is interest, but a paradigm, in the senseof a
conceptually articulate framework that can compete with the classical and neo-

classicalin explanatoryscope,asyet hasnot beenformalised.
Onceagainorganisations,
find themselves
from
known
transition
the
threshold
a
of
at
to unknown. Indeed they are experiencingwhat Thomas Kuhn (1962) calls a
paradigm shift. Kuhn arguesthat in any given discipline or field of knowledge,
scientists,researchersand practitionerssharea set of conceptualprinciples and
beliefs.This setconstitutestheparadigm underwhich the work of researchers
and
scientists,which he termsnormal scieizce,proceedsplacidly. According to Kuhn
(1962): "All crises begin with the blurring of a paradigm and the consequent
looseningof the rulesfor normalresearch.In this respectresearchduringcrisis very
in
former
during
that
the
the
resembles
much
research
pre-paradigmperiod,except
thelocusof differenceis bothsmallerandmoreclearlydefined."
The transition from a 'paradigm in crisis', to one from which a new tradition of
normal sciencecan emergeis far from a cumulative process,and cannot be achieved
just by a revised articulation or extension of the old paradigm. Rather it is the
reconstruction of the field from new fundamentals, new philosophy, and new
conceptual principles. This reconstruction changes some of the field's most
elementary theoretical generalisationsas well as many of its paradigm methods and
applications. ........during the transition there will be a large, but never complete
between
the problems that can be solved by the old and by the new
overlap
paradigm.But there will also be a decisivedifference in the modesof solution. When
the transition is complete, the profession will have changedits view of the field, its
methods and its goals" (Kuhn, 1962).
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The observation that IT in conjunction with other factors is transforming the way
businessesoperateis unanimous.The challengeexists in deciphering and predicting
how new businesseswill emergefollowing this transformation.At this point in time
it is difficult to state with certainty and authority how organisations will structure
themselvesin the future and how the structure itself will influence the management
style. The key lies in observing the trends and making informed judgements and
predictions. One such trend is towards a workforce comprising knowledge workers
into
their
transformation,
capable of engendering selfand expanding capacity
workplace and thereby creating a 'Learning Organisation'. The next chapter is
devotedto understandingthis trend.
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Chapter 6-

Learning Organisations: the emerging
for
the next generation of organisations
paradigm

6.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the concept of learning as the key to organisational
transformation. The perception of the needfor radical reforms in organisational and
managementtheories is not suddenbut was in the making for more than 40 years.
The changesin organisationalenvironment, both internal and external (as discussed
in the previous two chapters)cumulatively amountto a major paradigmshift from the
Conimand-and-Control model to a Participative model of organisations.A dichotomy
betweenthinkers and doerswas createdby the scientific managementand reinforced
by the command-and-control model of organisation. According to Argyris (1991),
transcending this dichotomy into a new synthesis is the central philosophical
challengefor the new theory of organisations,when he writes:
Any company that aspiresto succeedin the tougher businessenvironment
in
1990s
dilemma:
first
basic
the
market-place
success
of
must
resolve a
increasingly depends on learning, yet most people don't know how to
learn. What's more, those membersof the organization that many assume
to be best at learning are, in fact, not very good at it. I am talking about the
well-educated, high-powered, high commitment professionals who
occupy key leadershippositions in the modem corporations.
'Leaming Organisation',along with similar other labelscurrently being used such as:
'Intelligent

Organisation, 'Know] edge-Creating Company' (Nonaka, 1991),

Knowledge-BasedBusiness(Davis, 1994), and lately'Living Company(De Geus,
1997), refer to the processand product of deeporganisationalchangesin theory and
practice.
This chapter provides a summary of the early academicthoughts which have helped
to lay the foundations of the Learning OrganisationParadigm(LOP) and is followed
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by a brief reviewof thecurrentcontributionsby someof theprominentwriterson the
subject.The LOP, still in the early stagesof development,is basedon principles
which are quite different from the command-and-control
paradigm,requiring a
radically new conceptualframeworkwhich is capableof offering fresh theoretical
insightsandpracticaltools,to improveorganisational
performance.

6.2 Learning as the key to organisational transformation

The new systemof conceptsdefining organisationalstructuresand cultures is
graduallyemergingunderthe nameof Learning Organisation(LO). It comprises:
shallowhierarchies,smallpowerdistances,interdisciplinaryteamsof well educated
employees,process-oriented
organisationalunits and global partnershipsbetween
independentcompanies,alongandacrossvaluechains.It is usefulto definean LO
by themannerin which it interactswith its environment.A LO is capableof leaming
in
is,
itself
it.
LO
(and
from)
its
An
to
about
advanced
environmentand adapting
addition,capableof changingits environmentwith a view to achievingdesiredgoals.
A competentlydesignedorganisationcanexhibitmoreintelligentbehaviourthanthe
sumof intelligenceof its employees.This enhancedintelligence,obtainedthrough
the rich interaction of people who constitutethe organisation,is referred to as
emergentintelligence.
The participative model of organisation has been in the making since the early
decades of this century but over the last four decades it has picked up great
for
have
been
The
founding
LO
the
around
momentum.
also
conceptualprinciples of
field
(1994)
"Never
in
Hampden-Turner
time,
the
of
to
some
referring which
writes:
corporateconsulting has so much repackagingbeendone by so many from the ideas
of so few".
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The emphasison learning however is very recent. The awarenessand definition of
emergent intelligence is even newer. it is important to note that the learning
organisation model, very much like the earlier command-and-control model, has
developed incrementally, the development being led by academic researchers.
Practical implementationhaslaggedbehind andoccurredin earnestonly when drastic
changes in market conditions made the change in organisational structures
unavoidable.

Until recently, learning was somethingthat was usually seen as achievedby
individuals.In fact learningwasseenas an activity suitedto childrenat schooland
the young in highereducation,while training wasconsideredmoreappropriatefor
peopleat work. If an organisationý
wasin needof specificknowledgeit wasobtained
by hiring an expert.
There was a time when a companysimply took whateverknowledge was
departments
bodies
from
and
or
research
already available
professional
in"
by
hiring
it
leaming
"brought
The
to
experts and
put
production.
was
then ground out by the factory. Employees learned up to a point, but
buying
known,
new expertise
organisations simply exploited what was
when appropriate.(Cunningham, 1994).
Today, basedon recent developmentsin our understandingof the needsof modem
businessorganisations,the emphasisis shifting from training oriented approachesto
learning oriented approaches in organisational development. "The goal of the
learning organisation is to generate a process of continuous change and selftransformation from within the organisation" (Peam et al 1995). The emphasison
learning for organisationshasresultedfrom suggestionsof managementexpertslike
Drucker (1988a)who havenotedthat a major changeis taking place in the perception
of 'organisation' and 'management'with a shift occurring from a model of resourcebasedorganisations,adding value to the resourcesat their disposal towards a model
of information-based organisations constructed around knowledge specialists.
Drucker (1993) points out that "possessionof knowledge and the ability to apply it to
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desired ends is supplanting capital as the mainspring of economic and social

"
advance.
Since the 1980s recognition of the importance of learning as the basis of
organisationaldevelopmentand competitive advantagehasfound favour amongstnot
only strategic managementthinkers, but also industrialists. Arie de Geus (1988), the
head of Planning for Royal Dutch/Shell, captured the essenceand urgency for
creating a learning organisation when he stated"the ability to learn faster than your
competitorsmay be the only sustainablecompetitiveadvantage".
Today the environment haschangedand the organisation'sability to survive depends
its
on
ability to quickly perceive and understandthe shift/s in the environment and
adapt effectively and profitably to change. This largely explains why some
organisations are able to survive over many decadeswhile others disappearafter a
short period. Much dependson the ability of managementto quickly comprehendand
absorb the changing situation in the businessenvironment and to act appropriately.
Once a crisis sets in, the need to changeis visible to all, leaving little time and few
is
The
intelligent
fail
to
organisation
survive.
options and as a result many companies
is
it
behaves
like.
living
that
that
sensesand reacts to environmental
one
a
system,
change.
Today everything is simply moving too fast. The market environments
faster
in
develops
than
are
ever more rapid evolution, while science
commercialapplicationscan be generated.

In such circumstancesthere has to be a network who can learn
burgeoning
"outside"
from
and
simultaneously
changing markets
technology"inside",andbring to customersthe latestsatisfactionwhich
by
be
knowledge
This
new
can only achieved a culture
makespossible.
thatcontinuouslylearnsfrom severalsources:that is themuchdiscussed
"leamingorganization".(Cunningham,1994).
In a learning organisationthe implicit knowledge of each learnerbecomesa building
block of the institutional model. Institutional learning begins with the calibration of
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existing mental models. How much and how fast this model changeswill dependon
the culture and structureof the organisation,(De Geus, 1988).
This thinking has been reinforced by researchesinto Japanesecompaniesand their
learning
knowledge
Nonaka
(1991)
to
the
and
managementstyle.
contrasts approach
of Japaneseand Western organisations.He demonstratesthat Japanesecompanies
take a pragmatic view of learning in that, learning is inseparablefroin taking action
and applying knowledgeto real situation.
In the 1980sa seriesof books e.g. Peters'(1992) Liberation Management written in
a more popular fashion, some describing Japaneseexperiencesin somewhat over
enthusiasticmanner,contributedto the greaterawarenessof practitionersto the major
weaknessesassociatedwith the command-and-control model under new volatile
market conditions (Rzevski, 1993). They also triggered the need of organisational
transformation for 'search of excellence', 'core competencies' and 'competitive
(1992b)
Drucker
by
In
USA,
final
the
of
the
articles
advantage'.
push was provided
for
Hammer
(1990)
the
the
a radical changealmost
need
and
making
acceptanceof
universal.

6.3 Theoretical underpinnings

of LO paradigm

The origins of the conceptof the learning organisationcan be tracedby following the
deal
has
development
to
that
theoretical
with organisational
evolved
philosophical and

in
effectiveness a turbulentandchangingenvironment.

6.3.1 Early academic contributions
Kurt Lewin's contribution as a psychologistand founder of social psychology
fundamentally altered the course of social science since the early decadesof this
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century but the influence of his work hasextendedwell beyond the boundsof social
psychology. "In the application of behavioral-science concepts to management
methods,such authorities as McGregor, Likert, Argyris, and Bennis, among others,
have built many of their formulations on Lewin's concepts and experiments."
(Marrow, 1977). The need for situational analysis in social psychology was
advancedby Lewin. He believed that an individual's behaviour is determinedjointly
by the person'spersonalityand the prevailing psychologicalclimate.

Lewin createdthe field of groupdynamicsandactionresearch(Lewin, 1935,1963)
andwas the founderof the ResearchCenterfor GroupDynamicsat Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology.Lewin's influencewasseminalin behaviouraltheoriesand
(OD).
thetheoryof organisationdevelopment
Organizational development grew out of experiments that utilized
principles of group dynamics:the T-group training at National Training
Laboratoriesand survey feedbackat Michigan in the United States,and
the group dynamics work pioneeredby Bion in the Tavistock Institute
in the United Kingdom. Unlike strategicplanning, where practitioners
led academicsin developingthe field, the credit for developingthe field
Lewin
Kurt
like
OD
thinkers
to
and
of
goes academiciansand social
Douglas McGregor. (Narayananand Nath, 1993).
Human relations approaches

The early work on building foundations of the

Mayo
Approaches'
Relations
'Human
began
LO
new paradigm of
under the title of
(1933) and later, 'Neo-Human Relations Approaches'by McGregor, (1960); Likert,
(1961); Maslow (1968), Argyris (1957 a) and others. The proponents of these
in
human
behaviour
limited
understandingof
approachesexpressedconcernson the
McGregor:
Argyris
for
to
the
of
of
and
work situations,
words
example, use
How is it possible to createan organization in which the individuals may
in
which the
obtain optimum expression and, simultaneously,
demands?
its
itself
organization
may obtain optimum satisfaction of
(Argyris, 1957 b).
We have not learned enough about the utilization of talent, about the
creation of an organizational climate conducive to human growth. The
blunt fact is that we are a long way from realizing the potential
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representedby the human resourceswe now recruit into industry.
(McGregor,1960).
Two competingapproachesto researchon explainingemployeebehaviourin the
workplacearose.The first, cognitive approach(Maslow, 1968;Herzberg, 1966;
Vroom, 1964) focusedon understandingand respondingto employeeneeds.It
suggestedthat employees'behaviourwas merelythe result of their effort to meet
their needs.The second,behaviouralapproach,(Skinner, 1953)was groundedin
operantpsychology.This latter approachraiseda greatdealof controversybut was
influential.
nevertheless
The human relations approachwas heavily influenced by the social psychology and
sociology of the early 1960s and was proposed in protest to the scientific
management model. It advocated close co-operation between employees and
management.

In a largesensethe humanrelationsschoolof management
reflectedthe
social ethic. More importantly, however, it was a reaction to the
mechanistic,impersonalworld inherentin the applicationof scientific
managementand administrativetheories ..... The human relationists
thoughthey now saw
retainedthe notionof universalityof management,
the taskof management
asmorecomplex:consistingof attentionto the
social aspectsof organizationin addition to economicand production
requirements.(NarayananandNath, 1993).
The researchinto the psychology of employeebehaviour also establishedthe
importanceof effective communication,information sharingand feedbackto motivate
employeesand improve their perforniance.
Organisation as dynamic open systems Later as economic expansion brought
about an increasingly dynamic environment and the problems this presented for
management,it gave rise to the conceptof organisationsas dynamic open systemsin
interaction with the environment.This themehasbeenexpressedin various versions
of open system models of organisations, and contingency theory (Lawrence and
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Lorsch, 1970) is one of them. Contingency theory, which developedas an offshoot
of open systems theory, attempted reconciliation between the rational traditional
school of managementon one hand, and human resource theorists on the other.
Contingency theory placed great emphasison congruenceas the key to effectiveness
and strove to prescribe organisational designs and managerial actions most
appropriate to specific situations. The contribution made by the contingency
perspectiveto organisationalchangehowever had limitations. It proved useful as an
orienting strategy but still neededto be augmentedwith a theory of change.The
main reason for this was that contingency theory provided an incomplete picture:
only a partial view of an organisation,as it did not deal with the issuespertaining to
important organisationalsubsystemse.g. infon-national,social and cultural. The open
systems theory's success lies in it providing a much needed, alternative
organisationalperspectiveto the closedsystemsperspective.
At the turn of the century, scholars working from a closed systems
perspective advancedthe concept of efficiency, which pertained to the
internal workings of an organisation
When the open systems view
......
for
guiding managerial
of organisationsgained prominenceas a concept
action, efficiency was replacedby effectiveness.Open system theorists
is
that
the
suggest
since
prime goal of an organisation adaptation to the
environment, it is far more important to do things that are appropriate to
doing
Efficiency
things right
to
survival of an organisation.
pertains
(Narayanan
doing
things.
the
and
to
right
whereaseffectivenesspertains
Nath, 1993).
Organisational

LO
lies
the
core
of
efficiency
at

Although such terms as 'Know] edge-basedCompany', 'Intelligent Organisation' and
'Learning Organisation' have appeared in the research literature comparatively
1960s.
1950s
be
discussed
traced
to
the
their
and
early
roots can
recently, as
above,
It were the concepts of notion of efficiency, organisational effectiveness and
organisational developmentthat provided the necessarylink between organisational
theory and organisationalchange.
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The conceptof LO, as mentionedearlier in this chapter,hasevolved and someof the
work on the subject which has beenparticularly influential from the 1970sincludes
Bateson's (1973) original work on the theory of 'deutro- learni ng', that is double
loop learning, which is the same as learning to learn. Gardner's(1963) concept of
'self-renewal' and Lippitt's (1969) framework of 'organisational renewal', along
with conceptsof 'action learning and 'systemsthinking', were all equally important
in contributing to the conceptof LO. Theseconcepts,when applied to organisations,
allowed them to be viewed as systemscapableof, amongstother things, leaming and
intelligent behaviour.Theseconceptsare very much at the centreof current thinking
on the subject e.g. systems thinking has been influential in Senge's (1990)
framework for LO and indeed representsthe integrating force for the creation of a
learning organisation(Leitch et a], 1995).Moss-Jones(1992) also confirms both the
eclectic nature of the concept of LO and the dual influence of sociology and human
resourcedevelopmentwhen he statesthat the origins of the conceptlie in "the family
of ideas which attempts to help organisations cope with the turbulence of rapid,
difficult to predict and complex change."

6.3.2 Current academic contributions
Contemporary literature on learning organisations is diffused. A plethora of
definitions with a number of distinct frameworks and perspectiveexist. Someof this
can be attributed to the fact that learning can be both an activity of acquiring
knowledge as well as the product of knowledge itself, and hence a range of
perspectiveshasbeen adopted.Huber (199 1) is particularly critical about the lack of
theory concerning learning organisation and the lack of cross-fertilisation of ideas
amongstdifferent perspectives.
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This sectionreportson threecontemporaryacademicwriters - Chris Argryis, Peter
SengeandGeorgeHuberwho havecontributedto the conceptof "learning" in the
contextof organisationaleffectiveness,predominantlyfrom a management
science
An outlineof theseauthors'respective
andhumanresourcedevelopment
perspective.
frameworksis givenbelow.

Argyris'

framework

Some of the earliest work on organisationallearning amongstcontemporarywriters
has been done by Chris Argyris (1977). Chris Argyris and Donald Schon (1978)
modified Bateson's (1973) work on 'deutro-Iearnin g' and founded the theory and
practice of 'Action Science. According to Argyris (1977) organisational learning is
the process of detecting and correcting errors that inhibit learning. Single-loop
learning occurs when the organisation learns to do better what it is currently doing.
Double-loop learning is the learning that results from questioning organisational
future
for
have
is
learning
this
that
the
goals and policies, and
organisations must
in
because
inhibited
Argyris
is
double-loop
learning
that
people
success.
claims
organisations have a 'theory-in-use' which leads to information being withheld, or
being vague and ambiguous.To changethesebehaviours, individuals must change
their private assumptions,or theories-in-use.The changeinvolves:
becoming awareof private assumptions
understanding how these assumptions inhibit double loop
learning
developingnew assumptionsto facilitate learning
developing the skills necessaryto implement the behaviour
which follows from the new set of assumptions
The capacity for double-loopleaming comesfrom:

reliableinformation
competentpeople
continuallymonitoringtheeffectiveness
of decisions
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When Royal Dutch/Shell Group surveyed 30 firms that had been in business for
more than 75 years they attributed the successof survival to "their ability to live in
harmony with the businessenvironment,to switch from a survival mode when times
were turbulent to a self-developmentmode when the paceof changewas slow." (De
Geus, 1988). This mode of behaviour is not automatic. According to Argyris most
organisationsbecomeadeptat single-loopleaming but to deliver organisationsfrom a
crisis situation requiresdouble-loop leaming. De Geus(1988) headof planning at the
time, describeshow Royal Dutch/Shell benefited from double-loop leaming through
being preparedwhen oil prices plummeted in the spring of 1986. Organisationsthat
have to cope with rigid proceduresand centralisedinformation systems,learn and act
more slowly than thosewith flexible, opencommunicationchannels.

Senge's framework

Another very widely cited frameworksfor organisationallearningis Senge's'Five
Disciplines' (Senge,1990; Sengeet al. 1994).According to Sengethe learning
learning
is
is
"invention
the
that
principles of
organisation still at an
stage"
ideas
These
in
"laboratory
hold
can
conditions".
organisation
promise controlled
become"innovative" only when theseprinciplescan be appliedon a meaningful
scale,with successfulresultsin a reallife situation.
Sengetakes a behavioural view of learning and the foundation of his framework is
built on a combination of systemstheory, which grew out of the pioneering work of
the theoretical biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy in the 1950s, and systems
dynamics, a form of systemstheory which was developedfor modelling purposesby
Jay Forrester (1961). Forrester developedan early application of systemstheory to
the business world, in this case to the study of industrial dynamics. His approach
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achievedfamewhenit wasusedasthe basisof the MIT projectthat resultedin the
bookby Meadows(1972)The Limits to Growth.
The goal of a learning organisation from Senge's point of view concerns all
employees,at individual level, group/teamlevel and corporatelevel, to internalisethe
'Five Disciplines' with the intent of increasing individual, group and corporate
knowledge and thereby efficiency. The five disciplines inherent in Senge's(1990)
framework of OrganisationalLearning are:
PersonalMastery
"

Mental Model

"

Building SharedVision

"

TeamLearning

"

SystemsThinking

Senge'sframework aims to provide a blend of the soft and difficult to define issues
that play a significant role in learning, such as emotion, aspiration and vision, along
with the analytical concernssuchas systemsthinking.
[T]he five learning disciplines differ from more familiar management
disciplines in that they are "personal" disciplines. Each has to do with
how we think, what we truly want, and how we interact and learn with
disciplines
like
In
than
this
they
one another.
artistic
sense,
are more
traditional managementdiscipline. Moreover, while accounting is good
for "keeping score", we have never approached the subtler task of
building organizations,of enhancingtheir capabilities for innovation, of
crafting strategy and designing policy and structurethrough assimilating
new disciplines.
Sengebelievesthat thesefive "componenttechnologies"are gradually converging to
innovate learning organisation. Senge explains the use of the term "component
technologies" saying that in engineering innovation, the components are called
'technologies'whilst the componentsof innovation in human behaviour are seenas
'disciplines'. Though eachof the abovelisted disciplines/technologiesare developed
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in
learning
dimension
the
creating
a
separately, contribution of eachprovides a vital
organisation.
Sengecalls 'systemsthinking' the fifth discipline- the discipline that performs the
framework.
four
fusing
first
integrating
the
task
the
of
components
and
of
all of
vital
Sengepostulatesthat the processof changeleading to organisational learning will
only take hold once managersstart systemsthinking.
Building learning organizations involves developing people who learn to
see as systemthinkers see,who develop their own personalmastery, and
Given
learn
to
surfaceand restructuremental models,collaboratively.
who
the influence of organizations in today's world, this may be one of the
just
helping
"rewrite
the
toward
altering
not
code",
most powerful steps
us
what we think but our predominant ways of thinking. In this sense,
learning organizations may be tools not just for the evolution of
1990
but
for
(Senge,
intelligence.
the
evolution of
organizations,
Systems thinking, he explains involves "a shift of mind - seeing interrelationships
rather than linear cause-effect chains, and seeing processesof change rather than
in
disparity
"
(Senge,
1990).
Senge
highlights
the
mental models and
snapshots.
insurance
large
CEO
involved
by
the
the
a
of
quoting
understanding of
concepts
don't
is
'If
learning
people
the
why
preferred,
company:
organization so widely
have
People
is
leadership.
he
The
'
no real
answer, says,
create such organizations?
build
it
to
type
suchan organisation.
the
of commitment requires
comprehensionof
Senge goes on to discuss the qualities leaders need. Leaders, he says, are
designers/teachers/stewards.They need new skills, the ability to build a shared
In
bring
to the surface,confront and challenge prevailing mental models.
vision, to
facilitating
for
a
leaders
in
learning
and
creating
are
responsible
organisations
short,
to
their
shape
capabilities
expanding
work environment where people are continually
their future.
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Huber's

framework

Huber (199 1) also takes a behavioural view and defines learning as a process:An
learns
if, through its processing of information, the range of its potential
entity
behaviour is changed. He defines organisational learning as acquiring knowledge
that is potentially useful to the organisation.Huber believesthat learning takesplace
when the rangeof potential, rather than actual observablebehaviour is improved. He
has presentedan alternativeframework, basedon four constructsas integrally linked
to learning organisationsand associatedprocesses.The four constructsare:
"

knowledgeacquisition

"

information distribution
information interpretation
organizationalmemory

Of these, the knowledge acquisition construct is the best developed with the
following five sub constructs: congenital learning, experiential learning, vicarious
learning, grafting, and searching and noticing; each of which contain even further
subconstructs.
Huber has argued that an organisation acquires knowledge in a number of ways
including 'congenital learning' i. e. the knowledge residing at the birth of the
organisation. Further knowledge sources are 'experiential learning' and 'vicarious
learning', that is by direct experience and through the experience of other
organisations.In addition, organisationsinstitute programmesof directed searchand
design environment scanningsystemsto gain environmentalknowledge. Knowledge
can also be grafted onto the organisation as in the caseof businessacquisitions and
mergers.
In the secondconstruct 'information distribution', Huber explicitly specifies the role

in
learning
IS
that informationneedsto be sharedto be
a
of
organisation.He stresses
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of potential value to the organisation. Information needs to be distributed and
interpreted. New information is generated by piecing together all the diverse
interpretations. Finally Huber suggests that knowledge needs to be stored in
"organizational memory" so that it can be called upon by a variety of individuals as

required.

Author
Argyris
& SChon
(1978)

Definition
learning
of
organi-sTti
learning is577a
processof
detectingand
correcting error

Subject
of learning

Content
of learning

individual leam-ing Organisational
theories-in-useor
theories-of-action

Huber
(1991)

An entity learns
through the
processi ng of
in ormation
resulting in change
in the range of
potential behaviour

Information,
Conceptofentityincludes
knowledge
individuals, groups,
organisation,
society

Senge
(1990)

A learning
organisationis a
pl ace where
people are
continually
discoveringhow
they createtheir
reality, and how
they can changeit

Individuals, groups,
weak at developing
organi sati onal.
elements

Personalmastery,
mentalmodels.
team l earning
sharedvision and
systemsthinking

Process
of learning

Assumpt!on
sharing,individual
and collective
inquiry constructs
and modified
theory-in-use,
exact process
remains unclear
Information
processing:
acqui siti on,
distribution,
interpretationand
storage.Processof
organisational
learning remains
unspecified
Personalmastery
and mentalmodels
f ocuson the
individual; team
learning and
sharedvision focus
on groups.Weak in
developing
organisational
elements

Result
learning
of

Link between
learning and
improved action

Rangeof potential
behaviour change,
il y
not necessar
resultingin
observable change

Collective capacity
for thought and
acti on.
Sharedvision is the
elementof
personalmastery
as individuals come
togetherin a sense
of common

taDle Od uornparison ot tnree learning organisation irarneworKS
.
AdaptedfromPrange(1996)

From the brief outline descriptionof the Argyris, Sengeand Huber frameworks
isations
OL
it
is
different
and a
that
they
of
conceptual
above,
clear
all offer very
6.1
in
Table
dispersed
These
above.
are surnmarised
number of
constructs.
It is also clear that the conceptof learning organisationsis not just a managementtool
but a radical new way of thinking and creating a new organisational climate and

learning
Furthermore,
it
be
that
to
organisationsare not
culture.
understood
needs
achievedovernight,nor arethey an end-state.What is neededis cross-fertilisation
for
the
to
some
among
of
alternativeperspectives, provide a unified source the
theory.
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6.4 The concept of the learning organisation and IS

In order to operateautonomously,underchangingconditions,organisationsmust
haveextensivecapabilitiesto acquireandinterpretinformationaboutthatpartof their
universewherechangesare likely to occur.They mustalsomakecorrectdecisions
even when acquiredinformation is incompleteor unreliable.Thereforethe three
conceptsthat are fundamentalto the conceptof suchintelligent organisationare
uncertainty, information and intelligence. (Rzevski, 1995; Rzevski and Prasad,
1998)
The usual sourcesof uncertaintyto which organisationsare exposedinclude:
the occurrenceof unexpectedexternal eventse.g. unpredictable changes
in markets, social conditions and the environment in which the
organisationsoperate
the occurrenceof unexpectedinternal events e.g. unforeseenchangesof
personnel,or suddenloss of assets

incomplete,inconsistent
decision
information
to
the
available
or unreliable
makerfor the purposeof decidingwhatto do next.This uncertaintymay
be causedby inadequate
technologyor by the speedat which unexpected
eventsoccur.
To cope with theseuncertaintiesthe last thing that membersof an organisation need
instead
instructions
They
lines
are precise
need
and rigid
of commandand reporting.
a reasonablefreedom to collect information and make appropriate decision. In this
context,
information is a meansof reducing uncertaintyabout an aspectof the universe.
Since no information is ever complete and there always is residual uncertainty,
organisationsneedindividual and collective intelligence,where
intelligenceis the capability of a systemto achievea goal or sustaindesiredbehaviour
under conditions of uncertainty.
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Intelligence is therefore the property which enablesa system to operate effectively
when available information is inadequate.The ability to recognisepartially specified
intelligent
its
important
is
behaviour
learning
is
key
to
the
patterns
one of
most
and
manifestations.

Intelligent behaviouris dependenton the ability of the organisationto quickly
comprehend
andabsorbthechangingsituationin thebusinessenvironmentandto act
on that information.The intelligent organisationis one that behaveslike a living
it
in
intelligent
Thus
to
senses
and
an
system;
reacts environmentalchange.
organisationthe implicit knowledgeof eachlearnerbecomesa building block for the
institutional model. Institutional learning beginswith the calibration of existing
mental models.How much and how fast this model changeswill dependon the
culture and structure of the organisation.Teams that have to cope with rigid
flexible,
information
learn
those
than
with
proceduresand
moreslowly
systemswill
opencommunicationchannels(De Geus,1988).
In a world in which it is possibleto eliminate uncertaintyby collecting all appropriate
information required for decision making, thereis no needfor intelligence. Today an
business
in
harmony
live
develop
"ability
the
to
the
with
organisation must
to
from
turbulent
times
a selfto
were
when
mode
environment, switch
a survival
developmentmode when the paceof changewas slow." (De Geus, 1988).

6.5 Conclusions
The organisation structuresand managementassumptionsof command-and-control
associatedwith traditional, hierarchical bureaucraciesand Tayloristic management
for
have
is
deep-rooted
hindrance
principles
createda
mind-set which a considerable
businesses in today's new, unfamiliar and highly turbulent environment. Both
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academicsand researchers,as well as practitioners, are looking for new theories to
support the new paradigm: theories that will provide some coherent conceptual
model, an underpinning framework that is capableof providing practical guidelines
for enabingorganisationalsurvival and growth.

Western organisations,large and small, are making a seriouseffort to remake
themselvesby selectingfrom a numberof solution on offer in the form of downsizing, right-sizing, outsourcing,along with a variety of conceptsimported from
Japan,suchasjust-in-time, leanproduction,and total quality management(which
is
in
USA
into
in
The
first
Japan).
still
outcome
was
althoughoriginated
put
practice
far from satisfactorywith few successesand many failures. The discussionon
literature,presentstwo extremes:
efforts to createLOs, asreportedin management
the academicandconsultancyend is reverentialandutopian,basedon philosophy;
thatthe
thereportsfrom practitionersarelargelycritical, andexpressdisappointment
illustrious
have
There
are nonetheless,some
not materialised.
promised results
Gordon
Forward
Xerox,
Allaires
LO
Paul
of
of
e.g.
examplesof achieving a
Chapparral.
Steel,RayStataof AnalogDevices(Garvin1993).
The complexity and uncertainty of today's business environment warrants a
but
difficult,
it
is
just
Also,
extremely
not
participatory approachto problem solving.
impossible to develop strategiesfor all the contingenciesthat an organisationmay be
faced with. In order to deal with complexities there is a need to focus on the
hand,
levels
individual
building
team
and
on
one
the
and
at
processesof competence
locally,
knowledge
nationally
the processesof networking organisational
resourcesinto
the
is
hand.
There
to
and
research
the
explore
urgency
an
and globally - on
other
interrelationbetweenthe two processes,at micro-level and macro-level.
This once again, clearly indicates a mismatch betweentheory and practice. Only in
be
learning
the
theoretical principles on which
cases where
organisations should
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basedhave beengraspedby the managementin essence,has successbeen achieved.
The understanding of issues such as how knowledge is created, diffused and

transformedin thework environmenthasremainedelementaryin most cases.
Michael McMaster(1995)suggeststhe sourcefor the basisof a new theoryfor the
nextgenerationof organisations:
Models for the new theory aboundin nature.We can look at living
systemssuchashumanbeings.We canlook at systemsof living things
suchasrain forests.We canlook at "parts"of living systemssuchasthe
immune systemof a humanbeing. We can look at evolution or large
ecologies.All will tell us similarstoriesif we look throughtheeyesof the
fundamental
changein cosmologythatis emerging.Thatchangeis a view
of the world as a living systemwherethe seniorelementis information
(or maybeintelligence or consciousness)
and the junior elementsare
physical.Thesephysicalelementsturn out to disappearinto information
and energy when we get inside them or, if you prefer, down to the
smallestlevel. The nature of world as understoodby contemporary
scienceandphilosophyhaschangeddramatically.
The new theory of learning organisations,which is consistentwith this thinking,
being
features
derived
from
the
that
organised
the
phenomena
requires
are
natureof
is
key.
The
from
information
the
the
point
and also
principles of systemswhere
being made can be better illustrated by referring to the transformation in
comprehensionthat has takenplace in biology. The breakthroughcamewhen the
"bits"
to
from
being
a
molecules
of
protein
of
physical
elements geneticschanged
information
building
blocks
the
and the way they
as
were seen
geneticcode, and
knowledge
Such
"grammar".
together
providedthecapacity
wereput
wasconsidered
to understandand intervenewith biological entities leadingto hitherto unknown
possibilities,soonfollowedby practicalresults.
is
learning
A comparisonof the command-and-control
organisationparadigms
and
in
given Table 6.2 on the following page.
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PRE-PARADIGM,,;,,

OLD CONCEPTS

guiding

ideas:

' COMMAND-AND-,
PARADIGM'ý-

CONTROL

LEARNING ',,ORGANISATION
PARADIGM

,

ESTABLISHED CONCEPTS
NEW CONCEPTS
AT THE END OF THEIR USEFUL LIKELY TO DOMINATE THE
LIFE
FUTURE
guiding

ideas:

guiding

Ad hoc introduced in

I econonzyof scale

a piec meal fashion

2 division of labour

ideas:

I flexibility, evolution

2 leanzing,intellectual capital
specialists,
multidisciplinary teams,
functional organisation.
process-oriented
organisation.
deephierarchies,
shallow hierarchies,
limited spanof control.
networking.
distributeddecisionmaking,
ccntraliseddecisionmaking,
delegation.
clear rep rting lines.
avoidanceof uncertainty,
skills of handling uncertainty,
preciselyspecifiedproceduresfor
empowermentof employeesto decide
how to perform operationaltasks,
performing operationaltasks,
learning and problem solving,
predictability.
flexible cells, performancenot
completelypredictable.
(global) partnershipsalong and across
vertical integration.
value chain, virtual organisations.
hieh nower distance.
low power distance,caring culture.
unskilled and semiskilledworkforce. skilled, well educatedworkforce,
emergentintelligence.

Table 6.2 Paradigmshift in the domainof organisationaltheory
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Chapter 7-

The Science of Complexity:
understanding

a source of new

7.1 Introduction
The most prolific advice with which currentbusinessmanagementliterature resounds
is that in order to survive and prosper in today's harsh environment, organisations
needto be highly flexible and responsiveto the rapid twists and turns of marketsand
technologies. To do this, as discussed in Chapter 6, they must adopt the path of
have
learning
into
leaming
transform
themselves
continuous
and
organisationswhich
an inbuilt ability to anticipate, assessand react to change.Yet all the knowledge of
organisational.and managementtheories that has been inherited is proving to be
inadequateto achieveall this, and the burning questionremains:but how?
The command-and-control paradigm fails to model the real physical systems of
today's business world, since organisations are no longer dealing with stable
environments and predictable conditions for which the command-and-control
faced
businesses
Today's
with an environment
are
paradigm was suited.
Under
by
turbulence,
such conditions
and
uncertainty.
unpredictability
characterised
the maxim that reality is only a stepaway from the approximationis neither valid nor
Kuhn
to
has
Awareness
to
given rise a situation which according
of anomalies
safe.
(1962) is the prerequisiteof a paradigmshift.

New scientific understandingis emergingin the form of a scienceof comp exity
dynamic
deals
difficult
the
systemsandseemsset
with
which
problemof non-linear
Chaos
Gleick
(1988),
to revolutionise current scientific theories.
writing about
Theory, says:"Relativity eliminatedthe Newtonianillusion of absolutespaceand
time; quantumtheoryeliminatedtheNewtoniandreamof a controllablemeasurement
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process;and chaoseliminates the Laplacian fantasy of deterministic predictability. "
In the samevein, the theory of complexity eliminatesthe false notion that evolution is
the work of a blind watchmakerand revivifies it by exposingthe creativeemergence,
it
(1995)
Kauffman
to
as
refers
novelty and spontaneousorder within evolution.
'order for free'.
The science of complexity is a developing scientific theory which is basedon the
interdisciplinary study of nonlinear systemsincorporating a wide areaand comprises
a number of theories such as - dynamic systemstheory, chaos theory, catastrophe
theory, nonlinear systems theory, complexity theory, complex adaptive systems
theory. It is essential to point out that although the term 'Chaos Theory' is most
"Chaos:
book,
1987
Gleick's
for
in
James
the
title
widely publicised, as
example
of
Making a New Science", it does not representthe whole of complexity theory. As
knowledge about the behaviour of complex systems accumulates, consensusis
building-up fast in academiccircles that thesenew theoriesprovide a radical shift in
in
scientific conceptsof natureand reality, as well as epistemology.
In this chapter the theory of complexity is discussedin three interlinked stages;the
first looks at some of the reasons why the science of complexity has remained
in
to
literature
search
A
order
the
was
undertaken
unexplored until now. review of
for any underlying reasons;however, this did not provide any. The answer, in the
form of the argument presentedhere, takes the view that although anomalies are a
insufficient
in
for
themselves
causeof
they
an
are
a paradigm change
prerequisite
i.
lead
A
to
a crisis e. only
change. paradigm shift takes place only when anomalies
be
discipline
that
solved
cannot
confront problems
when practitioners of a scientific
by the existing paradigm. Kuhn's (1962) view, supported by his research into the
history of science, is of great significance here in trying to explain the incongruity
betweenthe interpretationspresentedin this chapterand thosefound in the literature.
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The next stage identifies the salient characteristicsof complex systemsbehaviour.
The primary objective of this is to ascertain if this knowledge could provide the
for
implication
the
the
understanding
research with
urgently neededplatform
of
complexity on emerging organisational forms, and the new set of tools neededto
deal with the phenomenonof organisationalcomplexity in a creative way. In short,
the main objective is to assessthe relevanceof complexity theory in providing the
philosophical foundation for the theory of the new organisational and information
systemsparadigm.

The final stageconcludesthat the scienceof complexity heraldsan intellectual
revolution which will replace currently dominant philosophies and the conceptual
world view.

7.2 A paradigm switch in mathematics
Researchinto understandingnatural and technicalsystemsthat contain uncertainty is
is
Chaos
is
decades
theory
theory
three
than
very recent.
old and complexity
no more
even younger. The interest they have generatedin the nonlinear dynamics in natural
sciences:in physics, chemistry, biology, evolution, meteorology and mathematics;
and more recently in social, economic and technological systems, is quite
phenomenaland continuesto grow.
Knowledge of scientific complexity has existed for some time but has not been
acknowledged. Its origins can be traced back to the mathematician and physicist,
Henri Poincarewho discussednonlinear dynamic systemswith sensitivedependence
initial
conditions, at the end of the nineteenthcentury. Henri Poincareestablished
on
the fact that the motion of even as few as three bodies interacting, such as the sun,
moon and earth, was too complex to be capturedin a neat deterministic mathematical
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model. There are similar other real-world problems, for example the peripatetic
salesman who has to devise the most economical way to visit a set of cities. A
solution can be formulated simply while the number of cities to be visited are few.
However, attempts to find a solution by systematic means rapidly becomes
impractical as the problem's size i. e. the number of cities to be visited is increased
beyond a small number (Coveneyand Highfield, 1995).
Researchersin the field of complexity tell us that chaotic behaviour and complexity
are all around us and it is the scienceof complexity that can teach us how to make
senseof it all. In acceptingall this, two questionsspring to mind:
Why has the scienceof complexity remained unexplored for so
long?
What new insights do the theories of complexity offer which
make them the object of so much interest?

The first questionis dealtwith hereandanswerthe secondquestionis dealtwith in
section7.4. A numberof explanationshavebeenofferedin the literature(Jackson,
1989;Kellert, 1993;CoveneyandHighfield, 1995)to accountfor the situationand
areasfollows.

7.2.1 Non-availability

of computing power

The most common explanation maintains that chaostheory relies heavily on digital
computers;therewas no way to study chaotic behaviourscientifically until computers
were invented. (Franks, 1984).The scienceof complexity too is critically dependent
on computer technology. It is true that computershave provided both the key and the
catalyst to the exploration of the new scienceof chaosand complexity. The essential
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role played by the computer in the modern study of complex systemsexplains in
large part why such a rich field of investigation was over-looked for so long. Kellert
(1993) explains that chaostheory has been instrumental in revealing the surprising
fact that sensitivedependenceon initial conditionsmay well be very common in nonlinear systems, but this fact "surprises us because it was invisible before the
"
1989).
(Franks,
hard
but
it
is
to
to
avoid.
computer,
with computers
easy see,even
Kellert (1993) writes that the "nontreatment of chaos thus should seem no more
Until
invention
bacteria
the
the
than
the
microscope.
of
puzzling
nontreatmentof
until
Leeuwenhoek, people saw evidence of bacterial behaviour and may even have
speculatedabout very tiny organisms,but until there were microscopesthere was no
possibility of a scientific examination of bacteria." Franks makes this analogy
explicit:
The computer is a viewing instrument for mathematical models
that will, in the long run, be more significant than the microscope
to a biologist or the telescopeto an astronomer....It is no more
dynamical
that
types
surprising
of complex
numerous
phenomenahave been discovered in the last twenty years than
if
bacteria
kinds
be
discovery
the
of
would
of numerous
thousandsof biologists were, for the first time in history, given a
microscope.

However,writers like Kellert contendthat this is only a partial answer,because
wereavailable.
resources
alternativecomputational

7.2.2 Prevailing

linear
in
favour
systems
of
paradigm

As mentioned above, in the view of some writers, the science of chaos and
for
but
into
the
have
been
overwhelming
much
earlier
could
researched
complexity
in
(1976)
Robert
May's
article
emphasison providing an orderlyview of the world.
Nature pointedout this prejudicein favourof linearmodelsin biologicalandsocial
sciences:
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linear
to
The elegant body of mathematical theory pertaining
functions,
and
on),
so
and
(Fourier
orthogonal
analysis,
systems
its successfulapplication to many fundamentallylinear problems
in the physical sciences, tends to dominate even moderately
in
theoretical
University
and
mathematics
courses
advanced
ill
developed
the
intuition
The
equips
so
mathematical
physics.
by
the
behaviour
bizarre
the
to
exhibited
student
confront
logistic
[the
discrete
simplest of
nonlinear systems, such as
map].
According to Kellert there is ample evidence in the form of text books to support
these allegations. He points out that a fully adequate account of the historical
development of chaos theory must take into account the contributory social and
has
factors.
in
The
favour
of predictable natural processes
cultural
prejudice
(1993)
book
his
Kellert
In
"nontreatment"
to
the
of chaos.
contributed significantly
focuseson the field of physics, but many of the issuesdiscussedarejust as relevant
to general features of the history of the physical, biological and social sciences.He
development
biases
historical
"cultural
that
the
of
out
can
affect
profoundly
points
physics by influencing the scientific community's notions of what counts as an
interestingor worthwhile scientific phenomenon".

7.2.3 Discouragement of nonlinear dynamic
Education in natural sciences has been responsible for inculcating the mindset
amongst the students that linear and solvable systems are the only one to which
by
been
further
has
belief
the
be
Such
reinforced
should
a
attention
paid.
ignore
to
them
training
that scientists received and which encouraged
professional
chaotic behaviour.Kellert explains:
Professional instruction rendered chaos less visible in two
ways: on the one hand, studentswere indirectly steeredaway
from nonlinear systems (the only systems in which chaos is
possible) by being taught that they were uninteresting or
exceptional cases.On the other hand, when apparently bizarre
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or even chaotic behaviour was found in these nonlinear
systems,it was dismissedas mere noise or experimentalerror.

If a study resulted in strange answersit was common to put the blame on
experimentalerror or noise.The researchinto complexsystemshasdemonstrated
that the 'noise'actuallycontainsimportantinformationaboutthe experiment.The
conceptof unpredictabilityin complexsystemsis whatLorenzcalled"sensitivityto
initial conditions"or "the butterfly effect".Theconceptmeansthat with a complex,
nonlinear system, for example the weather,very minor changesin the initial
conditionsof a systemcanresultin dramaticallydifferentoutcomesfor thatsystem.
JamesGleick's (1988) book Chaos: Making a New Science has been influential in
interest
the
rekindling
of economists and managersin non-linearity. It is not that
economistshave not beenawarethat the linear equationsat the heart of neo-classical
economic models were only approximations, but it is only now that they are
questioning their relevance and validity in the context of the real world. Linear
equations may be computationally convenient, but they are a serious distortion of
reality and also fail to exhibit other aspectsof non-linear behaviour seenin the real
world.

7.2.4 The fallibility

of mathematics

Classicalsciencesomehowseemedto haveconfirmedthe statusof mathematicsas
the mostsecureform of knowledge."For morethan200 yearsafter Newton,it was
thoughtthata completetheoreticalunderstanding
of anymechanicalprocesscouldbe
achievedby using sufficient mathematicalingenuity to analytically solve the
Methodsbasedon pencil,paper,andthought
equationsdescribingthoseprocesses.
have
always been regarded as the highest form of mathematical
alone
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thinking. "(Coveney and Highficld, 1995). Not surprisingly, anyone who has
receivedscientific educationdevelopeda deepfaith in mathematics.However, in the
light of developments,particularly in mathematicallogic notably the works of Gbdel,
Turing, Church and Chaitin (Casti, 1994), cracks have appearedin the edifice of
mathematicsand faith is increasinglybeing put to test.

7.3 Kuhnian

paradigm shift

All theaboveexplanationfoundin literaturemaybepartiallycorrectbut theyall seem
to missa fundamentalpoint. Thereexistsa very simpleandnaturalexplanationfor
why the scienceof complexity remainedunexploreduntil recently.This research
uncoversthe exciting fact - what we are experiencingin a numberof disciplines
related with the scienceof complexity are actually many of the attributesof a
Kuhnian revolution. Kuhn is right in his explanationof the subjectof paradigm
shifts and revolutions- the rise and fall of major theories.He has emphasiseda
contrastbetweenthebulk of whatscientistsdo, namely,workingon legitimate,wellunderstoodproblemswithin their disciplines(normalscience),andthe exceptional,
unorthodoxwork thatcreatesscientificrevolution,which in turn resultsin paradigm
shifts.
According to Drucker (1969) in spite of the two World Wars, this century has
has
long
last
half-century
He
"the
enjoyed a
writes,
period of very stableconditions.
been an age of Continuity - the period of least change in 300 years or so, that is,
since world commerce and systematicagriculture first becamedominant economic
factors in the closing decadesof the seventeenthcentury." During this period, while
the world concentratedon stablephysical systems,the prevailing paradigm of linear
dynamics proved successful in solving the problems of the time and enjoyed the
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one of the things a
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argued
for
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choosing problems
scientific community acquireswith a paradigm a criterion

to havesolutions".
that,while the paradigmis a takenfor granted,canbe assumed
Extraordinaryproblemsconcernedwith nonlineardynamicswere not something
waiting for attention and being ignored, an allegation discussedabove. These
direct
themselves,
as a
resultof the
problemspresented
previouslyunencountered,
advancesof normal research,a typical examplebeing when Lorenz attemptedto
fallibility
In
dynamics.
linear
the
addition,
studyandmodelweatherconditionsusing
factors
in
in
be
has
doubt
to
of mathematics recentyears
a contributory
proved
no
is
highlightingthefact thatour understanding
laws
the
seriously
nature
governing
of
limited. The perceptionof a newparadigmis alwaysinstigatedby the accumulation
of anomaliesundertheprevalentparadigm.
Problems faced in today's business environment, for which the command-andfollows:
by
(1993)
Stacey
is
highlighted
totally
as
control paradigm
unsuited,are
When managersconfront open-endedchangethe situation is completely
different in every respect.They are faced with actions and events past,
Links
future
have
long-term
that
consequences.
presentand
unknowable
between cause and effect are lost in the detail of those events because
key
The
develop.
circles
small changes escalate and self-reinforcing
difficulty then, is that of identifying what the problems and opportunities
identifying
but
finding
The
difficulty
is
that
answers,
of
are.
prime
not
is
The
to
ambiguousand the responsesof
situation
what questions
ask.
managers are equivocal. In these uniquely new situations, old shared
mental models on how to design actions do not work and new mental
happen.
We
have
before
be
developed
to
anything
can
models
and shared
are talking about frame-breaking, extraordinary management,akin to
Kuhn's notion of extraordinary science.
In the terminology of sciencehistorian Thomas Kuhn, the reigning command-andcontrol paradigm is now weighing heavy with anomalies. Kuhn (1962) points out
"the manner in which anomalies,or violation of expectation, attract the increasing
attentionof a scientific community needsdetailedstudy, as doesthe emergenceof the
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allegiance of its practitioners. Kuhn (1962) has argued "that one of the things a
scientific community acquireswith a paradigm is a criterion for choosing problems

to havesolutions"
that,while theparadigmis a takenfor granted,canbe assumed
Extraordinary problems concerned with nonlinear dynamics were not something
for
discussed
These
being
ignored,
above.
waiting
attention and
an allegation
problems presentedthemselves,previously unencountered,as a direct result of the
advancesof normal research,a typical example being when Lorenz attempted to
study and model weatherconditions using linear dynamics.In addition, the fallibility
factors
in
in
has
be
doubt
to
of mathematics recent years
a contributory
proved
no
highlighting the fact that our understandingof the laws governing nature is seriously
limited. The perception of a new paradigm is always instigated by the accumulation
of anomaliesunder the prevalentparadigm.
Problems faced in today's business environment, for which the command-and-

follows:
(1993)
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by
Stacey
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controlparadigm
unsuited,are
Whenmanagersconfrontopen-ended
changethe situationis completely
different in every respect.They arefacedwith actionsand eventspast,
Links
presentandfuturethat haveunknowablelong-termconsequences.
betweencauseand effect are lost in the detail of thoseeventsbecause
key
develop.
The
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small changesescalateand self-reinforcing
difficulty then,is thatof identifyingwhatthe problemsandopportunities
identifying
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The
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is
that
answers,
are.
prime
of
not
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The
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to
situation ambiguousandthe responses
what questions ask.
managersare equivocal.In theseuniquely new situations,old shared
mentalmodelson how to designactionsdo not work and new mental
We
happen.
have
be
before
developed
to
anything
can
models
andshared
are talking about frame-breaking,extraordinarymanagement,akin to
Kuhn'snotionof extraordinaryscience.
In the terminologyof sciencehistorianThomasKuhn, the reigningcommand-and(1962)
is
Kuhn
heavy
paradigm
anomalies.
points out
with
now
weighing
control
"the mannerin which anomalies,or violation of expectation,attractthe increasing
of the
attentionof a scientificcommunityneedsdetailedstudy,asdoestheemergence
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crisesthat may be inducedby repeatedfailure to makean anomalyconform." Kuhn
hasarguedthat the phenomenon
is
thought
of scientificrevolutionary
certainlynot
without precedence.What is taking placetoday is similar to what happened400
introducedthe sunyearsago when Copernicus,the Polish mathematician/priest,
centredmodelof the universe.His new theoryrequiredpeopleto radically change
their perception of the world and its place in the universe. "Therefore, when
paradigmschange,thereareusuallysignificantshiftsin the criteriadeterminingthe
legitimacyboth of problemsandof proposedsolutions." (Kuhn, 1962).
Thus each generationhas lived according to the latest version of its knowledge as to
how the universe functions. This knowledge no doubt affects their behaviour and
thought. Kelly (1995) condensesman'shistory in the world as follows:
The African savanna hatches human hunter-gatherers - raw
biology; the hunter-gatherershatch agriculture - domesticationof
the natural; the farmers hatchthe industrial - domesticationof the
industrialists
hatch the currently emerging
the
machine;
postindustrial whatever. We are still figuring out what it is, but
I'll call it the marriageof the born andthe made.

To be precise,the flavor of the next epochis neo-biological
ratherthanbionic, becausealthoughit may startsymmetrically,
biology alwayswins in anyblendingof organicandmachine.

7.4 Fundamentals of complexity theory
The following discussion concentrates mainly on the theory of complexity.
Nevertheless, any discussion of complexity, by its very nature necessitatessome
reference to the nonlinear dynamics better known as chaos theory. Complexity
theory and chaostheory are to a certain extent related to each other in the sensethat
the former explores a system'sbehaviour at the edgeof chaosor at the point "where
the componentsof a systemnever quite lock into place, and yet never quite dissolve
into turbulence either
Chaos by itself doesn't explain the structure, the
........
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coherence,the self-organising cohesivenessof complex system." (Waldrop, 1992).
A full discussion of chaos theory is not the objective of this chapter. A brief
introduction to the origins of chaos theory is given below with the sole aim of
providing the backgroundand context for the discussionof complexity theory which
follows.
In scientific terms 'chaos'doesnot refer to the dictionary definition of the word, i. e.
the commonly implied meaning of utter confusion or mayhem, rather it is used to
refer to the behaviour of a system which, although governed by simple physical
laws, remainsso unpredictablethat it appearsto be random.
It was in the mid-sixties that chaostheory was originally developedwhen a research
meteorologist, Edward Lorenz (1963 a, b), attempted to predict weather patterns.
His findings were published in the Journal of the Atmospheric Science. The
techniques used by him abandoned the typical dynamics and tackled the more
difficult problem of non-linear dynamic systems. This was heralded as a new
looking
A
later
by
at the world
way
of
approach and
others. new
expanded upon
thus emerged, not in the form of a set of specific discoveries but rather more as a
for
IBM,
insight.
In
Benoit
1970s,
Mandelbrot,
the
working
a
mathematician
new
diverse
in
behaviour
as
as cotton prices and
while studying symmetry of scale
distribution,
Gaussian
instead
found
and
that
a
of obeying
earthquake sizes,
following a bell-shapedcurve as predicted by statistical theory, they showed a very
different kind of behaviour for which he coined the term Tractal behaviour'

(Trisoglio, 1995).
Oneneedsto makereferences
to chaostheoryfrom time to time asit is closelyrelated
to complexity theory. Inayatullah (1994) exemplifies the affinity betweenchaosand
complexity:
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For complexitytheorists,chaosis focusedon order and disorderand
merely one dimensionof complexity, since chaostheory does not
explain the mechanismsof change.Complexityis similar to chaosin
that both are concernedwith non-linearsystems,both focus on inter
relatedness,and both seekan underlyingpatternto all physical and
But the way to understanding
socialphenomena.
complexitytheory is
emergence.
Chaostheoryprovidesusefulinsightsinto thebehaviourof complexsystemsbut its
is ratherlimited.Themainreasonfor this is thatit treats
contributionto organisations
systemsaspassivei.e. without the will or intelligenceto interceptandreroutea set
course of events. Human organisationsconsist of intelligent people who can
individuallyandcollectivelylearnandreactto events.

7.4.1 What is meant by complexity?
Determining the degree of complexity of a given problem is the mission of

be
tractableIt
the
theory.
tells
will
mathematicalcomplexity
us whether problem
thatis, whetherit will bepracticalto attemptto solveit by systematicmeans.
Within science,complexity is a watchword for a new way of thinking
be
interacting
but
basic
behaviour
the
units,
about
of many
collective
they atoms,molecules,neurons,or bits within a computer. To be more
behaviour
is
is
definition
the
that
the
study of
precise, our
complexity
of macroscopic collections of such units that are endowed with the
lead
interactions
Their
in
to coherentcollective
to
time.
potential evolve
be
described
that
only at
can
phenomena,so-calledemergentproperties
higher levels than those of individual units. (Coveney and Highfield,
1995).
The proponents of the new science of complexity claim that the conventional
scientific approachhasbeen seducedby simplicity, offering a reductionist approach

1995).
Highfield,
(Coveney
the
to
universal
and
as
route understanding
Ralph Stacey (1991), coming from a businessmanagementbackground, offers the
following explanation:
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The natural scientists,particularly over the pastthreedecades,have
developeda new frame of referencewithin which they explain the
workings of the world. It is a frame of referencewhich stresses
uncertainty, unpredictability, irregularity, discontinuity and selforganisation,in directoppositionto thetraditionalview.It is a frameof
referencewhich providesthe tool for understandingturbulenceand
chaos - they are real phenomenageneratedby simple laws, not
reflectionsof our ignorance.Chaosandturbulencearethe essenceof
reality andthereis often no causewheneventschangedirection.And
this hasled to the realisationthat the developmentof mostof nature's
systemis a continuingprocessof creationwhich dependssignificantly
on chance,so makingit impossiblefor maneverto control outcomes.
The focushasshiftedfrom the machineview of orderandpre-ordained
to thecreativenatureof disorder,irregularityand
pathsof development,
chance.
The Nobel laureate Murray Gell-Mann (1994) has argued that we must get away
from the idea that serious work is restricted to "beating to death a well-defined
problem in a narrow discipline, while broadly integrative thinking is relegated to
cocktail parties. In academiclife, in bureaucracies,and elsewhere,we encounter a
lack of respectfor the task of integration."
Conventional scienceis frequently blind to connectionsthat can be
drawn between such apparently disparatethings as frustration in
antiferromagnets, the workings of the brain, the rise and fall of
stock markets, and a host of other phenomena. Today most
scientistsrestrict themselvesto the detailedstudy of one aspectof a
single sub discipline within one branchof the tree of science,be it
the large scale structure of the universe or the molecular structure
of a protein from the Human Immunodeficiency Virus. (Coveney
and Highfield, 1995)

Alvin Toffler (1984)hasremarked,"modemscienceis so goodat splittingproblems
into pieces;thatwe oftenforgetto put thembacktogetheragain." Thereis a growing
communityof scientistsendeavouring
againstthis tide, anda largenumberof people
all over the world havebeenworkingdrivenby a senseof inadequacyof the current
stateof affairs within their discipline and the needto find clearerunderstanding.
"Since the 1960sa revolution in both mathematicaland physical scienceshas
imposed a new attitude in the description of nature. Parallel developmentsin
thermodynamictheory of irreversible phenomena,in the theory of dynamical
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systems,andin classicalmechanicshaveconvergedto showa compellingway that
the gapbetween"simple"and"complex",between"disorder"and "order",is much
narrowerthanpreviouslythought." (Nicolis andPrigogine,1989).
A quiet scientific revolution in the form of a scienceof complexity hasbeengathering
momentum over the last couple of decades. Complexity scientists (Kauffman,
Langton, Holland, Goodwin, Prigogine, Dawkins) see connections across
is
disciplines;
there
that
to
they
an economy of
conventionally separate
want show
concepts necessary for understanding the way the world works. The results of
research,not just from mathematics and physical sciences,but also from various
branches of biology, computer science, economics and social sciences are
'converging' and consolidating to emerge in the form of a new science of
complexity. The work representsa unification of the sciences.
However, the theory of complexity itself, at this point in time, doesnot lend itself to
that
is
for
it
"a
that's
so
wide
ranging
and
so
new
still
subject
an easy explanation
lie.
But
its
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knows
how
define
to
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even
or
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"
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It
(Waldrop,
of a number
the
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synthesisof results
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in
fields
different
in
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different
countries and a number of
of scientists working
America, France, Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico, and Oxford University in the
UK to name but a few. The common factor in the work of all thesescientistsis that
by
the
developing
copying
tools
that
they are
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solve
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living
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systems,andin classicalmechanicshaveconvergedto showa compellingway that
the gapbetween"simple"and "complex",between"disorder"and"order", is much
narrower than previously thought." (Nicolis and Prigogine, 1989).
A quiet scientific revolution in the form of a scienceof complexity hasbeengathering
momentum over the last couple of decades. Complexity scientists (Kauffman,
Langton, Holland, Goodwin, Prigogine, Dawkins) see connections across
conventionally separatedisciplines; they want to show that there is an economy of
concepts necessary for understanding the way the world works. The results of
research,not just from mathematics and physical sciences,but also from various
branches of biology, computer science, economics and social sciences are
'converging' and consolidating to emerge in the form of a new science of
complexity. The work representsa unification of the sciences.

However,the theoryof complexityitself, at this point in time, doesnot lend itself to
an easyexplanationfor it is "a subjectthat'sstill so new and so wide rangingthat
nobody knows quite how to define it or evenwhereits boundarieslie. But then,
that'sthe whole point. If the field seemspoorly definedat the moment,it's because
defy
is
that
trying
to
all the conventional
complexityresearch
grapplewith questions
findings
"
(Waldrop,
1992).
It
is
the
of a number
categories.
synthesisof resultsand
in
fields
different
in
in
different
of scientistsworking
countriesand a numberof
America,France,SantaFe Institute in New Mexico, andOxford University in the
UK to namebut a few. The commonfactorin the work of all thesescientistsis that
they are developingnew tools that solve many complexproblemsby copying the
As
living
face
in
for
battle
handle
they
the
the
organisms
survival.
way
problems
such,complexitytheoryhasdevelopedfrom a numberof scientificfields.
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7.4.2 Origins

of complexity

theory

The following is a list of the core disciplineswhereresearchon complexity is active:
*

Mathematics Mathematical applications development in this

field, which began100yearsagoby theFrenchmathematician
Henri Poincare, is describedvery well in Gleick's (1988)
book, Chaos:Making a New Science.In the 1960sand 1970s
the studyof mathematical
descriptionandanalysisof non-linear
theory,
andcomplexsystems,includingchaosandcatastrophe
wasdevelopedfurtherby Thom,Zeeman,Lorenz,Mandelbrot
and other mathematicians.The use of strange attractors,
fractals, cellular automata,and other nonlinear, graphical,
mathematicalmodels have given mathematicianstools for
studying important data that was previously thought of as

I

random and so ignored.

*

Biology

The work of evolutionary biologists such as

Goodwin and Kauffmanin evolution and geneticsinvolving
identification of new evolutionary processesleading to the
study and understanding of how genes, species and
ecosystemsevolve.

Computermodels(notablyfrom the work of Tom Ray, Chris
Langton, Richard Dawkins, Stuart Kauffman and John
Holland) simulating evolutionhavebeenthe main too] in the
for
studyof evolutionaryprocesses
and providinginsightsinto
how complex behaviour evolves i. e. the rate of change,
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adaptability, inheritance,emergenceof structuresand patterns

of behaviour.
*

Physics

and

chemistry

Unexpected

findings

in

nonequilibrium physics and nonlinear dynamics have
dramatically contributed to the scienceof complexity, in
particular, the secondlaw of thermodynamicsand its many
facets;the studyof turbulenceleadingto understanding
of selforganising systems and system states (equilibrium, near
equilibrium, the edge of chaos,and chaos).Ilya Prigogine
(Nicolis and Prigogine, 1989) explains that the concept of
entropy is the physicist's application of the concept of
evolution to physical systems.The greaterthe entropy of a
system,the morehighly evolvedit is.
#

Cognitive

science,

computer

science

artificial

intelligence

and

The study of the neurological,

physiological and computational roots of intelligence, and
approaches to simulate and create intelligence within a
computer.

Theory

of computation,

information

and

communications. Development of programming tools and
computational techniques, including new software and
hardware architecture, including highly parallel and neural
computing.
0

Applied research Complex systemstheory is basednot only
on the above fields but also ideas from complexity theory are
finding

application areas in medicine, e.g. cardiology

(Goldberger, 1996) and study of the human immune system.
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Application of conceptslike positive feedback and increasing
returns in economics by Brian Arthur (1989,1990,1994,
1996) not only provides a source of ideas, approachesand
examples, but also a real world test of the relevance and
appropriatenessof complex systemstheories.

7.4.3 Characteristics

of complexity

theory

As discussedin section 7.4.1, a 'unifying theory' of complexity does not yet exist.
Even the SantaFe Institute (SFI) in New Mexico, which can be describedas one of
the pioneering centresfor researchon complexity and acts as an attractor, to use the
terminology of complexity, for leading investigators in the field, is discreetly silent
on this subject. In spite of all this talent in one place "its researchershave yet to
develop a unified theory of complex systems." (Horgan, 1995).
A necessarystep in the direction of developing a unified theory is to identify the
salient features of complex system behaviour; noting that "one of the essential
featuresof complex behaviour is the ability to perform transitions betweendifferent
states. Stated differently, complexity is concerned with systemsin evolution, and
hence history, plays or has played an important role in the observed behaviour."
(Nicolis and Prigogine, 1989).The salient featuresof complex systembehaviour are
identified as follows:

(i)

Evolution and complexity

Thebiologicaltheoryof evolutionitself

has been evolving, as expressedin Lewin's (1993) argument: "The pure Spencerian
view of the world, therefore, is that increased complexity is an inevitable
manifestation of the system and is driven by the internal dynamics of complex
systems:heterogeneityfrom homogeneity, order out of chaos.The pure Darwinian
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is
blind,
is
built
by
that
a
non-directional
complexity
solely
selection,
view
natural
force; and there is no inevitable rise in complexity." The scienceof complexity takes
the view that both internal and external forces apply, granting complex dynamical
following
innate
(natural
to
technological)
with
evolve
ability
and
an
systems
characteristics:
"No
Creativity
Kauffman
that:
complex entity that
says
has evolved has done so on a random fitness landscape ...
Things capable of evolving - metabolic webs of molecules,
single cells, multicellular organisms, ecosystems,economic
landscapes
that
live
on
evolve
and
systems, people - all
themselveshave a special property: they allow evolution to
"work". "
Evolution results in the creation of new structures,forms and
types of behaviour. It is not limited to discovering preit
is
the continual creation of new
existing niches, rather
further
for
the
creativity and
opportunity
structures and
interaction (Trisoglio, 1995)."Computationalability increases
Consciousness
then
become
complex.
more
as species
becomes a bottom-emergent phenomenon." (Inayatullah,
1994). "Deep, pluralistic evolution, like intelligence, is an
"
(Kelly,
dynamics.
of
emergent property of a community
1995).
*

Chance, not optimisation Evolution is driven by chance,
accident and historical coincidence.The speciesthat survives

or the designthat wins is not necessarilythe 'fittest' or best,
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whether in biological or technological systems (Trisoglio,

1995).
*

Punctuated

The concept of punctuated

equilibria

equilibriumwasproposedby StephenJayGould(of Harvard
University ) andNiles Eldredgein 1972.Physicistscall this
phenomenonphase transition. According to biologists,
evolution doesnot occurgraduallybut intermittently.There
arelong periodsof slow changeandquasistability followed
by rapid periodsof innovationandchange.Theseperiodsof
changemay be triggeredby internal processesreachinga
critical state(edgeof chaosor self-organisedcriticality), by
changesin theexternalenvironment,or by emergence
of new
structures.In simpleterms'punctuatedequilibrium' attempts
to explain the phenomenonof long periods of inactivity
(equilibria or statis), punctuated by short periods of
evolutionarychange.
9

Irreversibility

and

dissipation

"Evolution

is

irreversible, historical process.Structuresmay ceaseto exist
or may become extinct, but a system does not evolve
'backwards'to a previous state." (Trisoglio, 1995). This fact
was more readily acceptablein biological evolution studies
than in other sciences.Nicolis and Prigogine (1989) write
that among ancient philosophers "Plato was acutely aware
that both permanenceand changemust be an integral part of
reality. But in the nineteenthcentury a conflict appeared.In
physics, irreversibility and dissipation were interpreted as
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degradation, while among natural scientists biological
evolution, which is obviously an irreversible process, was
associated with increasing complexity. " Today scientists
realise that dissipative systemsthat give rise to irreversible
processes constitute a very large and important class of
natural system.
Kauffman (1995) explains: "Nonequilibrium orderedsystems
like the Great Red Spot on Jupiter are sustained by the
persistent dissipation of matter and energy, and so were
Ilya
Nobel
Laureate
dissipative
by
the
named
structures
Prigogine some decadesago

In dissipative systems,the

flux of matter and energy through the system is a driving
force generatingorder."

(i i)

Unpredietability Kauffman(1995)highlightsthreedifficulties in support

laws
it
is
the
to
argument
of
predicting the
why
not possible establishgeneral
behaviourof all nonequilibriumsystems.Firstly, quantumtheoryprecludesdetailed
predictionof molecularphenomena.Secondly,the theoryof chaosshowssensitive
lead
in
dependence
initial
initial
to
conditions
on
condition,whereminutechanges
Lastly,
in
being
behaviour,
the
typical
weather.
example
profoundchanges systems
a
thetheoryof computationalsoimpliesthatnonequilibriurnsystemscanbe thoughtof
asa universalcomputerexecutingan algorithmandbehavingin a way that is its own
shortestdescription.

(iii)

Sensitive dependence on initial conditions James Gleick (1988) has

traced the origin of this phrase to a paper Edward Lorenz delivered at the 1979
annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.The
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paperwas entitled, "Predictability: Does the Flap of a Butterfly's Wings in Brazil Set

" (Kellert, 1993).
off a Tornadoin Texas?
.
In chaotic behaviour, a system operatesto amplify tiny changesin conditions into
major alterations of consequentbehaviour. This is what lies behind the 'butterfly
effect' first observedby Lorenz, who was attempting to predict weather patterns. It
is not possible for anyone to trace the stepsback from hurricane to the butterfly nor
can one ever be sure what causedthe hurricane. In such systems,tiny changesthat
could not possibly be detected, can lead the system to totally different states of
behaviour and synergybecomesall-important.
The standard theory of chaos deals with time evolution that
comes back again and again close to where they were earlier.
Systems that exhibit this 'eternal return' are in general only
moderately complex. The historical evolution of very complex
systems, by contrast, is typically one-way: history does not
repeat itself. For these very complex systems with one-way
evolution it is usually clear that sensitive dependenceon initial
condition is present.The question is then whether it is restricted
by regulation mechanism, or whether it leads to long-term
important consequences(Ruelle, 1993).

ParkerandStacey(1994)hold the view that: "Systemswhich demonstrate
sensitive
dependenceon initial conditions will not be successfullyengineeredor planned.
They cannot be controlled through monitoring their performanceagainstsome
standard.They cannotbe driven to realiseanyone'sprior intention. Insteadsuch
systemsevolve through a processof self organisationfrom which their futures
"
emerge.

(i V)

Complexity

affords

a holistic

perspective

"Complexity

affords a

holistic perspective and with it insights into many difficult concepts, such as life,
consciousness

and intelligence,

that have consistently

philosophy. " (Coveney and Highfield, 1995).
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eluded science and

As discussedin sections 7.2 of this chapter, until quite recently it was the norm to
explain the behaviour of complex systemsin linear terms in spite of authors being
identify
(1995)
Highfield,
Coveney
that
were
and
aware
relationships
non-linear.
two necessaryingredients for complexity to arise, the first being the irreversible
from
flowing
in
happen,
the past to the
time,
things
can
namely
medium
which
is
ingredient
future
The
is
towards
that
essential
second
present and
a
open.
been
have
Linear
discussed
the mainstayof science
systems,as
earlier,
nonlinearity.
for more than three hundred years and follow the rule that I+I=2.

Non-linear

systemsdo not obey this simple rule of addition.

(V)

Emergence and spontaneous self-organisation In evolution, ordered

from
behaviour
within the system,
emergespontaneously
structuresand patterns of
(1992)
Waldrop
influence.
explains:
than
through
some external ordering
rather
"Peopletrying to satisfy their material needsunconsciouslyorganizethemselvesinto
it
happens
buying
individual
without
through
selling;
and
actsof
myriad
an economy
in
developing
it.
The
being
in
a
genes
charge or consciously planning
anyone
in
to
liver
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way
to
another
themselves
cell
and
a
make
one way
embryo organize
their
birds
Flying
to
the
neighbours,
of
actions
adapt
a
make muscle cell.
to
Organisms
flock.
into
adapt
constantly
themselves
a
unconsciously organizing
into
themselves
an exquisitely
through
thereby
organising
evolution,
each other
local
follow
in
7.1
rules
Fig.
"
As
simple
tuned ecosystem.
complex systems
shown
but the resultant global order is the emergent property of dynamical systems.
Prigogine confirms that such self-organising structures are ubiquitous in nature
(Nicolis and Prigogine, 1977).
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EmergentGlobal
Structure

c4]
Local Interaction
Fig 7.1 Chris Langton's view of emergence in complex systems.
Source: Lewin (1993)

(Vi)

Strange attractor Another important attribute of most complex systemscan

be expressedby borrowing the mathematical term 'attractor'. When disturbed,
complex systemsexhibit statesto which the systemeventually settles,dependingon
its properties. "In the languageof dynamical systems,the state cycle is an attractor
and the collection of trajectoriesthat flow into it is called the basin of attraction. We
can roughly think of an attractor as a lake and the basin of attraction as the water
drainageflowing into the lake." Kauffman (1995).
However, there is not an infinite range of attractors. Brian Goodwin (1994,1997),
has shown that the mechanicsof embryological developmentare constrained.In the
languageof complex dynamical systems,the spaceof morphological possibilities is
thinly populated by attractors, (Lewin, 1993). Among the vast range of possible
behaviours,the systemsettlesinto a few orderly states.A small number of attractors
create order while with a large number the systemremains in flux and never settles
into an orderly state.
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Fig. 7.2 Degreesof attraction. (a) A fixed-point attractor and its mechanical
analogue.a ball bearing rolling into a funnel. (b) A limit-cycle attractor and its
mechanicalanalogue,a ball bearingrolling aroundthe rim of a tricome hat.
(c) The Lorenz strange,or chaotic,attractor.
Source: Coveney and Highfield. 1995.

(vii)

Nonlinearity

"A striking difference between linear and non-linear laws is

whether the property of superposition holds or breaks down. In a linear system the
ultimate effect of the combined action of two different causes is merely the
superposition of the effects of each cause taken individually. But in a nonlinear
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systemadding a small causeto one that is alreadypresentcan induce dramatic effects
that have no common measure with the amplitude of the cause." (Nicolis and
Prigogine, 1989).
Linear systemshave a simple additive property, that is a linear systemcan be studied

fully by breakingup its constituentpartsandstudyingeachpart.
a study of all the parts of a system= study of the whole system.
Nonlinear systemsdo not have this additive property. The behaviour of a nonlinear
dynamic system cannot be studied by reducing it to parts; nor can the results be
presentedin the form of deductiveproofs. The only way to study and understandthe
behaviour of a nonlinear system is by detailed examination of the component parts
and by understanding the interaction of all the components, thereby gaining the
understandingof the behaviourof the entire systemin a holistic manner.

(viii)

Path dependence/lock-in Coveney and Highfield (1995) commenting on

non-linearity say that: "A concomitant effect of the non-linearity is feedback - the
outcome of an effect goes on to trigger more change .... Such feedback between
elements of the overall process .... often leads to quite unexpected behaviour ....
Feedbackcomesin two varieties. One is the reinforcing power of positive feedbackthe loop of amplification from microphone to loudspeakerthat tums a whisper into a
deafeninghow]. There is also the dampingeffect of negativefeedback."
The present state of a complex biological or for that matter even a technological
system is determined by its previous history. "Two features of complex systems
combine to generatepath dependence:variation and positive feedback.First, random
events, capriciousness,and stochasticprocessesinfluence which of several choices
is selectedby the system at some relatively early point in its evolution. The initial
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choiceis not the outcomeof a flaweddecision-making
process;ratherit is a random
outcome,unpredictable
andcouldappearinsignificantat thetime it occurs.
The secondrequirementis that self-reinforcing, positive feedbackprocessespush the
system along the selected path - even though it leads to an inefficient outcome."

(SastryandCoen,1996).
Brian Arthur (1989) reminds us that some medieval clocks in Florence had 24-hour
faces and handsthat went anti-clockwise, illustrating that clocks could easily have
proceededdown a different technological trajectory. But once the majority of clocks
were built with 12-hourclockwise faces,the technology locked into that path. Other
well known examples include the QWERTY keyboard and VHS versus Betamax
video recorders.
Thus the approach needed to study nonlinear systemsmust be based on holism,
experimentalism,anddiachrony.

(ix)

The edge of chaos

Waldrop (1992) defines the edge of chaos as

follows: "Complex systemshave somehow acquired the ability to bring order and
chaos into a special kind of balance.This balance point - often called the edge of
is
into
lock
the
chaos - where
place, and yet
components of a system never quite
never quite dissolve into turbulence, either." Kauffman discovered this behaviour
very early in his research using the genetic network model. By varying the
connectivity parametersin his generic networks he found that if the network had too
few connections it would freeze. As Kauffman increased the number of links
betweennodes,the network produceda stable statecycle. It acquired resilience and
'bounced back' if perturbed. That is the systemcould maintain stability even if the
environment changed. However, when the connections increasedbeyond a certain
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level of linking density, the network went into a chaotic state. Thus Kauffman
(1995) arrived at the conclusion that "the reasoncomplex systemsexist on, or in the

orderedregimenear,theedgeof chaosis because
evolutiontakesthemthere."
Chris Langton while researchinginto artificial life involving cellular automataalso
made this remarkable discovery. He found that his system exhibited four different
types of behaviour depending upon the tuning of an abstract quality which he
referred to as the lambda parameter.The Cellular Automata Classes:I& II ->
->

IV

III are shown in Fig. 7.3. Each of these classes represent the following

(Trisoglio, 1995):
Class 1: Stable forms, resulting from a frozen regime where
structuresexist but information cannotbe transmitted.
Class 2: Periodicform, which can show periodic motion, but cannot
change.The analogy is with a somewhatmore flexible regime where
behaviour such as crystal growth is seen.
Class 3: Chaotic form, where information moves so freely that its
is
be
the
structure cannot maintained;
regime too chaotic to support
life.
Class 4: Complexity (and life? ), where information is both stable
enough to support a messagestructureand loose enough to transmit
messages.
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The transitional region betweenorder and chaosis where complex behaviourthrives.
Langton has argued that evolution under natural selection would tend to favour
systemsat the 'edge of chaos'where the ability to processinformation is maximum
(Trisoglio, 1995).

(X)

Co-evolution

Organisms in an ecosystem don't just evolve but

Instead,
in
An
does
fit
the
to
an
environment.
coevolve.
organism
not evolve
a niche
it,
'environment'
is
by
largely
determined
the
other organismsaround so
organism's
"Real
organisms constantly
predators and prey, organisms and niches co-evolve.
"
dance
in
infinitely
of
coevolution.
complex
circle and chase one another
an
(Waldrop, 1992). "The very struggle to survive, to adapt to the small and large
drive
some species to
changes of one's coevolutionary partners, may ultimately
in
Life,
for
then,
an unending
unrolls
others.
extinction while creating novel niches
large
bursts
large
of speciations,and small and
processionof change,with small and
bursts of extinction, ringing out the old, ringing in the new." (Kauffman, 1995).
According to Holland (1995) coevolutionis the essentialforce behind emergenceand
self-organisationin any complex adaptivesystem.
The biologist Stuart Kauffman's primary coevolutionary tool is his NK model. In
the words of McKelvey and Kiousis (1996) "Kauffman's NK model is an extension
'adaptive
in
'landscapes'
take
the
to
agents
which
spin-glassmodelling approach
of
walks' in the form of hill-climbing

towards 'fitness peaks' (Stein, 1992).

Landscapes vary in height, number, ruggedness,and steepnessof fitness peaks,
depending on the contribution of'N, K, and C. Kauffman's basic argument is that
less
Q
by
(measured
N
tops
of
complexity effects
and may stall adaptive agentsat
than optimal fitness peaks. In extending the NK model to coevolutionary contexts
(the C part), Kauffman draws on Boolean networks and cellular automata."
(Weisbuch, 1993).
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Coevolution also gives rise to the edge-of-chaos image. This is so because in
it
its
too, each competing
with
evolution as one systemevolves, competitors evolve
to remain at a fitness peak. Kauffman (1995) explains: "we must adapt to their
landscape
its
fitness
In
adaptations. coevolving systems,each partner clambers up
towards fitness peaks,even as that landscapeis constantly deformedby the adaptive
behave
Strikingly,
such coevolving systemsalso
moves of coevolutionary partners.
in an orderedregime, a chaotic regime, and a transition regime. "

7.5 Conclusions
Complexity theory underlies a new world-view. The earlier chapters of the thesis
have gone to some length to establishthat what the Westernbusinessorganisational
industrial
dominant
the
is
is
facing
the
of
philosophies
today the unravelling of
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he
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that
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successof scientific
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such
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society
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over a century, permeated
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in
and practice politics, organizational change,and
by
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for
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the
an
part
most
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framework that began with the development of physical
We
in
speakof machinery of
the
century.
mechanics
seventeenth
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institutions,
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1995)
(Hartwell,
for
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systems.
With this as the frame of reference,the almost universal responseto turbulence and
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business
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to try to control the environment and
chaos of the
world
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consistency and harmony to create order. These prevalent beliefs are however, in

contradiction with the revolutionary knowledge emergingfrom the scienceof
complexity.
The scienceof complexity introducesa revolutionary way of thinking, even though it
originates from highly abstract mathematics. It has potentially far-reaching
implications in almost every area of human endeavour.Murray Gell-Mann (1994)
calls it the scienceof the twenty-first century. It shedslight on how to come to grips
not only with the complexity of any single phenomenonbut also with the universal
feature of complexity itself. It explains how order can emerge from a mass of
evolving agents,whether atoms, cells or organisms. It shows how to find unity in
diversity by patternrecognition
The key insight to be gained from the science of complexity is the endogeny of
in
in
flux,
"Every
is
dynamic
the
always
web always
environment.
ecosystem a
does
is
itself.
"
The
(Kelly,
1995).
not
processof reshaping
message clear - survival
stem from resisting change but from evolution and coevolution and therefore,
"human institutions - those ecologies of human toil and dreams- must also be in a
state of constant flux and reinvention...... (Kelly, 1995).

This meansthat at a fundamentallevel we are required to think of a business
organisation.as a combinationof an informationprocessing'dynamicweb' which
must continuouslyadaptto its environment.Hierarchiesand short-termplanning
be
be
but
future
day-to-day
long-term
to
the
must
may
needed run
operations,
allowed to emergefrom self-organisingactivity of loose,informal, destabilising
networks.Thesenetworksandorganisationstructuresmustcoevolve.
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Chapter 8-

The Theory of Complex Adaptive Systems:
relevance to organisations

8.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the potential connections between the
science of complexity and the managementof today's organisations.The aim is to
assessif complexity theory has any insight to offer in dealing with the problems
faced by organisationstoday. As discussedearlier there has been an awarenessfor
sometime now about the 'anomaly' between contemporary organisational theories
and managementpractices, and the 'emergenceof new sorts of phenomena'in the
form of organisational complexity. A paradigm shift in the field of organisation and
is
five,
four,
in
Chapters
(identified
theories
and six)
management
and analysed
pervasive, and it is being increasingly realised that traditional theories and
business
today's
environment.
managementpracticesare out of synchronisationwith
As yet (as discussed in the conclusion of chapter six) there is no framework to
facilitate the study of organisations as complex systemsand the search is on for a
theory which can help explain things. In the words of Kuhn (1962):
If awarenessof anomaly plays a role in the emergenceof new sorts of
but
it
that
a
similar
more profound
phenomena, should surprise no one
awarenessis prerequisite to all acceptablechangesof theory. On this
it
historical
Because
is,
I
think,
point
entirely unequivocal........
evidence
demands large-scale paradigm destruction and major shifts in the
problems and techniques of normal science, the emergence of new
theories is generally precededby a period of pronounced professional
insecurity. As one might expect, that insecurity is generated by the
persistent failure of the puzzles of normal science to come out as they
should. Failure of existing rules is the prelude to a search for the new
ones.
Thus in keeping with Kuhn, the objective of this chapteris to evaluatethe suitability
of contributions the new theory of complexity can make to the field of business
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organisation theories and managementpractices.In other words the aim is to assess
what the theory of complexity hasto offer to facilitate:
the understandingof the phenomenonof organisational,change
the study and understandingof organisationsas complex adaptivesystems
coping with organisational.instability underconditions of turbulenceand
rapid change.

8.2 The role of theory
A theory aims to provide both a description as well as an explanation of a
describe
founded
As
that
the
theories
on
principles
phenomenon.
such,
are
relationships observed in association with the phenomenon.Put simply, a theory
improve
is
based,
to
the
and
aims
explains
underpinningprinciples on which practice
it.
It is a well establishedfact that most theories,before they are accepted,go through a
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The
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science of complexity
are a number of reasons
to
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knowledge
from
as
systems,
referred
adaptive
complex
aggregationof
research
CAS, in disparatefields. "The task of formulating theory for cas is more than usually
difficult because the behaviour of a whole cas is more than a simple sum of the
behaviours,of its parts; cas abound in nonlinearities
Nonlinearities mean that our
.....
into
for
tools
theorymost useful
generalising observations

trend analysis,

determination of equilibria, sample means,and so on- are badly blunted. The best
in
for
loss
i
is
to
cas,
to make cross-discipl nary comparison of
way compensate this
hopes of extracting common characteristics.With patience and insight we can shape
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those characteristics into building blocks for a general theory. Cross-comparisons
provide anotheradvantage:characteristicsthat are subtle and hard to extract from one
systemcan be salient and easyto examinein another." (Holland, 1995).

8.3 Complexity theory's relevance to business organisation
This is not for the first time that attemptsto import principles of scientific theories
into social sciencesare being made.It is widely claimed in current literature that the
Newtonian scientific view gave rise to mechanisticmodelsof the world characterised
by repetition, predictability and reductionism. (Lewin, 1993; Horgan, 1996).
Evolutionary theory was not only radical in its challenge to religious thought and
history but also provided new metaphorsfor philosophy and social science.It was
brings
Complexity
Spencer.
Kant,
Hegel,
Marx,
theory
to
the
thinking
central
and
of
yet another new set of ideas basedon the principles that complex adaptive systems
Ievolve' and restore order through 'self-organisation. Within the business world
and in organisational development the shift to a new paradigm, consisting of the
leaming organisationwhosefoundation is basedon networking well-organisedteams
of knowledge-workers,is alreadygaining momentum.
At presentthere is no 'unifying theory' of complexity. Nonetheless,it has introduced
new metaphors and a host of concepts for enriching our understanding of
organisations as complex systems.Metaphors are powerful change agents and the
fervour with which they are being investigatedby academicsand practitionerscannot
be ignored as anotherfad. There are a number of theoriesunder the broad headingof
complexity and their main characteristics are: self-organisation and autopoiesis,
evolution and coevolution, creativity arising at the edge of chaos,NK networks and
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fitness landscapes, nonlinear probability, positive feedback, increasing returns
leadingto many possibleequilibrium points and strangeattractors.
Complexity refers to a state of affairs that covers a large area between the two
extreme conditions namely complete order and utter chaos.We experienceall three
states, i. e. complexity, chaos and order, in all walks of life, and in all kinds of
systems that interact with their environment. Systems that interact with their
environment i.e. receive input, act upon the input, and produce output which goes
back into its environment are referred to as 'open systems'.Business organisations
andtheir managementfall into the categoryof complex open systems.
The major concernof most organisationsand seniormanagementtoday is focusedon
how to handle complexity arising out of a turbulent business environment.
"Changeability is a much-prized quality in businessthesedays and is usually desired
to enable the company to achieve a better 'fit' with its environment." (Lloyd, 1995).
Management gurus are not very clear about what to do, or how to do it with any
precision. Argyris (1998) points out that:
Despite all the rhetoric surrounding transformation and major change
programs, the reality is that today's managershave not yet encountered
changeprogramsthat work.

ManagementconsultantsandacademicsadviseTotal Quality Management(TQM),
reengineeringor restructuring,teameffort, moreparticipation,more opennesswith
information,andotherproceduraladvicethat hasbeenempiricallydemonstrated
to
Albert et aL (1998)
resultin quickergenesisof solutionsto equivocalcircumstances.
provides a description of the similarities and differences between employee
empowerment,reengineeringandTQM programs.The adviceis genericandbased
on traditionalorganisational
theorieswhereemphasisis placedon seekinga stableor
equilibriumstate.Consequentlythe focusis on the functionof patternmaintenance.
Businessesfacing unprecedentedcomplexity and rapid change,demandspecific
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guidance and solutions. If an organisation is in a state of chaos, that is in the
language of complexity far from equilibrium, at or near the state of bifurcation, it
needsa new set of principles to enableit to evolve to a dynamic new order (i.e. reach
a new fitness peak). In more moderatecircumstances,there is less equivocality and
more room for separating the 'What' and the 'How, and controlling for specified
outcomes(that is we know what needsto be done and have a good idea of how to do
it). This is no longer the case.
When environments change, what changes is the paradigm i. e. the underlying
framework that provided meaning. When a business's environment changes so
dramatically that its old strategy of 'how we succeed in the business' no longer
works, or is even actively dysfunctional, then the firm faces a chaotic, equivocal
environment. A new underlying framework for making sensemust be evolved and
that means that both 'what needsto be done' and 'how to do it' are no longer clear.
For example the ideas about work and organisation born under fundamental
principles of managementtheoriesup until recently have been'planning', 'command'
and 'control'. In traditional, hierarchical bureaucracies,planning and control have
been seen as the main tasks of businessmanagement.To put it simply, the task of
managementis to reduceuncertainty, enhancepredictability, createequilibrium and
order. Thus under ideal commandand control conditions:
uncertainty=0

and certainty=I

In contrastto this is chaoswhere

certainty=0 (or closeto 0) anduncertainty=I (or closeto 1)
According to conventionalwisdom the growing complexity of businessworld should
make strategic planning, monitoring and control even more important. Somehow,
this no longer seemsto be the case since command-and-control organisations are
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rigid and work best in a predictableand deterministicenvironment.They are effective
under stable market conditions but are totally ineffective in a volatile environment.
"Bureaucracy thrives in highly competitive, undifferentiated,

and stable

environments,such as the climate of its youth, the Industrial revolution. A pyramidal
structure of authority, with power concentratedin the handsof few with knowledge
and resourcesto control an entire enterprisewas, and is, an eminently suitable social
arrangementfor routinized tasks." (Bennis, 1993).
The key problem with managementunder the command-and-controlparadigm has
been the belief that everything must be managedprecisely or else the result will be
chaos.In practice, while most forward-thinking managershave acceptedthe need to
dispensewith the 'command', few are ready to entirely abandonthe 'control'. Most
is
in
believe
that
the
managersstill
planning the main task of
conventional wisdom
management.They share a common, tacit belief that they are trying to explain and
it
in
business.
For
them
the
standsto reasonthat the growing
secureorder
world of
However,
business
strategy.
on
corporate
complexity of
warrants greater emphasis
the world of our own making has changed in just those ways which make the
The
inappropriate.
but
totally
command-and-controlmechanismsnotjust problematic
new economy needsnew modelsurgently.
In our searchfor new models for today's dynamic and change-orientednew world of
businessthe pointers direct to nature.The scienceof complexity puts forward a new
way of developing organisations. It demolishes the view put forward by rational
biological
it
invokes
Rather,
be
that
a
approaches
organisations can
engineered.
image of an organisation; that is, the image of an organism that tries to survive in a
changingenvironment.To quote Morgan (1986):
For the problem of mechanistic visions of organisation have led many
organisationtheoristsaway from mechanicalscienceand towardsbiology
as a way of thinking about organisations. In the process, organisation
theory has become a kind of biology in which the distinctions and
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relations among molecules, cells, complex organisms, species, and
in
those between individuals,
are
paralleled
ecology
groups,
organisations.
The advice from scientists researchinginto chaos and complexity is to understand,
appreciateand adopt the strengthsof natural systems(Kauffman, 1995; Goodwin,
1994,1997; Nicolis and Prigogine, 1989). Complexity theory suggestsa new way
of thinking. It points out that complexity lies in betweenthe two extremeof complete
for
inherent
is
its
the
coping
capability
order and utter chaosand main characteristic
behaviour,
'uncertainty'
based
creativity, and
with
on seýflorganisationand emergent
innovation.

Together these provide new insights for managing business

"Biological
(CAS).
'complex
systems are
organisations as
adaptive systems'
bad
list
That's
not
a
adaptable,resilient, and capableof generatingperpetualnovelty.
of attributesfor the company of the future." (Taylor, 1994).

8.4 A critique of complexity theory
The mainpurposeof the discussionof thenewscientifictheoriesof complexityhere
is not to offer an expositionof the theory,ratherto assessif they are applicableto
business
for
into
The
theories
organisation
new
organisations. studyof, andresearch
for
have
practitionersandscholars well
andmanagement
preoccupiedmanagement
is
interest
in
The
theory
a continuationof this search.
overa century.
complexity
As discussedearlier researchon complexity over the last three decadehas mostly
been confined to natural sciences. Over the last few years practitioners and
researchers( Brian Arthur, John Holland, Stuart Kauffman, Ralph Stacey and many
others) in the fields of economics, computer simulation, biology and other natural
sciences,business organisations and managementhave started to take note of the
findings from complexity theory. However, a systematic and scientific evaluation
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requires that serendipity must be replaced by understanding of the theoretical
fundamentalsinvolved.
Theory is crucial. Serendipity may occasionally yield insight, but is
unlikely to be a frequent visitor. Without theory, we make endlessforays
into uncharted badiands. With theory, we can separate fundamental
characteristics from fascinating idiosyncrasies and incidental features.
Theory supplies landmarks and guideposts,and we begin to know what
to observeand where to act. (Holland, 1995)
The new scientific theories of chaos and complexity, and the theory of selforganisationare generatinggreat interestamongstpeoplewho find dominant theories
inadequatefor explaining the phenomenonof changeand the meansfor coping with
complexity in the organisational context. In the search for useful guidelines for
combating the problem there is a tendencyto apply new findings to businessesin a
wholesale fashion. This trend is alarming, for the process of distilling and
synthesising the characteristics of complexity theory into general principles is far
from complete.Scientistsworking on complexity themselvesemphasisethis point.

We believe that there are general principles that will deepen our
understandingof all complexadaptivesystems.At presentwe can only
seefragmentsof thoseprinciples,andthe focusshiftsfrom time to time;
but we can seeoutlines,andwe canmakeusefulconjectures.(Holland,
1995)
With regardto the relevanceof complexitytheoryin an organisationalcontextit is
important to take a morejudicious approach.There are a number of reasons:
the theory of evolution as it standstoday is still far from complete.We are

awareof the distinctionbetweenLamarckian(theoryof evolutionbased
on the inheritanceof acquiredcharacteristics)andDarwinian (theoryof
evolutionbasedon the actionof naturalselection)methods.Complexity
theoryoffersa newperspectiveon evolution.
e

One should not take the comparison between biological organisms and

human culture/organisationsystemstoo far. There have been many
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unfortunate and reprehensibleconsequencesof attempts to link cultural
and biological evolution in the past.
9 Biological organisms and human systems are quite different in one
important respect:componentsof biological systemshaveno free will and
emotions. The similarities are neverthelessthere - biological organisms
exhibit emergentbehaviour and self-organisationand are characterisedby
distributed control.

0 Natural systemsare indifferent to net outcomes.Speciescompetefor
existence but it does not matter to them who wins and who loses in the
race for survival. This indifference cannot be imported into human
systems.
0 Natural systemslack the concept of values. Their study provides insight

only into the 'how' questions.i.e. how organismsevolveandadaptto the
environment but shedsno light on the 'why' question.
- We still need to clarify the semanticproblems. What we mean by a certain
term in natural systemsmay not apply to human social systems,and a lexicon

definingthe termswhenappliedto humansystemsis a prerequisite.
It is believed that, if we can get a better understandingof the workings of human
organisations by comparing and evaluating them against the findings of the new
scienceof complexity, we shall gain a lot.

Anotherimportantissuethat we mustnot losesightof is thatthe studyof complexity
is a new field andstill evolving,andit is worth differentiatingherebetweenthemain
theoriesof non-linearityandexplainingthe extentof their relevancein the business
organisationalcontext. Catastrophetheory was developedin the 1960sby Rene'
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unfortunate and reprehensibleconsequencesof attempts to link cultural
and biological evolution in the past.
9 Biological organisms and human systems are quite different in one
important respect:componentsof biological systemshaveno free will and
emotions. The similarities are neverthelessthere - biological organisms
exhibit emergentbehaviour and self-organisationand are characterisedby
distributed control.
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0
systems
concept of values.
only into the 'how' questions.i.e. how organismsevolve and adapt to the
environment but shedsno light on the 'why' question.
We still need to clarify the semanticproblems. What we mean by a certain
term in natural systemsmay not apply to human social systems,and a lexicon
defining the terms when applied to humansystemsis a prerequisite.
It is believed that, if we can get a better understandingof the workings of human
organisations by comparing and evaluating them against the findings of the new
scienceof complexity, we shall gain a lot.
Another important issuethat we must not lose sight of is that the study of complexity
is a new field and still evolving, and it is worth differentiating herebetweenthe main
theories of non-linearity and explaining the extent of their relevancein the business
organisational context. Catastrophe theory was developed in the 1960s by Rene
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Thom (1975) and Christopher Zeeman (1977). Catastrophe theory provided
invaluable insight into the phenomenaof suddenand unpredictablechanges,such as
why the history of life is punctuatedby mass extinction of species, how a bubble
bursts or a bridge collapses. However, attempts to apply it to management and
is
longer
its
has
no
relevance
economics
not yielded any convincing result and
seriously investigated.
The other key theory of non-linearity is chaos theory. Its significance lies in
establishingthat linear and equilibrium seekingmodelsof unpredictablesystemsare
is
'chaos'
The
descriptions
inadequate
used
word
of reality.
seriously misleading and
by chaos theorists as a metaphor to describe unpredictable and apparently random
behaviour of the dynamic systemsthey investigate. Chaostheory demonstratesthat
disorder.
dynamic
non-linear
systemsexhibit order and

Since the early 1990swe have seena burgeoningof interestof economistsand
managementscientistsin non-linearity,suggestingthat chaostheory can show us
how to cope with unpredictablebusinessenvironments.However, accordingto
Kellert (1993)the "newsciencesuchaschaostheorycanrevealthe limits of standard
impel
of
the
a reconsideration
to
and
methodological
approaches understanding world
the metaphysicalviewsthatundergirdedthem.But anyexpectationthatchaostheory
There
disappointment".
are reasonswhy
the
will re-enchant world will meetwith
for
human
is
its
activity
theory
too,
as
chaos
own, also not relevant a model
on
systems.Alex Trisoglio (1995)explains:
Chaos theory can help us to understandthe shapeof a leaf or the
forward
it
but
take
the
step
the
us
next
cannot
unpredictabilityof
weather,
to explainingor describingthe processes
of life or intelligence.We can
write a set of equationsto describethe physicalandchemicalprocesses
behind the formation of a snowflake or the changesin the weather,
althougheven here'the map is not the territory', but we cannotreduce
life or intelligenceto the functioningof a machinethat can be described
by a setof equations.A setof equationsis a mathematicalsystemthat is
only capableof 'functioning',not evolving.It cannotrestructureitself or
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insert new relationships, yet this kind of innovation and evolutionary
changeis central to living systems.
The study of economicsand managementis the study of systemsthat are
but
innovation,
for
because
technological
of
not only evolving,
example
that are also governedby the actions of intelligent, cognizing, strategyforming individuals and organisations. In seeking a new model for
look
therefore
theory,
not to
we should
economics and management
theories of chaosand non-linear systemsbut rather to complexity theory
(which includes chaos theory and other non-linear dynamical systems
theories as a subset).

Table 8.1 below (slightly adaptedfrom Alex Trisoglio, 1995)highlightsthe major
differences in types of behaviour between different theories. The theory of
(3,4,5)
behaviour
levels
itself
three
of
covers
complexity

Theory

Characteristic
,

Examples

Scientific
Discipline

Behaviour
Level

Solarsystern,pendulum 1.Equilibrium

Classical

Linear, equilibrium

Classical science

Chaos/Nonlinearity

Non-linear, nonequilibrium

Sandpiles, weather,
Chaos,catastrophe
theory, non-cquilibrium snowflakes,roulette
thermodynamics

2. Unpredictable

Complexity

Non-linear, Non
equilibrium +
Om"19im

Mathematics,computer Languages,computer
software, artificial
science,information
intelligence, DNA
theory,linguistics

3. Computational
and information
processing

Complexity

Non-linear, nonequilibrium + Lifr,

Biology, ecology,
evolution, intelligent
agents

Complexity

Non-linear, nonequilibrium + hk +
inkw==

Cultural theory, game
theory, economics,
theory
management
I

Table 8.1 The emergence of complex
Source:Alex Trisoglio(1995)

Plants,viruses,
ecosystem

4. Creative,
adaptive,evolving

Humans,econoinies,
companies,society,
technology

5. Intelligent,
strategic.

behaviour

in 5 types of systems

Accordingto Ruelle(1993)quantitativestudiesof chaosin a systemrequiresoneto
fully understandthe dynamics of that system.For example, a good understandingof
basic
into
be
dynamics
hydrodynamics
translated
the
can
of solar astronomy or
This
in
implemented
equations of motion,
with precision a computer and studied.
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kind of study is not possible in social sciencesand economics.This is because,"we
do not know the basic equation of motion (models that agreequalitatively with the
data are not good enough). It is hard to obtain long time serieswith good precision,
(ecology,
in
is
dynamics
Furthermore,
the
cases
many
and
usually not simple.
economics, social sciences) the basic equations of evolution, whatever they are,
slowly changewith time (the system"learns")." (Ruelle, 1993)
The most relevanttheory, from the organisationaland managementperspective,is the
theory of complex adaptive systems (CAS). Major characteristics of CAS are as

follows:
CAS consists of intelligent agents (or group of agents) that collaborate
and competewith eachother.
2.

Agents operate according

to a set of simple local rules. Out of

local
by
local
behaviours
(guided
rules) a global emergent
simple
multiplicity of
behaviour is generated.This capability is known as 'seýf-organisation'.
3.

There is no centralised control in CAS. The control factor in CAS is

dispersed,(e.g. there is no masterneurondirecting the brain, nor is there a
mastercell in chargeof a developingembryo).
4.

CAS operate at the edge of chaos. Emergent behaviour is the central
feature of complexity. However, a small disturbanceis capableof causing the

is
to
behaviour.
Thus
into
the
said
system
systemto switch
unpredictable
operate'at the edgeof chaos'. Here'chaos'meansunpredictability.
5.

CAS are open and interact with their environment. A CAS is capable
of learning from its environment and evolving to accommodateenvironmental
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changes.More importantly, a CAS is capableof changing its environment to
accommodateits own goals.
6.

The process of change and development in CAS is nonlinear and
irreversible. Nonlinearity refers to the mathematical property of combining
in more complicated ways than simple addition, as expressedby the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts. Dissipative nonlinear systemsare capable of
exhibiting self-organisation and chaos.Evolution is an irreversible, historical
process. Structures may ceaseto exist or may become extinct, but a system
cannot evolve 'backwards'to a previous state.

7.

CAS evolve and co-evolve with other systems of the same kind.
Flora, fauna and other CAS, including humans and human systems, live in
niches provided by other species.For example, flowers and insects coevolve;
insects pollinate flowers while feeding on nectar. Species change as they
interact with one another,jockeying for existenceas mutualists, competitors,
predatorsand prey, hosts and parasites.

Thecharacteristics
statedabovecanbebestillustratedby lookingat complexadaptive
systemsin nature,for examplea colonyof antsor a swarmof bees.It is importantto
makethe distinctionherethatthis comparisonis not basedon biologicalsimilarities
but on the social interactionof the agentsandglobal emergentbehaviour.William
Morton Wheeler (1911), an entomologist and founder of the field of social
entomologyclaimedthat an insectcolony is not merelyjust like an organismbut is
indeedan organismin every scientific senseof the word. Referring to the insect
colony he states:"Like a cell or a person,it behavesasa unitarywhole,maintaining
its identity in space,resistingdissolution
continualflux or process".
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but
neither a thing nor a concept, a

Each worker ant haslimited intelligence with little ability to learn. Its whole purpose
in life is to find food. It does so by following a set of four simple local rules (BT
Factfile 11, ES136 2/96) neededfor establishing a trail from nest to the food supply
and back. The rules can be defined as follows:

"

If you find food, take it backto your nest,markinga trail by secretingan
to showyour routebetweenfood andnest.
odoroussubstance

"

If you crossa trail andhaveno food,follow the trail.

"

If you return to the nest with food, leavethe food in the nest and return
alongthe sametrail to getmorefood.

"

If noneof the abovethreerulesapply,searcharoundrandomlyfor food or
food trails.

The food brought into the nest stimulates the other ants into action too, but they do
not disperse like solitary insects in search of food in all directions, rather they
intelligence
limited
follow
first
Thus
by
left
the
the
the
trail
methodically
ant.
odour
individual
of an
ant is amplified by collaborationwith other ants.

Successful colony establishmentrequires mutual interest and give-and-take.
Trophallaxis,the mutualinterchangeof food andothermaterialsamongmembersof
colony,actsasa stabilisingfactor.
Ants are flexible and adaptable.The simplicity and variability of their nestsare
remarkabletoo. If forcedto moveeitherwhencoloniesbecometoo largeor due to
some imminent danger, ants just pick up their brood and leave, establishing
themselvesin anothernest.This is not as straightforwardas it soundsbecausethe
initiative to move comesfrom a few memberswhile the rest of the workerstry to
resist the changeby carrying the eggs, larvae, and pupaeback to the old nest.
Howeverthe resistanceis overcomegraduallyandthe flow of antstowardsthe new
nest is unified. In this way they exhibit collaborationand competition with each
other.Disturbances
behaviourbut
arecapableof switchingtheantsinto unpredictable
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the interaction among the ants gives rise to coherent behaviour. (Collier's
Encyclopedia, 1978,Vol. 2)
Bees too, like ants, are membersof the insect order Hymenoptera,but as CAS they
belong to a higher order, based on their behaviour. Among the 20,000 or more
known speciesof beesin the world, the beeswho lack in social behaviour belong to
the primitive stagein the evolution, while thoseliving in complex colonial style are
here
We
belong
highly
to
to
with the
are concerned
considered
evolved state.
behaviour of social beessuch as the honey bee.
Honey bees live and work together in large communities in a highly organised
described
They
follow
to
aboveto perform their
society.
simple rules similar ants as
her
bee
i.
is
foraging.
There
the
task
performs
queen
e.
main
of
no centralisedcontrol
function of laying eggs but does not direct either the worker bees or the drones in
their activities. From the time the beesare hatched,eachindividual adaptsto the rigid
it
belongs
functions
to
distinction
the
class
the
of
class
and performs
complex
without having to be taught.The behaviour is no doubt inherited.
Social bees show a higher level of intelligence than ants, becausethey interact with
their environmentand show evidenceof controlling it. They can raisethe temperature
it
is
hot.
immediate
in
the
temperature
their
when
of
environment the cold and reduce
Although honey bees cannot be credited with intelligence in the same way as
humans, their communication skills definitely belong to a much higher level than
in
insects
Observations
belong
hymenoptera
made
to the
other
which
category.
experimental hives with transparent(red) glass walls have clearly establishedthat
beeshave an intricate meansof communication by which they inform eachother of
the sourceof food, distanceand direction to the supply, and the quantity available.
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On finding a rich source of food, the successful forager covers the source with an
odour which other bees of the same swarm can recognise. On returning to the hive
from the food source it draws the attention of other bees by performing a dance and
by feeding them bits of the food it has collected. The pattern of the dance
communicates to the other bees the exact direction, distance and the quantity of food
supply. For example, if the food supply is less than around a hundred metres away
the bee performs a dance on the vertical surface of the comb by moving around in a
circle about an inch in diameter. If the distance is over a hundred metres it moves to a

figure of eightpatternof the samesizeasthe rounddance.The numberof turnsin a
given time indicatefurther informationaboutthe distance,e.g. nine turnsin fifteen
secondsmeana distanceof hundredmetresor so,while two turnsin the sametime
would indicatea distanceof four thousandmetresor more.The sourcedirectionis
givenin relationto the sun.Supplyin the directionof the sunis indicatedby making
a straightupwardrun on the verticalsurfacewhile a similardownwardrun indicates
away from the sun.A run at an anglefrom the centreindicatesthe direction at an
angle towardsor away from the sun. For examplea 45* run right of straight up
would meanthatthe sourceis located45* right of the directionof the sunandso on.
A brief or no danceis the signalof eitherpoor quality or that the sourceis heavily
exploited.(Collier'sEncyclopedia,1978,Vol. 3)
One of the remarkable features of bee communication is that gravity
oriented dances on vertical surfaces are interpreted as directions for
light-oriented flights. This relation evidently arosewithin the honeybee
genus Apis , for the honeybee of southern Asia dances on the
horizontal surfaceat the baseof its exposedcomb, and the direction of
its tail-wagging run is directly towards the food source. The
relationship itself is generally widespread. Various beetles and ants
have been found to walk in a given direction in relation to a light in the
laboratory; if the light is turned off and the surface on which they are
walking is turned to a vertical, the force of gravity replacesthe direction
of light as an orienting stimulus.
From these facts we can judge that the bees' language, like any other
structural, or physiological feature, arosein the course of evolution as
an inherited phenomenon from comparable antecedents.In contrast,
man's language, as other aspectsof his culture, is learned and can be
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life
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extent a generation
spanof an individual.(Collier'sEncyclopedia,1978,Vol. 3).
Lewin (1993) quotesEdwardWilson of Harvard,an authority on ants and insect
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"
morecomplexcomputation.The colonyworksasa singleorganism.
We seethat in CAS evolution, ordered structuresand patternsof behaviour emerge
spontaneously from within the system, rather than through an external ordering
influence. To judge if CAS theory could be useful for designing human activity
if
business
is
business
it
to
check
systems such as
necessary
organisations,
bees
like
behave
and we
swarm
of
organisations
anything
a colony of ants or a
therefore ask ourselvesthe following questions:

I

Do businessorganisationsconsistof agentsand group of agentsthat collaborate
and compete?

2.

Do groupsof agentswork accordingto local rules?

3.

Is there any evidenceof emergentbehaviour?If so, is the behaviour stable?

4.

Are there examples of companies sliding into chaos caused by small
disturbances?

5.

Are there organisations capable of learning, evolving and affecting their
environment?

Do businessorganisationsconsistof agentsand group of agentsthat collaborate and
compete?
Yes. All human social systemsare composedof interdependentindividuals, whom
we refer to as 'agents'in the terminology of complexity. In an organisationalcontext

agentsare its employees,customers,suppliers,as well as competitors.of course,
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humanagentscannot and should not be comparedto ants or bees.Human agentsare
different becausethey are more intelligent and capableof more complex and variable
behaviour. Human agentsmay pursue similar or differing, even contradicting goals.
This is where human agents begin to part company with agents in CAS in natural
systems.
Human behaviour has been much studied and researchedbut, and not surprisingly,
there is no consensusof opinions. One school of thought statesthat an individual's
behaviour is determined by the structure of the system with which the individual
interacts. While the other school of thought assertsthat it is the behaviour of the
individuals that influenceshow an organisationis structured.
Individual agentsas well as groups of agentscompetewith each other at all levels.
For example in a football or rugby team, players within the team collaborate but
compete against other teams. In the organisational context, individual salesmen
compete with each others. Groups and business units within organisations
collaborate and compete with each other, and we are familiar with corporations
competingwith eachother all the time at local, national and global levels.
In order to survive relentless competition, novel ways of competing are being
advised. Michael Porter (1985,1987), who has written a series of books on the
subject, provides a set of tools and techniques.His 'five forces framework' is aimed
factors
firm
identify
to
through
the
the
at enabling a
see
critical
complexity and
involved. The firm can then devise innovative strategies that shift the rules of
competition in their favour. For example,one such way is to identify the value chain
and reconfigure it in a way that is significantly different from the competitors to gain
competitive advantage. British Airways (Hampden-Turner, (1994) and Federal
Express are two examplesof firms that have prosperedby this. Another method for
creating competitive advantage is based on harnessing interrelationships among
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businessunits within a diversifiedindustry(LaneandMaxfield, 1995).Usinggames
andindustryscenariosto identify the rangeof possiblefuturesare alsobeing used
increasingly (Porter, 1985; Arie P. De Geus, 1988).
Competition from Japan and the countries of the Pacific rim have also forced
Western businessesto look at new ways for gaining competitive advantage. The
ability to exploit linkages that affect cost underlies the successof many Japanese
firms like Matsushitaand Cannon.Collaborativerelationshipswith manufacturersof
parts, and just-in-time deliveries are further examples of cost-cutting principles
learnedfrom Japan.
Many of the principles on which the Japanesebasedtheir manufacturing and gained
(1911),
Taylor,
West.
Frederick
in
the
spectacularcompetitive advantagesoriginated
even in those early days of organisation history, understood the power of cohis
he
his
death
Up
in
business.
that
to
maintained
operative and collaborative effort
aim was "the creation of a society in which owners and workers, capitalists and
build
interest
had
in
a relationship of
could
proletarians
a common
productivity and
harmony on the application of knowledge to work. The oneswho have come closest
to understanding this so far are Japan'spost-World War II employees and Japan's
post-World War 11unions." (Drucker, 1993).

Do groups of agentswork according to local rules?

A businessorganisationis regardedas a purposefulsocialunit and "it consistsof a
numberof peoplewho performdifferentiatedtaskswhile filling differentiatedroles,
offices, or positions and whoseactionsare co-ordinatedso that their individual
" (Litterer, 1969).
outputsareintegrated.
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In humanorganisationsthe processof devisingtasksandassigningindividualsto
them necessitates
that a descriptionof how to carry out the task be specified.To
accomplishorganisationalobjectives,the work to be doneis brokeninto a seriesof
jobs that individualscanperform.Evenwhenjobs arewell definedthereis the need
for further specificationssuchas whento startwork, whento finish work, how to
do
how
to
to
to
what
produce,
units
work, what materialsand resources use,
many
with thecompletedunitsof work andsoon.
All businessprocesseslike product introduction, order processing,stock reordering,
instructions
based
and rules.
simple
even concurrent engineering, are
on a set of
Each processhas a team of workers who carry out the processaccording to a set of
local rules and guidelines. It is these small and basic businessprocesseson which
the foundationsof complex organisationshave beenlaid.
This organisationof productive activity in nearly all Westernindustrial organisations
division
The
labour.
idea
based
division
Adam
Smith's
of work permits
of
on
of
are
in
but,
job,
to
assemble
order
service
or
completion
of
a
or
component
efficient
integrating
the
into
finished
co-ordinating
the
and
of
components
a
means
product,
just
individual
is
thus
creating and necessitating
not
efforts of
also needed,
hierarchical organisational structures but also the highly articulated functional
divisions of the corporate structure, based on the division of responsibility.
(Chandler, 1977)
However, all this is different to the way in which natural organisms follow simple
local rules. In summary the important point is that in comparing human complex
in
like
business
adaptive systems
organisations with complex adaptive systems
local
The
find
but
differences
there
also.
are significant
some similarities
nature we
rules obeyed by CAS in nature are inherent while the rules in human systemsare
developed,adaptedand changedby humanagents.
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Is thereany evidenceof emergentbehaviour?If so,is the behaviourstable?
To the best of my knowledge there is no comprehensivestudy on the 'emergent'
behaviour of workers in businessorganisations.What exists is the empirical study of
human behaviour in the work place. The Hawthorne research(Mayo, 1933) marked
a turning point in the study of man at work. It demonstratedthe importanceof social
factors to employeessuch as friendship, the good esteemof colleagues,recognition
and attention. It was the start of a searchinto identifying fundamental factors that
influence human behaviour and motivation, and it picked up great momentum in the
years after the secondWorld War.
We know that there is a natural tendency of people to 'self-organise' in teams or
groups to achievetheir common goal. There is also evidenceof emergentbehaviour
among interacting individuals or agents in an organisational context. Emergent
behaviour arises largely from the relationships individuals establish between
themselves and not the formal hierarchy of the organisation. In command-andcontrol styles of bureaucraticenvironment one cannot and does not build or specify
these relationships; they emerge naturally. These relationship are formed when
agentsinteract with their environment and when relationships include other agents
such as other employees,customers,suppliers and even competitors. In their effort
to achieve their goals agents interact with their environment and adapt to it. They
establishthe necessaryconnectionsneededto fulfil their objectives.Even in the most
authoritarianset-up informal relationshipsand leadersemerge.In a rigid hierarchical
set-up authoritarian managersmay to a certain extent thwart such behaviour locally
but cannot control it on a wider basis. This is becausethe command-and-control
model fails to fulfil the societal needs of humans to belong. The fact that most
organisations have a dual system, i. e. the formal and the informal, has been
sufficiently researchedand documentedin the literature. (Litterer, 1969;Woodward,
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1965)The informal systemevolvesnaturallyto get aroundthe bureaucracyandred
tapeandcanbe classifiedasexhibitingemergentbehaviour.
Examples of emergent behaviour in human organisation can be generally found in
empoweredteanis of knowledge workers. Bill Gatesof Microsoft understandsthe
importance of such relationships among his staff. He knows that effective network
needs something more than smart nodes. It is how the nodes are connected that
makes the difference. A major reasonwhy Microsoft is so successfulis becausethe
company hires intelligent people and then provides an environment where their
creativity can be unleashed.Bill Gate sums it up: "we hire the smartestpeople, and
then let them do their thing."
Example of emergentbehaviourcan also be found in a football or rugby team, or in a
team of doctors, surgeonsand nursing staff in an operation theatre, or in a team of
firemen. Members of teams abide by rules and set procedures but each match,
involved.
for
fire
those
operation,or
presentsa unique situation

During an operationthe team of doctors,surgeonsand nursing staff continually
monitor a patient'scondition andprioritiseproblemsas they arise,taking the most
critical andlife threateningfirst anddealingwith it. If suddencomplicationsariseand
thereare a numberof simultaneous,life threateningproblems,all membersof the
team collaborate,with each specialisttackling the problem pertainingto his/her
domain. They do this by drawing on their own individual knowledgeand past
experienceaswell as by interactingandcommunicatingwith eachother,receiving
andproviding instantfeedback,as well as reactingto feedbackfrom otherson the
spot.
One effort to captureself-organisingemergentbehaviour in a mob of 5,000 peopleis
describedby Kevin Kelly (1995). In his book he describesan experiment carried out
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by Loren Carpenter.The experimentdemonstrateshow a mob of 5,000 people
sitting in a darkenedauditoriumcanlearnto respondquickly in unisonto something
assimpleasplaying a videogameof Pongto somethingascomplexascollectively
flying andlandingan aeroplane
usinga flight simulator.
We howeverneedto find answersto the following questionwhich arisesfrom the
discussionsabove:
Do people need a framework or guidelines for organising into communities that
achieveorganisationalobjectivesor can theyachievethemon their own?
There has been a great deal written recently about attempts to restructure
latest
BPR;
TQM
the
latest
and
the
techniques,
as
such
organisationsusing some of
being the 'team empowerment process'. There are reports of some successesbut
failures out-number the successstories by far. (Davenport, 1993; Hammer,1990;
Hammer and Champy, 1993; Grant et aL, 1994; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1995;
Rothstein, 1995). Failures largely occur when thesehave been applied as an add on
is
This
top-down
to the
approach within a command-and-control organisation.
because, in most cases, the segregated and rigid hierarchical structure of the
In
blocks
the
addition
communication.
of
organisation
command-and-controlmodel
decision making authority, the design of work, accountability and responsibility are
by
Sportsgear
The
of
case study
either superficially modified or remain unaltered.
Rothstein illustrates these points (Rothstein, 1995). The failures seem largely the
result of myopic vision.

Scngc(1990)too hasillustratedthis by the Beergameexampleandotherexamples
failure
focused
leaders
due
on
the
to
whose
are
concerns
of company
myopicview of
havebeenused,
their own departmentor area.Wheremoreparticipatoryapproaches
fosteringan environmentunderpinned
by a learningculture,andin which employees
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information
for
the
the
and
aregiven authority
needed emergentcreativeresponses,
resultshavebeensuccessstories.
Seniormanagementis also slowly learningthe 'counter-intuitive'lessonthat they
needto involve othersin decision-making.Most good organisationsfall between
dictatorialandconsensus
decisionmakingin which the management
invites lots of
input, makesa decisionandexplainsclearlywhy andalsoacknowledges
the choices
rejectedandwhy. This approachbuildscredibility with peoplebut doesnot achieve
eithersharedmeaningor sharedgoals.
Senior managers of organisations operating in dynamic and highly competitive
marketsare increasinglyfaced with the following dilemma, Simon (1995):
How to protect their companies from control failures when empowered
employeesare encouragedto redefinehow they go about doing their jobs.
How to ensurethat subordinateswith an entrepreneurialflair do not put the
well-being of the businessat risk.
Simon suggests that managers need to combine traditional 'diagnostic control
systems' with additional three control levers to reconcile the conflict between
creativity and control, namely - 'belief systems', 'boundary systems', and
'interactive control systems'.

Unguided and unsupportedteams on their own cannot produce the emergent
When
innovativeandcreativeresponses
business
in
the
environment.
current
needed
membersof teamsareworking on a problemfor conflicting or evenwrong reasons
they are therebypursuingdifferent outcomes.This leadsto the chargeof hidden
but
is
in reality the old problemof differentblind peopletouchingdifferent
agendas,
if
Most
the
to
of
them,
parts
elephant.
even
problemsrequiresomeresources resolve
only people's time. In a world of scarceresources,teams need support from
experiencedpeople.Managementneedsto move away from the command-and-
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imbedded
in
bureaucracy
control style
andtakeon the role of leaderandfacilitator,
but creating a new order always faces intense opposition and an uphill battle for

acceptance
Mere understandingand commitment from senior managementis not enough. The
entire organisation needs to understand and be committed, to generate the
environment which encourages spontaneouscreative responses.Empowerment
radically changes working patterns and the use of human resources in the
organisation.This meansa fundamentaldeparturefrom the past as the old principles
no longer apply.
Collective responsibility is an attitude basedon sharedvalues and concerns.It is the
is
Empowering
does
that
teams
all responsibility
result of a culture change.
not mean
handedover to the teams.Teamscollaboratebut at the sametime they competewith
behaviour
lead
but
is
Limited
bad
team
can
uncoordinated
eachother.
competition not
to chaos.When people whosejob is to complete a project are brought together,they
naturally organisethemselves.The problem occurs in many organisationswhen the
tendency to self-organiseinto informal results-orientedstructuresruns into conflict
formal
formal
The
the
of
command.
chain
with
organisational structures and
feel
by
hierarchy
threatened
the
the
suchselfstructuresand
may
people who occupy
organisation. Bureaucracyadds little value to the processesby which the work gets
done.

Too many teamsself-destructdue to personalityconflicts, hidden agendas,bad
in
lack
Some
these
and
problemswereencountered the
processes
of resources.
of
empiricalstudyA&P Fundholding(Appendix1).Thereremainmanyunanswered
humanstructures.For example,if we eliminate
questionsrelatingto 'self-organised'
hierarchicalstructures,identify businessprocessesand divide peoplein teamsto
theproblemarisesof how muchfreedomthe teamsshould
carryout theseprocesses,
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be givenso thattheyremainproductiveandnot fall into chaoticbehaviour.Thereare
problems if teamsare fully empoweredand there are problems if they have too little
-r-

fteedom.

Self-destruct behavioursdo not contradict the points made above, They just
exemplifythe natureof self-organising,which is a function of the larger systemin
is
it
takingplace.Theremustbe a payoffto the participantsto behavein such
which
ways,or we run into the risk of participantsnot taking the goal or project they are
working on seriously.We needto look at suchbehavioursassymptomsof how the
systemthey are part of operates.It is likely that partsof the systemitself contain
hidden agendas,and inefficient (though staunchlydefended)processes.In other
words,peoplewill self-organiseto the bestof their ability, given their experience,
information,resources,awareness
andthe environmentin which they areoperating.
Recognisingthis, we should work at dealing with organisationalsymptomsthat
would fomentsuchdysfunctionalbehaviourof theteammembers.
Given someof the negativeconsequences
of naturally self-organisingteams,the
causesare more than just hidden agendasand personality conflicts. These are
factors,but the biggerissueis that the localised,self-organisingteamdoesnot, and
cannothave,perfect information abouthappeningsbeyondits own boundaries.It
doesnot know what is happening'out there'that is goingto causeit to self-destruct.
This is the reasonmost organismsin naturebecomeextinct. They are not able to
preparethemselvesfor an environmentthat is coming upon them, but which they
cannotyet see.
It is thereforeessentialthat teamsaregiven structure,particularlyat an early stage.
This meansestablishing boundariesby setting limits to what teamscan and cannot

do, aswell as settingthe extentof teamaccountabilityandresponsibility.The main
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aim of settinglimits shouldnot be seenascontrollingtheteamsbut asnurturingthem
at theearlystagesandallowingthemto evolve.
What CAS theory provides is a new insight for expanding and exploring the
possibility space of human endeavourand creativity in organisations,which has so
far remained stunted under the command-and-control model of management. It
suggeststhat there is a need to create and nurture an environment with appropriate
conditions and rewardsfor self-organisationand the emergenceof human behaviour
is
which productive and rewarding for all concerned.

Are there examplesof companiessliding into chaoscausedby small disturbances?
Organisationalhistory is witnessto the fact that the intensity of competition increases
as the environment in which most organisations operate becomesmore and more
complex. New technology has always added new dimensions to environmental
complexity. Competition hasbeenand still remainsat the core of businesssuccessor
failure. This is evident by the fact that more than one third of the companieson the
original list of Fortune 500 no longer exist and the averageage of the world's largest
corporationsis around forty years.(Kets De Vries, 1995)

Organisationalhistoryis alsodrivenby chance,accidentandhistoricalcoincidence.
The design that wins (or survives) is not necessarilythe best, whether in biological
or technologicalsystems.Someexamplesare:
Dominanceof VHS over BETA video recorders
0

US Motor companiesin generalandGM andFordin particular
Declineandriseof IBM.
The question - what crucial factor determinethe successor failure of a businessin a

dynamicenvironment? is the subjectof extensiveresearch.Widely quotedresearch
-
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by Hamel and Prahlad(1989) studieda numberof global companiesin America,
Europe and Japan. Their study compared successfulcompanieslike Honda,
KomatsuandCanonin Japanwith their respectivelylesssuccessfulcounterpartsin
the West, namelyGeneralMotors, Caterpillar,and Xerox. The conclusionHamel
andPrahladarrivedat wasthatthekey differentiatingfactorwasthedifferencein the
Theyfoundthatthe less-successful
mentalmodelsguidingtheir respectivestrategies.
companiesfollowed conventionalprescriptionsand were guided by conventional
wisdom and traditional practices.Such companiesspendmuch of their effort
maintainingstrategicfit whereasmoresuccessfulfirms areflexible andadaptableto
changing environments and continuously seek innovative ways to achieve
competitiveadvantage.

Are there organisations capable of learning, evolving and affecting their
environment?
Chapter six of the thesis addressedthe concept of Learning Organisations in some
detail. Organisations that are capable of learning, evolving and affecting their
environment can be characterised by three factors: adaptability to changing
environment, ability to learn about and from the environment, and ability to build
sharedvision and mental models.Such organisationslearn to adaptto their changing
environment. There are organisations capable of learning about (and from) their
environment and adapting to it. A prime example of one such company is British
Petroleum (BP) which has transformed itself in a decadefrom being an unfocused
mediocre performer to a highly advancedlearning organisationcapableof changing
its environments with a view to achieving desired goals, (Prokesch, 1997). A
competently designed organisation can exhibit more intelligent behaviour than the
intelligence
sum of
of its employees.
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8.5 Conclusions
The science of complexity offers a new perspective for managing change. (Parker
and Stacey, 1994;Stacey 1995;Lane and Maxfield, 1995).This insight into complex
adaptive systemsis valuable for organisational managementtoday. It dissuadesus
from the conventional wisdom of forcefully seeking equilibrium, encouraging
flexible and adaptable behaviour. In an ordered state of affairs when things are
comfortable there is neither the incentive nor need for flexibility, adaptability and
is
it
fall
into
then
not possible to generate
creativity, equally when systems
chaos
theseabilities. Kauffman (1993) saysthat "systemsdeepin either the orderedregime
or in the chaotic regime are probably neither capable of complex behaviour nor
highly evolvable". Thus we learn from nature that it is at the edge of chaos that
did
behaviour
forms
that
types
not
of
and
evolution results, creating new structures,
exist before and out of which self-organisationemerges.
One may arguethat the emergenceof the "learningorganisation"as a subjectof study
limitation
discussion
in
is
literature
the
to
testament
of people's
and
management
a
CAS
if
Such
the
to
are
principles of
natural ability self-organise.
an argumentresults
doing
in
danger
is
literally
human
too
there
to
so.
great
applied
systems and
However, as a metaphorthe edgeof chaoshasgreat significance, for this meansthat
successis not dependenton discovering pre-existing niches,but on continual efforts
to createnew structuresand opportunitiesfor further creativity and interaction.

Another challengefor organisationsin this information age seemsto be how to
developthe ability to acquireanduseinformation/knowledge
moreeffectively than
their competitors.The key to achieving this lies in designing and developing
organisationalinformation systemswhich exploit the advancesin information
in IT.
technology.The nextchapterreviewsadvances
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Chapter 9- New Information Systems

9.1 Introduction

This chapterprovidesan outline of a setof technologiesthat arenow emergingand
haveheraldeda paradigmshift in the domainof informationsystems.The transition
from host-centriccomputingwith centralisedinformationprocessingparadigmto the
distributed processingparadigm has been slow and cautious but there is clear
evidencethat client/serverbaseddistributed networkedinformation systemsare
replacing rigid centralised and hierarchical systems.The two fields critically
importantfor the designof information systems,namely,organisationtheory and
informationtechnologyareboth experiencingsimilarchanges.Chaptersfour - six of
this thesisweredevotedto discussingthis paradigmshift in organisationtheoryfrom
the command-and-controlparadigm to the new leaniing organisationparadigm
(LOP). A fundamentalandsomewhatsimilarchangeis alsotakingplacein the field
of informationsystemdesignwhich appearsto be following parallel developments
and discontinuities. In contrast to the mainframes, corporate databasesand
applicationprogramsthat dominatedinformationsystemssincethe 1960s,the new
infon-nationsystemsareexemplifiedby the Internet,World Wide Web,multimedia,
browsers,searchenginesandintelligentagents.
The full implications of thesenew information systemson businessorganisationsis
fastdifficult
beneath
fathom
it
"...
Kelly
(1997)
the
to
turning
as yet
slowly
as
puts
forward turbulence, steadily driving the gyrating cycles of cool technogadgetsand
is
gotta-haves, a much more profound revolution - the Network Economy". The old
is
iceberg
is
is
lot
that
the
tip
the
only
cliche
of
visible, and a
of what yet to come
under the surfaceseemto fit the situation. However, even at this early stageit is clear
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that the newinformationtechnologyis goingto revolutionisebusinessorganisations.
Internettechnology,whenappliedandusedwithin an organisation,or betweentwo
or more organisationsis referredto as intranets and extranetsrespectively.The
intranet and extranet embody the shift to virtual information. They provide
organisationswith a collaborativecomputingenvironment,enhancedinternal and
externalcommunication,and new sourcesfor competitiveadvantages,the like of
before.
which hasneverbeenexperienced

9.2 Conventional perspective
Before proceedingto discussthe new IT and its implication for both the LOP and
the new information systems paradigm, we retrace our steps to understand the
conceptual framework on which conventional cornputerisedinformation system
design is basedand the hold it hashad for well over 30 years.
Close historical investigation of a given speciality at a given time
discloses a set of recurrent and quasi-standardillustrations of
various theories in their conceptual, observational, and
instrumental applications.Theseare the community's paradigms,
revealed in its textbooks, lectures,and laboratory exercises.By
studying them and by practising with them, the membersof the
community learn their trade. (Kuhn, 1962).

9.2.1 Computing

paradigms

This section briefly outlines the shifts in

in
business.
history
the
computer
computingparadigmswithin
of
applications
short
9.2.1.1 The host-centric computing paradigm When standalone mainframe
computers entered business application from the late 1950s and early 1960s, they
created the batch processing mode and centralised computing environment where
most or all computing was done in a discrete data centre, housing the central
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host-centric
This
mainframecomputer.
computingmodel supportedthe prevailing
This fact held little or no significance
modelof organisations.
command-and-control
at the time but with hindsightit is clearthatthecentralisedcomputingparadigmwas
in line with theprinciplesof thehierarchicalmodelof theorganisations.
By the 1970swith the advent of databasesand advancesin telecommunication
technology, the conceptsof networking, data sharing and real-time processing
But the architectureof early systems,now often referred
slowly gainedacceptance.
to as"legacy"systems,still followedthehost-centriccomputingparadigmwherethe
softwareanddatafor the applicationscontinuedto be housedin a singlecentralised
mainframe computer. All computing tasks were done on the mainframe and
timesharingtechniqueswere developedto allow accessby severalusersthrough
remote"dumb"terminals.
9.2.1.2 The distributed processing paradigm A decadeor so later, in the
first
its
introduced
1981
IBM
In
1980s,
began.
the
early
microcomputerrevolution
PCs
The
Macintosh.
introduced
in
(PC)
1984
Apple
the
and
personalcomputer
and
began
in
time
a
short
workstationswereendowedwith processingcapabilitieswhich
to match,andevenexcel,mainframes.
Most organisationsquickly recognisedthe potentials of PCs, particularly of
in
PCs,
in
their overallcomputingstructureanda considerableevolution
networked
took placeasthehost-centricparadigmwasgraduallyreplaced
computer-networking
by the "distributedprocessing"paradigm.Today,it is evidentthat apartfrom some
haveabandoned
mainframes.
very largecompanies,mostorganisations
In the distributed processing paradigm, communication was no longer restricted to
to/ftorn a central computer, but could take place between any two computers on the
network. The most important characteristic of distributed processing was the
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interconnectivitywhich enabledPCs,workstations,minicomputersandmainframes
to coexist in a seamlesssystem,and allowed usersto sharefiles and applications.
Early versions of networks supporting distributed processing were 'peer-to-peer
networks' where a collection of computers share information equally, and no one
is
machine the controller of the network. Every machineattachedto the network has
the same accessrights as every other machine on the network and no centralised
location exists for application storage.The main advantagesof such a network are
that it is inexpensive,easyto set up and maintain, and enablesthe sharing of data and
processing.While such networks can be beneficial for small, non-critical collections
of computersthey however,had somesignificant disadvantagessuch as: limited data
capacity; unable to support more than ten users; no central control, so that
difficult
be
to
security;
no
overall
administration must performed at each machine;
difficult
(OS),
to perform
to
and
systems
connect variant platforms and operating
backups.
effective
The real point of departure from centralised computing arrived only after the
developmentof the client/serverarchitecture.As PCs evolved and their usersbecame
more sophisticatedthe needto exchangemore and more data/information, easily and
The
from
became
concern.
client/server
a
prime
efficiently
variant platforms
technology and applicationscreatedthe much neededflexible platform and provided
the essentialtools which gave a new meaningto computernetworking and distributed
processing.The client/serverbasednetwork and its components,are discussednext.

9.2.1.3 Client/server paradigm

A

client/server

network

is

a

combinationof two setsof computers- onethat holds shareableresourcesandthe
other that accessestheseresources.Computersdesignatedto store, process,and
distributedataandresourcesarecalledservers.Other,more numerouscomputers,
designatedto accessand use the data and resourcesmanagedby the server,are
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knownasclients.This typeof networkusesa rigid authoritystructureto manageand
maintainresources.The networkis designedaroundtheconventionthat application
and data are storedon one or more serversthat userscan accessfromany of the
clients. Eachclient has a specific level of accessthat enablesit to use, view, or
manipulatedataon the server.The networkin a client/serverarchitecturecontains
only 3 basic building blocks: servers,clients and communicationhardwareand
softwaredevices,asdescribedbelow:
9.2.1.3.1 Servers Servers provide services. They are the computers on a
client/servernetwork at which applications,dataand resourcesare managed.Early in
the client/server networking history, servers were mainly used to share the office
printer or to store common files. Now serversare employed for innumerable other
information
total
service manipulation,
services, such as
network management,
security-basedaccesscontrol, and office workflow control.
A server can be centralisedor dedicated.A centralisedserver is a single server on a
is
dedicated
handles
tasks,
that
server
whilst a
network
all server-specificnetworking
a single server on a multi-server network that handles one or more server-specific
tasks. In order to perform thesetasks, servers,like any other computers, require an
Today
UNIX-based
first
the
(OS).
The
workstations.
operating system
serverswere
trend is for Windows NT to replace UNIX. Other popular network OS include
Netware, Vines, OS/2 LAN Server and LANtastic.

9.2.1.3.2 Clients Clients are window-basedPCs or workstationson a network
that lets users accessthe servers'data and resources.They range from diskless
desktop
to
complete
with
multimedia
enhanced
workstations
monochromescreens
systems.Today it is not uncommonfor a network to havemulti-platformsclients
Macintosh,
some
e.g.
someWindows and someUNIX. Multi-platform clients are
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able to exploit the capabilitiesof variousplatform-specifichardwareand software
while avoidingtheirdeficiencies.
9.2.1.3.3 Communication

devices These consist of the remaining hardware

devices on a network that cannot be categorised as either servers or clients.
Communication components include network interface cards (NICs), network
conduction paths, modems, hubs, bridges, routers and gateways. Many other
devicescan be attachedto a network to improve productivity, speedof accessto data,
applicationsand specialresources.This includesnetwork-enabledprinters, CD ROM
readers,faxes, modems and scanners.The network versions of these products are
equippedwith NICs built in or as add-on modules.

9.2.2 The information

system design paradigm

The process of paradigm articulation for computer-basedinformation systems
designcan be best achievedby identifying their conceptualroots and landmarks,as
well as their analytical framework. All of theseare summarisedbelow.
9.2.2.1 Conceptual roots and landmarks

The basicprinciplesof computation:sequence,
iteration
proposed
selectionand
by the mathematicianAlan Turing in 1940/50 initiated the developmentof
electroniccomputingthatled to commercialcomputing.However,in the 1950sand
be
discipline
lie
the
to
after,computerswereconsidered
and
of mathematics
within
governed by its concepts.The application of computerswas for numerical
computationand the major quality problem was their computationalefficiency.
This was consideredto be largely a mathematicalproblem and solutions were
soughtby developingefficientalgorithmsanddatastructures.
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During the 1960s,in additionto numericalcomputation,computerswere widely
usedfor commercialtransactionprocessing,andas their applicationincreasedin
importance,
scope, size and
a new major quality problem emerged:system
unreliability. This was attributedprimarily to unstructuredand to a large extent
unplannedprogramming.As a result,the new disciplineof sojhvareengineering
was created. MathematiciansreassertedTuring's principles, and provided
mathematicalproofs in support.It was suggestedthat a programminglanguage
needonly containTuring'sbasicconceptsto becomplete.EdsgerDijkstra,in 1962
during a
presentedhis famouspaperin supportof eliminatingGOTO statements,
conferenceon structuredprogramming.Furtherinspirationfor systematicdesign
and implementationof software was drawn from conceptualprinciples of the
disciplinesof mathematics
alreadywell established
andengineering.
In the 1970s, with software unreliability

reasonably under control, an

in
in
the
unprecedentedsurge occurred
spreadof applications of computer system
business
inexperienced
life
users.Inevitably,
all walks of
and particularly among
new quality problems emerged. One was the lack of itser friendliness of
information systems. Stewart (1974 a, b), Shackel & Shipley (1970), Martin,
(1973) are amongstmany who contributedto this analysis.Their researchinvolved
disciplines like anthropometry,physiology, intelligence and cognitive structuresof
Man. The problem was alleviated to a considerable extent, by a plethora of
hardware and software solutions which soon appearedon the market, including
devices like raster-scandisplays, touch-sensitive screens,pull-down menus with
icons, and object-orientedlanguages.
As the number of data processingapplications increased,the emphasisswitched
from developing simple transactionprocessingapplications, e.g. order processing,
stock control and accounting, to applications characterised by considerable
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fuzziness or excessivecomplexity of information systemrequirements.It became
very difficult

and time-consuming to identify and precisely specify user

requirements for such systems, particularly since in some cases the users
themselveswere not clear and/or the requirementschangedso rapidly, (e.g. with
marketsand consequentorganisationalchanges)that it was considerednot practical
to spendresourceson specifying a moving target.
As a consequence,many systems were designed and implemented without the
benefit of properly defined requirements.Not surprisingly, such systemsdid not

Theyonly increasedoperationalcosts.
addvalueto businessprocesses.
The other problem with information system quality that emergedas critical from
late 1970s onwards was more serious yet little recognised. Many information
systems, although designed using state-of-the-art structured methods, when
commissioned,could not meet user requirementsand expectations.In spite of all
the best structuring and modular design, systemslacked relevance. This lack of
relevance,with hindsight, is easyto explain if not to justify.
By the 1980smany organisationshad well establisheddata processingdepartments
which were developing businessapplicationsusing structured methods(discussed
in the next section). Soon it became common for many 'user departments' to
develop their own computing systems. Rapidly, as the number of computers of
different make and specification increasedin each organisation, many 'islands of
automation', unable to communicate with each other, were created. This critical
factor
became the lack of system integration. The consequent lack of
quality
common purposesubstantially reducedthe capabilities of systemsto provide lowcost, high-quality information for decision makers.
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The second important and rather unexpectedfailure of the 1980s was the
information
inadequate
of
overestimated
perfonnance
systems.As a rule,designers
the capability of real-timesystemsto processvoluminousbusinesstransactions
within the tight time constraintsimposedby the informationsystemsenvironment.
It wasthereforenot uncommonto find that a transactionprocessingsystem,when
implemented,failed to processthe requiredload and then at best,went into the
or at worst was scrapped
expensivecycle of modification and/orenhancement,
(Rzevski, 1989).
9.2.2.2 The analytical framework
discipline
lies
design
information
Beneaththetraditionalperspective
the
systems
of
an analyticalframework that:
its
dedicated
to
the
articulation
- captures allegianceof a community

and
from
define
the
design
the
tools
to
the
world
- governs
specification of
perspectiveit supports.

Analytical frameworkswith thesepropertiesare paradigm.The conventional
(1965)
is
based
Anthony's
information
on
systems
perspectiveof computer-based
schemafor planning and control systems(which over the years achieved a
framework
Anthony's
borrowed
In
1970
Zani
(1970)
conceptual
paradigmstatus).
InformationSystems(MIS). The adoptionof
to applyit to thefield of Management
Anthony'sparadigmcontributedsignificantlyto thedevelopment
of an information
management discipline (Wiseman, 1985). Researchers,consultants and
practitionersrefinedandexpandedtheparadigmto covernewcases.
9.2.2.2.1

Structured

methodologies

Structured

methodologies were

developedfor the analysisand design of information systemsand someof the best
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knownearlyonesaredescribedin Yourdon& Constantine(1979),Gane& Sarson
(1979) and Jackson(1983). A more recentexampleis the StructuredSystem
AnalysisandDesignMethod (SSADM), which was mademandatoryfor all UK
Governmentprojectsin January1983.
Attemptsto fortnalisetheInfon-nationSystem(IS) designprocessasa sequence
of
well defined activities, drew heavily both on 'scientific management'and
Anthony'sconceptualframeworkas possiblesourcesof guiding principlesfor a
new paradigm.These,togetherwith the mathematicaltreatmentand notion of
design.
The
in
IS
to
phasesof
optimality, resulted a prescriptive approach
programming,optimisation,testing and implementationhave their roots in the
engineeringdiscipline,andinclude:
The prescriptive sequenceof stages/phases
of the so called Waterfiall
begins
development
life-cycle,
the
with the system
of
system
model
developer conducting a detailed analysis of the problem situation by
data
(subjective)
techniques
collection
of
employing a number of
interviews,
investigation,
to
the
e.g.
pertaining
system under
observation,record/dataanalysis.

*

The finding are then systematically documentedusing various
graphical techniquessuch as Data Flow Diagrams,Entity-Relationship
Models, Entity Life Histories, which together constitute the
requirement specification of the proposed system.Design progresses
systematically,top-down, eachstep well documentedand reviewed.

*

Coding is modular and allowed to begin only after the design,
documentationand test scheduleshavebeenapproved.
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9.2.2.2.2 Limitation

of structured

methods Centralised, business-driven

information systems, developed using structured methodologies, are fully
compatible with hierarchical command-and-controlorganisational structures and
work well under stable external conditions, but the question is: can structured
methodologiescope with the problems that are likely toface information systems
information
is,
develop
in
1990s?
That
the
and software communities
can we
systemsto meet businessrequirementsin a world characterisedby rapid change?
Structuredmethodologiesthat were developedas an answerto the problems of the
1960shave been unable to cope with the conditions prevailing in late 1970sand
1980s and are totally unsuited for designing IS today. It is contended that this
in
in
is
date
be
situations
abandoned,except
approach now out of
and should
is
Several
the
new
preserved.
model
which
command-and-controlorganisational
factors have conspired since their advent, and the major limitations of structured
follows:
developments,
brought
by
to surface recent
are as
methodologies,

based
discussed,
Structured
on
are
0
methodologies, as already
'scientific methods'.They employ conceptualprinciples that are well
tried and tested and give good results when applied under stable
conditions like massproduction, long product developmentcycles and
but
defined
to
are not suitable when
when applied
well
problems,
frequent changesin demandand requirementsis the dominant factor.

*

The thoroughnessof top-downdecompositionand the emphasison
comprehensive documentation, that helped to improve system
reliability, causeslong developmenttimes; long in relation to the
current rate of changeof user requirements.
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*

The requirementsspecificationexpressedin numerouspagesof text
and voluminous diagrams, even if organised in a systematic manner,
does not give users of the new, complex system an adequate
opportunity to check whether they have articulated their needs and
expectationscorrectly.

because
being
0 ConventionalIS developments
seriouslyquestioned
are
of their limitations of handling only structureddataand text.
The trajectory of the developmentoutlined above, from past to present and into the
immediate future is very eloquently surnmarisedby Schwartzand Leyden (1997) as

follows:
From a historical vantage point, two developments start around 1980
that will have profound consequencesfor the US economy,the Western
economy, then the global economy at large. One is the introduction of
personalcomputers.The other is the breakupof the Bell System.These
events trigger two of the five great waves of technological changethat
will eventually help fuel the long boom.
The full impact can be seen in the sweep of decades.In the first 10
years,personal computersare steadily adoptedby businesses.By 1990,
they begin to enter the home, and the microprocessoris being embedded
in many other tools and products, such as cars. By the turn of the
doubling
the
century, with
every
power of computer chips still roughly
brain.
eighteen months, everything comes with a small, cheap silicon
Tasks like handwriting recognition becomea breeze.Around 2010, Intel
builds a chip with a billion transistors- 100 times the complexity of the
most advancedintegrated circuits being designedin the late 1990s.By
2015, reliable simultaneous language translation has been cracked for the multilingual world.
with immediateconsequences
The trajectory for the telecommunicationswave follows much the same
arc. The breakup of Ma Bell, initiated in 1982, triggers a frenzy of
entrepreneurialactivity asnascentcompanieslike MCI and Sprint raceto
build fiber-optic networks acrossthe country. By the early 1990sthese
companies shift from moving voice to moving data as a new
phenomenon seemsto come out of nowhere: the Internet. Computers
and communications become inextricably linked, each feeding the
phenomenalgrowth of the other. By late 1990s,telecom.goes wireless.
Mobile phone systems and all-purpose personal communications
services arrive first with vast antennaenetworks on the ground. Soon
after, the big satellite projects come online. By 1998,the Iridium. global
phone network is complete. By 2002, Teledesic's global Internet
network is operational. These projects, among others, allow seamless
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connection to the information infrastructure anywhereon the planet by
early in the century. By about 2005, high-bandwidth connections that
can easily move video have become common in developedcountries,
and video phonesfinally catch on (Schwartz and Leyden, 1997).

9.3 New information

technology

The ideaof an interconnected
computernetworkcapableof supportingmultipleusers
with simultaneousaccessto the sameinformation, had long been proposedby
scientistswho recognisedits potentialbeforetechnologymadeit possible.The roots
of the term 'Internet'canbe tracedbackto the technologyof Internetworking.Since
the early 1970stherehasbeena concernregardinglack of systemintegration(see
section9.2.2.1).Internetworking,developedin responseto this concern,refers to
the technologythat enablesinterconnectionof many disparatephysical networks
enablingthemto work asa transparent,
co-ordinatedunit. Themajorcontributionsto
the concept of internetworking came from ISO (International Standards
Organisation),
CCITT (ComiteConsultatifInternationaldeT61ephonie
et Telegraphe,
has
The
Internet
USA
(DoD).
Department
Defence
the
emerged
and
of
spontaneously,as computersand telecommunicationbecameinextricably linked,
heraldinga newparadigm,onethataffectsnotjust computingbut the wholeworld of
information,learningandknowledge.
communications,

9.3.1 The Internet
Evolution of the Internet as discussedabovedatesfrom the 1960s.The Internet is an

OSI (OpenSystemsInterconnection)'networkof networks'basedon client/server
technology designed to allow accessto application ports in hosts. Open Systems
network specifications,as opposedto proprietary networks, are publicly available.
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The Internet is also referred to as the 'Information Superhighway' and is based on
packet-switched networks, that is data/messagesfragmented. The subparts, or
packets, are discrete data units routed and reassembled at the other end of a
transmission, permitting several users to share the sameconnection. This mode of
data transmission is different from other kinds of transmission. For example, a
telephone network is a circuit switched network where a connection between two
nodes, once initiated, remains a dedicated unbroken connection, whether data is
being transmitted or not, until disconnected.Packet-switchednetworks enable the
data
delivery by utilising unusednetwork resources,thereby
efficient
of
most
means
best
the
making
use of network resources.
In 1969an early packet-switchednetwork was implementedat the US Departmentof
Ilefence's Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA). In the early 1980s, a
from
Foundation,
DARPA,
National
Science
the
various
and scientists
meeting of
Network
Research
Science
Computer
in
development
the
the
of
universities resulted
(CSNET). In 1982, ARPANET (the ground-breaking network first launched in
1969 for DARPA) replaced its original Network Control Protocol (NCP) with the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP). TCP/IP was
developed in the 1970s, when experiments in internetworking were being carried
out. It was not owned by any company and was published as an open standard.
CSNET and ARPANET were later connectedthrough a gatewaycalled Value Added
Network (VAN). The VAN, coupled with free access to TCP/IP, heralded the
beginnings of what is now known as the Internet (Garrett et aL, 1996). Having
spawnedthe Internet, ARPANET finally ceasedto exist in 1990.
TCP/IP

TCP/IP refers to a collection of protocols which supports a wide

been
has
Its
technologies.
robustness
variety of underlying computer platforms and

demonstratedon a large scalesince it forms the basetechnologyfor the global
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network 'The Internet'. The main objective of TCP/IP was to connect a number of
different client and server based networks, designed by different vendors, and
deliver the basic servicesthat everyoneneedssuch as: file transfer, electronic mail,
remote logon. The initial philosophy guiding the designof this suite of protocols was
to develop a communications web that could survive nuclear attack. That is, if the
communication network sustained damagethe protocol will be robust enough to
further
failure.
from
line
A
telephone
characteristic
automaticallyrecover
any node or
of TCPAP is that it allows the construction of large networks with minimal central
management.In common with other communication protocols, TCPAP is basedon
the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) and has a layered architecture. The two
fundamentalprotocols in TCPAP and their functions are:
*

TCP (Transmission

Control Protocol) TCP

provides

the

dedicated connection (virtual circuit) between computers. It is a
full
duplex
data
that
reliable,
connection-based protocol
provides
transmissionbetweena pair of applications.
TCP performs the work of separatingdata into packets at the sending
end and reassemblingthe packetsin their original form at the receiving
end. It is responsiblefor verifying the correct delivery sequenceof data
from client to server. Data can be lost and retrieved in the intermediate
failure.
from
line
designed
TCP
to
node and
network and
recover
was
TCP detectserrors or lost data and triggers retransmissionuntil all the
data is correctly received.
*

IP (Internet

Protocol)

The set of conventions used to pass

packets from one host to another is known as Internet Protocol. IP is
responsiblefor sendingdatagramsacrossthe Internet and ensuringthat
all packetsreachthe right destination.It forwards eachpacket basedon
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a four byte destination address (the IP number). The Internet
authorities assign a range of numbers to different organisations.The
organisationcan assigngroups of numbersto departments.IP operates
on gatewaycomputersthat move data from departmentto organisation
to region and then aroundthe world.

Sockets

(of subroutines)
thatprovide
arethesoftwarepackages

accessto TCP/IPon mostsystems.
In addition to TCP/IP there are two further layers of packet-switchednetwork the
Application Protocol Layer and the Physical Network Layer. The former consistsof
e-mail, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Telnet (a remoteaccessprotocol) etc., the latter
supporting specific network media such as Ethernet, FDDI (Fiber-Distributed Data
Interface) etc. Combinations of hardware and software known as Bridges and
Routers are also essential to a packet-switched network. Whilst both perform the
function of routing packetstheir difference lies in their capability. Bridges work only
on identical physical networks whereas routers are more 'intelligent' as they can
identify and adaptto different networks.

The Internet Protocol was developedto createa Network of Networks. TCP/IP
ensuresthat all typesof vendorsystemscancommunicate.Individual machinesare
first connectedto a LAN. PopularLANs in use include: Ethernet,Token Ring,
ARCnet andFDDI LANs. Data can be sentacrossLANs using 'phonelines, cable
TV services,or by using existing internal networksof an organisatione.g. IBM's
SNA. Newer high speedoptions include: ISDN (Integrated Services Digital
Network),framerelay,FDDI, ATM (Asynchronous
TransferMode).TCP/IPshares
the LAN with otheruserssuchasa Novell file server,Windowsfor workgrouppeer
One
deviceprovidesthe TCP/IPconnectionbetweenthe LAN andthe rest
systems.
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of the world. Cable TV and telephonecompaniesare competingto build Information
Superhighways.

During the 1970sand early 1980s,the Internet was very small in terms of the
numberof users.In thoseearly years,the only way one could get accessto the
Internet was through a university or governmentagency and a few research
Dial-up userswould dial into the universitiesor governmentnetwork
organisations.
to accessa computerthatwasconnectedto the Internet.Businesses
certainlyhadno
accessto theInternet.Whencompanieslike UUNet andPSI beganbuilding Internet
network systemsthat could be connectedto the existingNet, the first commercial
accessbegan.Evena few yearsago,in the early 1990s,the applicationsandtypesof
connectionsusedto accesstheInternetwerevery limited.A userwith dial-in access,
for instance,would be accessingthe Internetthrougha Shellaccount5,which is text
based;no graphicalaccessexistedfor Internetservices(Garrett,1996).
In the 1990s Internet software improved in usability and within this period the
Internet has grown exponentially, with millions of users worldwide. The main
characteristicsof the Intemet are as follows:

0 Internetis a working systemwhich hasemergedspontaneouslyas a
and
result of the union betweencomputersandtelecommunications,
which continuesto evolve.
9

It is robust and hascrossplatform capabilities.

This allows
0 Internet usespacket-switchingto sendmessages/data.
various packets of the samemessagethe flexibility to take any route

5A text-based account
on UNIX machine that allows the user to remotely access files,
compile binaries and run programs etc.
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through the network to be reassembledat their destination,thus
enabling messagesto get through even if part of the network is down.
There is no central control or authority for managingthe network. All

computerson the network are equal in status.There are, however,
in
take
the
someagencieswhich
role of overseeingstandards termsof
protocolse.g. CERN, and W3 Consortium.The latter was set up in
1994at theMIT andis responsible
for co-ordinatingWebdevelopment
worldwideandfor introducingstandardsfor a wholerangeof issues.
9

The principles on which the Internet is based provide a sound
foundation for intranetsand extranetsfor businessapplications.

The most important developmentin network interconnectivity over the last couple of
years has been the Internet's World Wide Web. The Web has enabled exponential
in
Internet's
has
Internet
the
the
growth of
and
produced profound changes
population, generatinga greatdeal of mediainterest.

9.3.2 World Wide Web (also known as WWW, W3, or just the Web)

TheWeb is a distributedbrowsingandsearchingsysteminitially developedat CERN
(ConseilEuropeanpour la RechercheNucleaire,which is a collective of European
high-energyphysics researchers)by Tim Berners-Leeto enablehim and fellow
in
first
Web
He
CERN
information.
the
to
created
software
share
researchersat
October 1990.World Wide Web was first madeavailableoutsideCERN on the
Internetin summer1991.
9.3.2.1 Characteristics of the Web The Web is fertile with hypertext activity
A
linked
documents
Internet.
that
the
consistingof a collection of
residewithin
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hypertext documentcontainslinks that lead readersquickly to other parts of the
documentor to other relateddocuments,and thus enablesthe readersto chart a
personaltrail throughinformation.VannevarBush,(PresidentRoosevelt'sscience
in
1945,
first
interactive
system
and
advisor),
proposedsuch an
cross-referenced
computerpioneerslike Doug Engelbartand Ted Nelson pushedthe technology
towardsthatvision. Early effortswerecalledhypertextbecausethey allowedtextual
informationto be linked in nonsequentialways(Beekman,1997).
9.3.2.1.1 Hypertext This is a term createdby Ted Nelson to mean non-sequential
text. Conventionaltext media like books are linear, or sequential;they are designedto
be read from beginning to end. Even on the computer, most applications commonly
in use today, such as word processors and drawing programs, have WYSIWYG
editors - that is what you see (on the screen)is what you get (on the printed page).
But if a document doesn't need to be printed, then it does not need to be structured
like a paper document. When the objective is to focus on the relationship of ideas
dynamic,
better
be
layout
than
the
the
then
crossoff with a
rather
of
page,
we may
interactive
full
document
the
that
takes
computer's
advantageof
referenced super
features
basic
hypertext
document
is
A
the
of regular
capabilities.
equippedwith all
text i. e. it can be read, edited, searchedand stored,but it has one additional feature,
that it contains links to other documentsembeddedwithin the text. Web is basedon
hypertext as its meansof respondingto the needsof users.
There are millions of hypertext documents on the Web, and each document has a
Web
Locator)
(Uniform
Resource
the
URL
address.
or
simply
unique name called
By linking related documents, the Web makes it very easy for users to locate
information anywherein the world. Hypertext links are called 'Hyperl inks'.
9.3.2-1.2

Hyperlink

Hypertext documents can have links to other

documents. Continually selecting links takes users on a free associative tour of
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information.Hyperlinkscreatea virtual web of connection.It is this easeof access
that hascapturedthe interestof the generalpublic and haspopularisedthe Web on the

Internet.
One of the major reasonsfor the Web's proliferation is its simplicity. Despite intense
media interest "the Web is profoundly primitive technology. It treats today's
powerful computersas if they were the rudimentary machinesof the 1970s.On one
side is the Web server,an idiot savantthat respondsto every requestby sending out
dumb
Web
hypertext
document.
On
is
terminal that
the
the
a
client,
a
other side
simply displays documentsand waits for mouseclicks." (Steinberg, 1996).
While what Steinberg says is technically accurate but fundamentally untrue, it is
Kevin Kelly who really capturesthe real value and power of the Web as an evolving

organismwhenhe writes:
Dumb power is what you get when you network dumb nodesinto
dumb
do
It's
brains
neurons and
with
a smart web.
what our
is
PC
A
did
Internet
dumb
the
the
what
with
personalcomputers.
conceptualequivalent of a single neuronhousedin a plastic case.
When linked by the telecosm into a neural network, thesedumb
PC nodescreatedthat fabulousintelligencecalled the World Wide
Web. It works in other domains:dumb parts,properly connected,
yield smart results (Kelly, 1997).

9.3.2.1.3 Hypermedia A Hypermediadocumentcontainslinks not only to other
hypertextdocumentsbut also to other media.In addition to hypertextthe WWW
hypennedia
deliver
information
that
text, graphics,video and
offers
environments
soundwhile providing universal accessto documents.The ideasunderlying the
Web'shypermediatechnologyoriginatedin HyperCard,a softwarepackagefor the
Macintosh,which can combinetext, numbers,graphics,animation,soundeffects
andmusicin hyperlinkeddocuments.
9.3.2.2 The Web and electronic commerce From the perspective of
businessorganisations,their main interestin the World Wide Web, in its present
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form, is that it can be used to publish information such as product cataloguesfor
other users to view, transforming the WWW into a selling tool, thus enabling
existing and potential customers to make purchasing decisions without having to
infon-nation
request
or brochures.
However, in the long term it is envisagedthat the YAW will develop into one of the
world's major electronic trading environments and the possibility of conducting
business over the Internet is an area which has received a great deal of recent
attention. (Cronin, 1994,1996; Verity, 1994; Eng, 1995; Moroney & Matthews,
1995).Tim Bemers-Leeseesthe developmentof the Web in four main areas:
The first is Web publishing - still dominated by few write, many
read paradigm.
Next come intranets, which still tend to be mainly internal
publishing, although tools are there to make intranet a really
collaborativemedium.
The third areais electroniccommerce,which requirestrust.
And the fourth is educationand training. The technology industry is
not as excited about training as it deserves.(Riley, 1998)

In an interview by Gary Wolf (Wolf, 1996)SteveJobs predicts that designing,
building anddeployingobject-oriented
Web interfaceapplicationswill be thekey to
keeping-upwith the exponentialgrowthof theWorld Wide Web,andit is commerce,
he says,that will fuel thenextphaseof theWebexplosion.
Almost every major player in the computer industry is looking at
ways to breathelife into the Web. Theseefforts, many of them still
rough, seem to fall into three stages. The first stage involves
making the client and servers smarter. On the server side, this
means linking Web sites to information stored in local databases
and spread sheets. On the client side, it requires making every
application you use - not just your specialisedWeb browser - able
to accessthe Web.
Things start to get much more interesting in the secondstage.The
client and server will begin to exchange not just data, but
programs.These little applications, or applets,will allow for new,
powerful kinds of interaction. A stockbroker's Web site might
send out an applet that acts as a front end for displaying a ticker
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tapeat the top of your screen.An architect'ssite might providea
front end that lets you experiencea 3-D walk througha planned
building. You'll no longerhaveto worry aboutwhetheryou have
the capability to display a new kind of data type becausethe
"capability"will be sentto you with thefile.
In the final stage,the distinction betweenclients and serverswill
begin to blur. Code will flow in both directions. A client might
send a small program to the server to perform a specialised
databasesearch.Applets will begin to resembleagents.(Steinberg,
1996)

9.3.2.3 World Wide Web Consortium

The

World

Wide

Web

Consortium, made up of academics and user organisations and based at
MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, was set up in 1994 with Tim Berners-Leeas
its director. Its main aims are: to safeguardthe Web from becoming fragmented,to
provide the technical know-how and direction to enableit to evolve, and to improve
the Web accessand facilities for users. In an article, which is partly based on a
symposiumorganisedby the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and Computer Weekly
for the World Wide Web Consortium, John Riley (1998) reports on the work that is
already going on at the W3 Consortiumto improve the Web for usersas follows:

CSS(CascadingStyle Sheets)is a new style sheetlanguagefor
specifying the layout of documentson the Web and giving
content providers more control over colour, text indentation,
positioningandotheraspectsof style.
New 'Web collections' technology aims to provide more ways
of providing relationshipsbetweenWeb documents.

The new ComputerGraphicsMetafile (CGM) standardaimsto
openthe possibilityof searchinggraphicson theWeb.
Performanceproblems, causedby the very successof the Web,
are being looked at, through new versions of HTTP and
automateddistribution of copies of sitesacrossthe Net.

Thepersonalcensoringof unsuitablematerialcanbemanagedby
the PICS (Platform for Internet ContentSelection)rating and
filtering method.
There is also work on ways of dealing with the limitations of
imprecise addressing information, which HTTP currently
ignores.
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The Internetin generalandthe interactivemultimediaenvironmentof the WWW in
particular are indicative that the new IT is set to bridge the chasmbetweenthe
separateand relatively isolatedculturesof the past.The culture of film, television,
andprofessionalvideo is mergingwith the culture of dataprocessing,computers,
and programming,and in doing so presentsa radically new perspectivefor the
designof interactivemultimediainformationsystems.
This culture isolation cannot last. The desktop revolution that
shook the mainframe world, and then the print world, is spreading
into film, television, and industrial video. Meanwhile, the new
visual and sound possibilities of computersare changing the way
professional programmers think about computing. They are
learning new ways to use sound, colour, motion and drama to
interact with users.
From the perspective of computing, what is occurring is a shift
away from a strict definition of the computeras a "data processing
engine" to include the computer as a delivery platform for content.
In the new paradigm, users do more than crunch numbers and
retrieve data; they acquire knowledge from desktop computers
using all their senses.(Shaddock, 1992).
The Web has led the Internet's transformation from a text-only environment into an
interactivemultimedia landscape.

9.3.2.4 Interactive multimedia
Interactive multimedia is the driving force behind the phenomenal popularity of
WWW. Web publishers are discovering the advantages of cleverly designed
interactive multimedia pageson their Web site. By incorporating directly supported
graphics, sound effects, digitised video/voice, animation and Java-applets,
multimedia authoring software helps in creating visually impressive, highly
interactive,and dynamic pagesthat entice usersto visit a pagerepeatedly.Multimedia
authoring software serves also as a glue that combines documents, created and
captured,with other applications.The most widely used interface for authoring tools
is the card-and-stackinterfaceoriginally introducedwith Apple's HyperCard.
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The combinationof text, numbers,graphics,animation,soundeffects,music, and
in
document,
is
hyperlinked
described
hypertext
system,
media
a
often
not
as
a
other
but asa hypermediasystem."Hypermediatools focuson the interactivecapabilities
linear
designed
books,
Unlike
to
are
which
videos,
media,
computers.
and
other
of
be experiencedfrom beginningto end, hypermediaallowsusersto explorea variety
of paths through information sources. The combination of multimedia and
hypermediahasan almostunimaginablepotentialfor transformingthe way we see
how
information".
(Beekman,
Depending
1997).
we chooseto use
on
andwork with
it, theterm hypennediamightbe synonymous
with interactivemultimedia.
Multimedia has dependedmuch on the growth of high-performance computer and
high speeddigital transmissiontechnologies.According to Baynes (1997) until few
years ago most multimedia programswere of little use to anyoneoutside a computer
research lab. The main reason for this was the low bandwidth of early modems.
Before the Web most usersencounteredmultimedia applicationson CD-ROM. In the
has
but
CD
interactivity,
ROM
for
has
delivery
the
the
the web
contest
multimedia
human
Web,
World
Wide
The
deliver
in
to
timely
using
capability
manner.
material a
business
interfaces
friendly
the
than
systems,
of
majority
computer
which are more
low
The
transmission rate of modems
suddenly made multimedia very attractive.
posesa problem in accessinglarge data files from the Web. Viewing a good quality
for
limitation
is
far
from
is
the
the
on
this
main
reason
also
video
satisfactory and
Web file size.

This however, is about to changewith the Cable modem,capableof providing
bandwidthof up to 30 million bits per second,comparedto the 28.8 thousandbits
initiate
per secondof an averagemodem,andwhich will
a multimediacomputing
revolution. "At its simplesta cablemodemcombinesthe new telecommunications
infrastructureinstalledby cableTV operatorssuchas Nynex, Mercury, andCable
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andWirelesswith modemtechniquesto providebandwidthof up to 30 million bits
persecond.....initially a singlecablemodemwill be sharedbetweenseveralhouses
or offices,evenso Internetaccesswill be hundredsof timesfasterthanis currently
the norm.And whenthis happensmultimediawill sparka computingrevolution
.....
the boundariesbetweenTV and PC hardware,Internet,Web andcommercialTV
serviceswill blur andrapidly disappear.Massmultimediadeliverycontentto home
via cableserviceswill not follow the passivemodelof pushingsoundandpictures
towardsa viewerbut deliveringrich interactivecontentat thecommandandcontrol
of the user." (Baynes,1997).
Interactive multimedia software is delivered to consumers on a variety of platforms:
high
based
PCs
Macintosh
Window
multimedia computers with
quality colour
and
displays, fast processors, large memories, CD-ROM drivers, speakers, sound cards.
The only requirement on the user's side is to have a browser that supports interactive
browsers
be
features.
Client
popular
multimedia
used with most
pull/server push can
such as: Netscape Navigator,

the Internet Explorer,

and various versions of

MOSAIC.

9.3.3 Browsers

A browseris a softwareapplicationthat translatesHTML and

known
best
information
the
the
to
enables user view a seriesof connected
of which
for
is
browsers
World
Wide
Web.
Web
the
are client programs essential
example
anyone who wants to explore the Web. Web browsers allow different computer
systemsto view the information on the WWW. As mentionedearlier, the WAV was
first conceived in 1980 at the European Laboratory for Particles Physics by Tim
Berners-Lee of CERN. It was nearly a decade later that he submitted a formal
proposal to CERN for an Information Managementsystemwhich later acquired the
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name World Wide Web. By December 1990, the first browser had been written,
using the NeXTStep platform.

Some of the best known commercial browserstoday are NetscapeNavigator,
InternetExplorerandOraclePowerBrowser.
Marc Andreessen,
while workingat the
University of Illinois, createdthe browserMosaicwhich is still being developedat
the university. However, he left the University in 1994 to form Mosaic
CommunicationCorporation.By the endof the yearthe companyhad changedits
nameto NetscapeCommunicationCorporationandreleasedthe browserknown as
NetscapeNavigator.AlthoughNetscapewasthe first commercialbrowserit is by no
meansthe last. Other companiesreleasedsimilar products.Microsoft included a
95;
browser
Windows
Internet
Internet
Explorer
1.0
soon
after,
rudimentary
with
Explorer2.0 wasreleasedwith proprietaryenhancements.
A browser provides the means of accessing information and communicating on
Internet. Its most basic function is to accessthe information storedon remote servers
Standard
HTML,
HyperText
Markup
Language
(HTML).
subset
a
of
using
GeneralisedMarkup Language(SGML), tells the browser what type of information
to display (list, heading, link) and then lets the browser determine the best way to
display the infon-nation.

Many featuresof browsersare so pervasivethat they are consideredstandard.The
most basic level of compatibility is HTML compliance.HTML is a constantly
All
Web.
documents
that
the
the
of
evolvingstandard controls appearance
viewedon
browsers
current
supportHTML 3.0. A typical Web browser has the following
characteristics:it has a mouse-drivenpoint and click graphicalinterface;displays
hypertext and hypermediadocumentsin a variety of font, colour, and format;
supportssound,video,imagesandanimation;makeshypertextandhypermedialinks
to otherdocumentsandkeepsa historyof travelledhyperlinks;storesa list of URLS
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in a 'bookmark'and retrievesthem for later use on request;maintainsa window
history of all documentsviewed during any session,offering a quick way to return to
hyperlinks
document
a
viewed many
earlier.
Whilst HTML provides a variety of text formatting capabilities, images too play an
important part in conveying ideas and are an integral part of the capabilities of any
browser. Images come in many different formats, but most browsers support all of
them. GIF87 and GIF89 (Graphic InterchangeFormat, versions 1987 and 1989) are
the formats used for storing imageswith few colours.
The three key Web-related standards that control the movements of data and
information betweenuser,browser and Web serverare as follows:
*

HTML defines the formatting of pages of information and how the
Web Browser will display the information to the user. It is a scripting
languagethat doesnot contain any branching or looping functions. A
browser such as Navigator or Mosaic simply loads an HTML file
(designatedby HTML or HTM) and interpretsthe information in it.

*

HTTP (HyperText Iransport 1!rotocols) define how the Web browser

data
information
Web
objects.
andother
and
serverexchangepagesof
TCP/IP
the
It is the simple request/response
utilises
protocol which
images
hypertext
from
data
text,
and
plain
andenablesthe transferof
to anyotherform or combination.
*

CGI

(CommonGatewayinterface) is a methodof defining how

dynamic information is exchangedbetweenexternal applications
(outside the Web site) such as information stored in legacy databases,
and the Web server.
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With advancedprogramming,the browser can let usersmanipulatedata or run
applications.

9.3.4 Search Engine

Searching and cataloguing tools, known as search

file
find
that
to
the
or
on a
concept,
word,
any
engines, are utilities
enable
user
One
location.
date,
including
of
size, and physical
network using a variety of criteria,
the earliest search engines was Yahoo!. Today a number of search engines and
directories exist; these include Excite, Lycos, Infoseek, Magellan, Open Text, Alta
Vista, HotBot and more than a hundred specialised search engines. The search
Internet
to
has
Netscape's
offer
companies
other
spurred
phenomenal rise
engine
their products widely.
Searchengines are programs that searchWeb pages,extract the hypertext links on
database.
build
find,
information
to
index
they
a
the
those pages,and automatically
Electronic searchescan be accomplishedin a number of ways, but all start the same
is
A
i.
information
A
search engine
e. makes a query.
user requests some
way.
documents
files.
Increasingly
by
by
begins
the
most
searching
activated a query and
fon-nats.
file
but
HTML
are
pages, searchenginescan accessa variety of

Each searchenginehasits own set of rules guiding how documentsare gathered.
Somefollow everylink on everypagethatthey find, andthenin turn examineevery
link on eachof thosenew homepages,and so on. Someignore links that lead to
ignore
links
files;
files,
to certainresources
files,
some
sound
graphics
andanimation
for
look
databases;
instructed
the mostpopular
to
primarily
suchas
and someare
homepages.CompaniessuchasAltaVista andVerity, knownfor their sophisticated
searchengines,havedevelopedadvancedsearchmechanisms.
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9.3.5 Intelligent

agents

The study of situatedsystemsthat are capableof reactiveand goal directed behaviour
has generatedmuch interest and attention over the last decade.One approachto the
design of such systems is based upon agent oriented architecture. Nicholas
Negroponte (1970), Alan Kay (1984) and Marvin Minsky (1985) pioneered the
concept of agents.In the last few years therehas been an explosion of interest in the
issues concerning the design and implementation of agents that can make rational
decisionsand act autonomouslyin time-constrained, multi-platform and multi-agent
environment. The research is being carried out in such diverse fields as software
engineering, robotics, knowledge representation, knowledge-based systems,
databasedesigns,problem solving, machinelearning, cognitive science,psychology,
computer graphics,human-computerinteraction, as well as art, music and film. The
intersection of research interests from so many diverse areas presents unique
opportunities for the integration of ideas(Riecken, 1994).
The idea that mind is a society of agentsthat collectively generatesour behaviour
without the need for centralised control is immensely powerful yet simple and
in
(Minsky,
development
1985).
It
triggered
the
of a new paradigm
plausible
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Each agent is designed using current AI technology,
including knowledge-basedsystems,neural networks, genetic algorithms and fuzzy
logic. Some agentscan communicate with each other, work in parallel on complex
tasks,and even clone themselves.

An agentis a computerprogramthat is given a specifictaskthat can be completed
Agent technologyis increasinglyavailableon the Internet.
without userassistance.
"The agentview providesa level of abstractionat which we envisagecomputational
systemsthat areableto interoperateglobally on "the Net". It abstractsfrom aspects
like the hardwareor software platforms of various componentsor the internal
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structure, methods or processing of these components, focusing attention on how
complex, heterogeneous, distributed

and evolving

be
built
from
systems can

interoperable and reusable building blocks. " (Barbuceanu and Fox, 1996). Programs
that automatically search the Internet and download specialised information are an
bots
known
is
There
as
on
example.
a rapidly growing population of software robots
the Internet that exhibit many of the characteristics of agents. The information on the
Web is growing at an exponential rate and we are being given access to billions of
items of information. It is already becoming impossible to search through all the
depend
it,
information.
Instead
having
through
on agents
to
can
users
available
sift
of
to roam the networks 24 hours a day, identifying

and retrieving

the needed

information (Beekman, 1997).

9.3.5.1 Definition

of intelligent

(1995)
Jenning
Wooldridge
and
agents

distinguish and propose two usagesof the term 'agents', the first "most general
PROACTIVE
REACTIVE,
AUTONOMOUS,
is
to
self-contained,
usage
mean an
Computer system, typically with a central locus of control, that is able to
Communication
(Agent
ACL
AGENTS
via some
communicate with other
Language)". ACL is a programming languagewhich could be either proprietary or
Manipulation
Query
(Knowledge
KQML
and
some standard means such as
Language).The seconda "more specific usageis to mean a computer systemthat is
to
in
implemented
terms
applied
usually
concepts
more
of
either conceptualisedor
humans(such as beliefs, desires,and intentions)."

Norman and Long (1996) further extended this definition by adding that:
"Autonomous agentsin the real world must be capableof asynchronousgoal
that
The
time
such
the
any
generation.....
state of
environmentmay changeat
pursuinga goal may no longerbe realistic,requiredor evenpossible.A singlegoal
how
the
be
depending
to
than
may need
on
satisfiedmore
once,or periodically,
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environment,the agentandthe relationshipbetweenthem(i.e. the domain)change
over time. So, for an agent to be effective in such a domain, it must be goal
it
fly;
In
be
(1)
the
goals
on
autonomous. otherwords must capableof:
generating
its
its
focus
it
is
i.
(2)
the
on,
acting
as
presently
and
altering
of attention, e.
goal
"
goalsandtheprioritiesof thosegoalschange.
A moredetaileddiscussionon the definitionandtaxonomyof an agentis coveredin
MUlleret al (1997).
9.3.5.2 Characteristics of intelligent agents An intelligent agent, as stated
earlier, is a pieceof software,but thereare a numberof characteristicsthat makes
intelligent agentsoftwaredifferent from other computersoftware.The first four
intelligent
features
listed
below
agents,while
of
characteristics
of those
areessential
the next four characteristicsare also useful and more often than not presentin
softwareclassifiedasan agent(Gilbert, 1997).
"

Agentsareautonomous.

"

Agentsaregoaldriven.
Agentsarereactive.
Agents could be driven by scripts or rules. They could also be
by
driven
goals.
programswhich are
Someagentsinteractandcommunicate
with otheragents.
Someagentsareadaptivei.e. they learnfrom pastexperienceand
modify their behaviour.
Someagentscan be mobile i.e. they move from one machineto
anotherin order to carry out their task.
Agents can strive to be believable. In order to do this they take a
visible form and interact by expressionof emotion or personality.
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9.3.5.3 Intelligent

agent applications The agent-based approach to software

interoperationis now a practical technology.Agents are finding applicationsin many
traditional business areas too. As Singh (1996) observes: "Like many previous
artificial intelligence (Al) ideas,as agenttechnology matures,it is moving into more
traditional computing applications. Theseinclude old chestnutssuch as information
management, enterprise integration over heterogeneous databases, concurrent
engineering and so on. The rapidly advancing infrastructure for computing and
communicationshas also openedup severalnew applications,for which also agents
are a natural technology. These include accessing and using open information
systems, agile manufacturing, electronic commerce, and so on. Lastly, certain
applications that have been known for several years are picking up steam and are
again natural targets for agent technology. These include robotics, space and
aeronauticssystems,and control systemsin general." What makesagentsapplicable
in such varied applications is that they are natural loci of autonomousactivity. Some
typical agent-enhanced
applicationalreadyin useare:

*

User Interface Alan Kay who pioneeredandrevolutionisedPCsby
developingtheicon baseduserinterfacealsodevelopedoneof thefirst
agent,NewsPeek,at MIT's Media Lab in the early 1980s.He now
predictsthat InternetandWeb will drive the switch to agentsandthe
futureof userinterfaceswill be basedon agents.
An interface agentbehaveslike an intelligent assistantfor the user by
simplifying the use of the computer. Icons allow users to move away
from the complexity of command languages.Software agents allow
guided interaction offering transparentfriendly assistance.Intelligent
agents mask the complexity

of today's feature-rich desktop

applications, and perform actions userscould not or would not do.
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IBM's Web Browser Intelligence (WBI, or "Webby") is an exampleof
an interface agent . WBI assistsusers in a number of ways: it finds
information for them on the Web; automates Web browsing by
notifying users when sites of interest are updated; customisesusers'
views of the Web (a) by automaticallykeepinga bookmark list ordered
by how frequently and how recently usershave visited a site and (b)
by memorising the users' fixed pattern of browsing and taking them
directly to the required site (Gilbert, 1997). Apple's hypothetical
"Knowledge

Navigator"

(Apple,

1989), programming

by

demonstration system (Cypher, 1993), mail and news filtering agents
(Maes and Kozierok, 1993)are other examples.
0

Agile manufacturing

Short manufacturing runs, short lead

times and demand for highly custornisedgoods and services, favour
flexible, responsive manufacturing systems,concurrent engineering
teams and global supply-chain partnerships. Distributed factories,
virtual design studios, autonomous machines and global intelligent
systemsare likely to dominatethe industrial scenein the next century.
Such situations require agile manufacturing systems consisting of
intelligent machinesnegotiating with each other how best to achieve
specified goals. Each intelligent machine, in turn, is controlled by a
team of intelligent agents.(Rzevski, 1997)
0

Electronic Commerce

As the Internet becomesincreasingly

commercialisedit is not difficult to envisagea world wherepersonal
agentsact on behalf of their users in locating the best deal for a
customer,closethe deal andpay the supplier.A shoppingagentcan
customiseboth storeandmerchandise,
rememberandcorrelatebuying
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patterns, as well as remind users when they need to shop e.g.
birthdays,anniversaries(Gilbert, 1997).Theseapplicationsareat the
intersectionof economicsanddistributedAl. Althoughmanyproblems
be
to
need
solved it is believedthat agenttechnologywill play an
importantrole in commerceat Internet,intranetand extranetlevels.
Pattie Maes, an AssociateProfessorat the MIT and the founder of
Firefly, a$ 100million business,"hascreateda stir by makingagentsa
householdword." (Holloway, 1997).
Multiple-Agent

To behaveintelligently, agentsneedto reasonabout other

agentswhile interactingwith them."In a multi-agentenvironment,intelligentagents
oftenneedto interactwith otherindividualsor groupof agents,eithercollaboratively
domains
Many
these
to
their
are
multiagent
of
or non-collaboratively, achieve
goals.
flexible
dynamic,
be
highly
interaction
to
the
andreactive,as
real-timeand
requiring
is
in
AI
long-term
"
(Tambe,
1995).
A
goal
research to understand
well asreal-time.
how this reasoningis done,andto replicateit in computationalsystems.
The novelty of the agent-basedapproachlies in replacing centralised hierarchical
in
difficult
to
configurations
modify, with network
control architectures,which are
which nodes are capable of negotiating how to achieve specified goals without
centralisedcontrol. Even more important is the collective intelligenceof the societyof
human
like
A
team
a
of agents,
agents, which represents an emergent property.
team, exhibits certain featuresthat are not attributable to individual members.These
features emerge from interaction between agents and depend on the nature of the
protocols governing mutual relationships.Liberal protocolsenableunexpectedmodes
of interaction, which may result in original emergentbehaviours. Perhapsthe most
important feature of a multi-agent systemis that no elementin the systemseesthe big
The
overall behaviouremergesfrom elementaryagentinteraction.
picture.
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Agent technologyis still new andthereare a numberof obviousareaswheremuch
researchefforts is needede.g. issues such as computational complexity and
Another "obvious
expressiveness
of the specificationlanguagemustbe addressed.
areaof work is the extensionof logic to more generalmulti-agentcases.While
principlesremainthe same,a key difficulty in extendingthelogic in this way will be
dealingwith concurrency.
" (Wooldridge& Jennings,
1995).

9.4 New IT and its business applications
In today's changing and competitive commercial world the benefits of e-commerce
(electronic commerce)cannotbe understated.Electronic Data Interchange(EDI) was
implemented in some industries as early as the late 1970sand early 1980s.As the
enabling and supporting technologies for EDI have evolved and matured e.g.
Technical Data Interchange(TDI), Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT), electronic mail
(e-mail), electronic catalogues,fax, voice messaging,and video conferencing, it is
by
has
been
is
EDI
the
that
the
terrn
too
substituted
considered
now
restrictive and
term e-commerce.
Technological and business trends together play a dominant role in defining the
shape, style and structure of the information systems that serve business
organisations'needs.Today the synergy betweenbusinessand technological trends
has again stimulatednew ways of communicationwithin an organisation,in the form
of Intranets,and betweentrading partnersin the form of Extranets.

The grandirony of our timesis that the eraof computersis over.
All the major consequences
computershavealready
of standalone
takenplace.Computershavespeededup our lives a bit, andthat's
it.
In contrast,all the most promising technologiesmaking their debut
now are chiefly due to communicationbetweencomputers- that is,
to connections rather than to computations. And since
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communication is the basis of culture, fiddling at this level is
indeed momentous.(Kelly, 1997).

9.4.1 Intranets

When Internet technology is applied within an organisational

network to deliver information to a closed group of users, it is referred to as an
intranet. The only significant difference between Internet and an intranet is that
organisationalintranetsrequire a security system,usually referred to as afirewall, to
keep intruders out.
Intranet is a network of computers within an organisation, that allows a company's
employees to send e-mail, share and exchange information, even confidential
company data and documents.It connectsemployeesregardlessof where they reside
geographically. The distinguishing feature of an intranet (or an extranet) from
traditional LANs or WANS is that intranets are basedon TCP/IP protocols i. e. the
collection of softwarerules that controls the Internet.
The term intranets was coined in late 1995; until then these networks were called
'enterprise internets' - private or corporate miniature versions of the Internet.
Intranets are self-contained intraorganisational networks that link multiple users
within an organisation. An intranet "offers the potential to integrate core business
processesacross the enterprise through a single interface .... Those companiesthat
harness
intent,
this
can
will be able to create a corporate
opportunity, with strategic
knowledge base,integrate training, their salespresentation,businessapplication and
communicationsin one consistentenvironment". (Garvey, 1997).

Oneof the world'sfirst corporateintranetswasdesignedby ShermanWoo in 1993.
Woo, a 51-years-oldprogrammerat US WestCommunicationsdevelopeda'Global
Village'. I knew from the startit wasgoingto becounterculture,
" saidWoo. Global
Village beganin response
to reengineer
thebilling systemat theDenverheadquarters.
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It required information to be distributed to geographically dispersed employees
across 14 states.Woo figured that the TCP/IP technology that formed the backbone
of the nascentWorld Wide Web could also be used to create a proprietary online
network within US West. Woo set up his first intranet using off-the-shelf software
and the then primitive Mosaic browser. Today, roughly half of US West's 60,000
employeesare linked to the Global Village. (Lappin, 1997)

9.4.1.1 Intranets

verses groupware Workgroup software has been used in

conjunction with Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) software for some time. The first major workgroup software for
personal computers, which allowed end-users to share information, was Lotus
Notes. It combined electronic mail, discussion software, workflow software and
databasetechnology. These tools were not designedfor Intranets, though, in more
recenttimes intranetbasedfeatureshavebeenadded.
The future of groupwareis under debatewith the adventof intranets.Groupware has
advantagesover Intranets e.g. enhancedsecurity, ability to support replication and
thereby remote users, and a powerful development environment. However, major
investment is going into Intranet technology,and with reducedset-upcosts, intuitive
user interfaces provided by hypertext and multimedia, and cross platform facilities,
Intranet is a seriouscontenderas a solution to corporateinformation sharing.
Table 9.1 comparesthe current stateof the art betweenLotus Notes, GroupWareand
Intranetsagainstsix main propertiesof an efficient groupware.
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Property,
.,
Standards

Security

Replication

Application
Development
Information
Repository

Database
Integration

Workflow

Table

9.1

Notes
ý,-_Lotus,,,

'Groupware
Proprietary Standards:
Does not offer the source code
to public domain
Licence required to accessthe
application program interfaces
Uses public-encryption
standards
Allows users to assign access
level to infori-nation
Supports:
synchronised & consistent
information across users;
multiple copies of documents &
databaseson more than one
server.
Relatively robust application
development environment.
Ability to:
store all types of information;
integrate with other data
sources;
retrieve and organise
information using full text
searches, version control etc.
Object repositories are not
for
relational, a shortcoming
transaction data processing.
Reliance on commercial data
pumps to move data from a
relational DBMS to the
GroupWare server
Provides a powerful
combination of a data
repository/notification system,
is
heart
the
at
which
of
1workflow applications.

Intranet
Open Standard Framework:
Promotes vision of purchasing
components as required.
Freedom to form an integrated
groupware platform as needed.
Security remains challenged:
Firewalls provide security from
outside world but internal
security risks remain
Data repositories are collections
of URL pointers:
do not offer replication;
documents and files do not
move hence need for replication
functionality questioned.
Intranet too] market still
immature in comparison
Traditionally Web repository
consists of files on HTTP
servers.
Only just coming to terms with
information repository;
integration of object stores and
Web
search engines with
servers only recent
Using CGI for relational DBMS
provides efficient method of
databaseintegration.

Not nearly as advanced but
developments in progress.

A Comparison of Lotus Notes GroupWare and Intranets
Source:(Hausenloy,1998)

Intranet is proving to be an inexpensive, powerful alternative to other forms of
internal communicationand it is contendedthat Intranet-basedinteractive applications
will shortly provide both what Notes and CAD/CAM can do, and more.
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9.4.2 Extranets

The Extranet is similar to intranet but with one main

difference. While intranets facilitate communication and information accessingand
processingwithin organisational.boundaries,extranetsaddressthe interorganisational
communication needsof collaborating businesspartners. "Extranets (a hybrid term
for "extendedintranets") deliver two key ingredientscompanieshave beenclamoring
for to make electronic commerce real: tight security and the ability to reach out to
remote employees,businesspartners,and customers.Intranets offer the security; the
Internet offers the reach. Extranets promise to bring the two together." (Bushaus,
1997).
The key feature of Extranets is that they open internal serversto specified outsiders
by allowing the company to control the data available to both parties. A classic
fedex.
(www.
is
FedEx
Extranet
the
com) which
example of an
website
application
Extranets
its
based
its
tracking
track
to
number.
upon air
allows customers
a package
facilitate:

# Information retrieval

Extranets enable customers and

from
information
to
each other such as order-status,
suppliers retrieve
information.
tracking,
and
account
scheduling
project
deposition Extranets enable customers and suppliers
to communicatedirectly with eachother. Order-placementapplications,

Information

electronic-filing for complianceand warranteesare typical examples.

9.4.3 Benefits of intranets and extranets Intranets and extranets both provide
hybrid
far
They
than
of network and
a
are
more
organisations with advantages.
Internet technologiesfor they improve on the capabilitiesof both, and offer the ability
to deliver information quickly, are easy to learn to use, are scalable,allow unlimited
be
benefits
The
may
simultaneoususersand provide secureprivate communication.
classified as follows:
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*

Universal communication Employees can communicate with other
employeesthroughout the organisation and people in client, supplier,
and partner organisations. The inclusion of video and audio chips
enable videoconferencing, and whiteboard technology increasesthe
effectiveness of communication. Multimedia

can be used to

communicatethe messageeffectively.
*

Easier accessing of company data Intranets and extranets allow
easy incorporation of legacy databases."With Web-to-databasequery
tools using Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and a variety of
intermediate software Intranet users need only type in requests in a
Web page, and this technology goes out, searchesthe database,and
sendsback the result in HTML format on Web page." (Gralla, 1996).
Numerous searchtools are available for easy accessingof information
such as Agents, Spiders, or software robots that traverse the intranet
indexing information. People can searchfor information within and
outside the organisation(using the Internet).

0

Reduction

of paper

work

Intranets and extranets deliver

informationto customerswithoutusingpaperforms.
0

Low-cost
inexpensive

proven

technologies

when compared with

Internet technologies
proprietary

are

networking

environments Most organisations have already established TCP/IP
networks. HTTP, TCP/IP, Telnet FTP and SMTP are the proven,
highly robust and reliable Internet technologies.
0

Communication

and adaptation The use of standard protocols

and programming interfacessuch as TCP/IP, FTP, HTML and MIME
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can deliver tools that enable internal infrastructures to adapt to
changing business needs as well as permit communication with the
systemsof external partners,clients and suppliers.
9

Standard

based delivery supported, for the most part, by the

technologyfeaturesof the Web, informationcontaininga variety of
dataformats,from text to graphics,audioto video,canbe transferred
across any TCP/IP network. Navigation from one data-objectto
another,or from pageto page,is doneby selecting,or by clicking a
hypertextlink embedded
within a document.
9

Interoperability

is a problem in organisations when information

from diverse systemsneedsto be brought together with a single user
interface. With a given number of information systems to make
"interoperable", the number of translation algorithms (TA) required
become
follows:
five
for
5(n(n-1)).
This
to
systems
are as
means
.
interoperable, 10 translation algorithms are required, and with 10
systems,45 TA are required.

By selecting a standard,or a set of standards,through which all
informationsourcesmustbe madeavailable,a companycanreducethe
is
TA
numberof
e.g. a classicexampleof an extranetapplication the
FedExwebsite(www.fedex.com) which allowsits customersto track
a packagebaseduponits air trackingnumber.
Better use of resources Most companiespursuing extranetshope
to reduce unproductive and wasteful telephonetime servicing routine
questions.The benefits are twofold: (a) they can lead to large savings
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Chapter 10 - Matching Information
Organisations

Systems to Learning

10.1 Introduction
Over the last few decadesit hasbecomeincreasinglyclear that informationis not
merelya by-productof businessactivity but thekey resource,a guidingforceandthe
connectingmediumthat regulatesand binds all businessprocessesand activities.
This understandingleadsto the realisationthat informationsystemshave always
beenan integralpart of an organisation's
structure.InformationSystems(IS) existed
well before the adventof computers(Buckinghamet al 1987).Information and
communicationsystems,both formal andinformal, within organisations,evolveto
suit their needs.
The host-centriccomputingparadigmsupportingcentralisedinfon-nationsystems
in thepreviouschapter,wasdevelopedin the
with batchprocessingmode,discussed
1960s to align with the then prevalent command-and-controlmodel of deep
hierarchicalorganisationalstructures.Today, as discussedin earlier chapters,the
Learning OrganisationParadigm(LOP) is replacingthe hierarchicalstructuresof
organisations
andthis switchis now widely accepted.
The prolific literature on the shift to LOP is almost universal in its emphasis that
change in the organisational structure will not on its own produce desired effects.
Changesin organisational management,with particular emphasison mental models
and culture, are some of the necessaryprerequisites (Senge, 1990; Argyris, 1990,
1995). Hampden-Turner (1994) explains that "the modern knowledge-intensive
world economy is a "learning race" in which only corporatecultures with a thirst for
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discovery can survive." However, it is not yet fully appreciatedthat this thirst cannot
be effectively quenched if learning organisations continue to be supported by

structured,centralisedinformationsystems.
If it is crucial that businessorganisationsmust make the transition from commandand-control to LOP in order to survive, then, the issue of matching information
system to learning organisation is no longer a question of desirability, but rather of
imminent and compelling need.

It must be recognisedthat today every businessis an information businesswith
information and knowledge as its prime resource. Examples of the severe
of
consequence
of ignoringthis fact arenot hardto find e.g. the recentnear-demise
EncyclopaediaBritannica. Even in those organisationswhich do not consider
themselvesto be in the information business,the cost of capturing,storing, and
of their coststructure.
a largepercentage
processinginformationactuallyrepresents
literature,for exampleeven
An importantfact quite often ignoredin management
Porter(1985)who is the authorof a numberof widely quotedbookson competitive
in
his
information
ignored
the
aspect
strategyandcompetitiveadvantage
completely
definition of a company'svaluechain.His descriptionof a valuechainconsistsonly
includes
the
linear
flow
the
all
though
chain
also
value
of a
of physicalactivities,
information accompanyingeach activity, that needsto be captured,stored and
processed(EvansandWurster,1997).
In orderto matchinformationsystemsandsatisfytheneedsof learningorganisations
it is necessary
to revisit the waysin which informationis suppliedin an organisation
to its employees,partners,suppliersandcustomers.The old paradigmfor missioncritical application developmenthas reachedthe end of its usefulnessand it is
contendedthat suchan approachto developinginformationsystemsis now out of
date and should be abandoned,except in situationsin which the command-and-
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control organisational model is to be preserved. Consequently, conventional
information system design strategiesand developmentmethods become subject to
close scrutiny becauseof their limitations in handling only structureddata and text.
A new paradigm for the design of information systems,which supports the LOP,
has not as yet been articulated. It is important that a theoretical framework for future
information system design must be considered bearing in mind the paradigm
switches both in the domain of organisationaltheory and of information technology.
A deeperunderstandingof the synergy that exists betweenorganisational.structures
and the information systemsthat evolve to support them, is a key prerequisite for
developing a new framework.

10.2 The synergy between organisation structure and IS
Information Systemsare an integral part of an organisationalstructure. Information

andcommunicationsystems,both formal andinformal,havealwaysevolvedto suit
the needsof organisations.

Organisationalstructurespecifiesthe distribution of authority amongmanagers;
sanctionsthe segmentationof functions and establishespatternsof relationships
among functional units. It prescribes corporate governance, individual
responsibilities,reportingrelationships,measurement
and rewardsystems,as well
as planning and control systems (Galbraith, 1977; Nadler et aL, 1979).
"Organisational structure must perform the major functions of facilitating the
collection of information from external areas as well as permitting effective
processing of information within and between subunits which make up the
" (TushmanandNadler, 1978).
organisation.
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Basedon the above axiom, it is postulatedthat the role of infon-nationsystemsin an
is
distribution
to
storage,
processing,
provide
collection,
organisation
an effective
increasing
information
the effectiveness and
to
a
view
and utilisation of
with
future
information
for
frameworks
Consequently,
systems
satisfaction of users.
theories must be considered in the context of organisational and management
theories.
A careful re-examination of constituent elements of an organisation and its
infori-nation systemsleads one to the conclusion that information is woven into the
fabric of organisational structure itself. Constituent elements of organisational
job
structures, e.g. constitutions, regulations, organisational charts, procedures,
information
interrelated
whose
of
pieces
specifications,contractsof employment,are
be
is
to
is
purpose to reduce the uncertainty associatedwith questionssuch as: what
done, by whom, how and when? Elaborate structures (those containing a large
little
little
information)
leave
therefore
employees
give
uncertainty and
quantity of
freedom to either exercise judgement or take other than prescribed actions. Such
They
enable
They
and
repeatability.
predictability
organisationsare rigid.
guarantee
In
that sense a
the employment of an unskilled and semiskilled workforce.
handling
being
(in
to
is
information
a material
system addition
production line too an
finish
begin
to
a
to
from
when
and
signals
when
receives
system)
which eachworker
well-defined operation.
Like all social groups (nations, communities, families) so it is with organisations:
Shared
by
is
is
by
values
defined
the
the structure constrained
culture.
what not
(e.
(such
through
g. collective outings),
as uniforms), rituals
expressed
symbols
Beneton
in
is
kill
("every
offices),
complexity"
proclaimed
a
slogans
morning
heroes, mascots and habits, are in place with a view to directing the behaviour of
for
Some
demand
authorities,
the
members of
cultures may
organisation.
respect
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others encourageteam work, but all are information systemswith elaborateways of
coding the message.

Basedon theabovediscussionit is clearthattheimportanceof thecloselink between
thedomainof organisational.
theoryandthe domainof informationsystemscannotbe
overemphasised(Rzevski & Prasad, 1998). However, this has often been
information
overlookedin thedevelopment
of
systemstrategies.

10.3 Information

needs of the learning organisational

model

The generally accepted notion, under the old paradigm, that information systems
should be designed to meet business requirements is now overdue for re-

examination.
Each of the two models of organisationrequiresdifferent kinds of information
information
by
different
technology.
in
be,
their
turn
system,which
must supported
The conventional information technology of databases,tailor-made programs,
modelof
missioncritical applications,while well suitedto thecommand-and-control
learning
for
organisationsand,
organisations,cannot provide adequatesupport
becauseof inherent rigidity, often representserious obstacleto change.Such
judgement.
systemsarenot capableof exercising
Table 10.1 provides a comparison between the major characteristics of the

command-and-control
and learningorganisationparadigms.Thesecharacteristics
play a directrole in designinginformationsystemstrategies.
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COMMAND & CONTROL
ORGANISATION
EconomyFUME
Top-down design
Deep hierarchies
Vertical integration
Individual specialists
Function-orientedunits
Functional organisation
Avoidanceof uncertainty
Preciselyspecifiedtasksprocedures
Predictability
Wtierarchicalpower structure
Unskilled and semiskilledworkforce
Detailedjob specification

Table 10.1

LEARNING

ORGANISATION

71=xi ility, agility
Evolution
Networking
Partnerships
Multidisciplinary teams
Process-oriented
units
Virtual organisations
Designed-inuncertainty
Empowermentof employees
Performancenot completelypredictable
Ma_ringculture
Skilled, well-educatedworkforce
Learning
Intellectualcapital
Organisationalmemory
Emergentintelligence

Major differences between command - &-control

and LOP

Under currently prevailing market conditions, business requirements appear to
change so rapidly that we now often face a paradoxical situation in which
information systems, designed to meet a particular set of business requirements,

becomeobsoletebeforethey aredeliveredandinstalled.Businessrequirements
tend
to changetoo rapidly to be a valid startingpoint for the developmentof expensive
from the pasthaveshownthat
technologicalsystems.Furthermore,our experiences
technology-driven solutions are more likely than not to be irrelevant to business
have
likely
business-driven
discovering
to
a
that
are
solutions
needsand we are now

shortusefullife.
New flexible, distributedandvirtual organisations,
built on the learningorganisation
model, require flexible, distributed information systems.In particular:

The devolution of decision making dictatesa needfor distributed
decisionsupportsystems.
The learning organisationalmodel encouragesteam-work and working
in teams cannot be effective without appropriate workgroup support
software.
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Volatile markets and rapidly changing businessrequirementsdemand
fast information systems development methods and tools, such as
rapid prototyping, application generators and visual programming
(rather than top-down, structuredmethodologies).
Ever changing company boundaries (due to acquisitions, deinvestments and reorganisations)require networks of systems(rather

thana corporatesystem).
The switch from functional to process-orientedorganisational units
implies a switch from functional systems (e.g., marketing,
manufacturing)to systemssupportingnew organisationalunits centred
on businessprocesses(such as new product development).
Close but temporary partnershipsbetweengeographically distributed
demand
located
the
multimedia
globe,
companies, often
around
face-to-face
for
lack
(to
meetings)
of
regular
networks
compensate
dedicated.
be
flexible
(changes
than
to
rather
routing)
which must

Unprecedentedcompetitionfocusesattentionon the importanceof
information
delivered
via general
presented
rapidly
and effectively
(Internet)or specialisednetworks(Intranetsand/orExtranets)with the
help of colour screens,windows,digital personalassistants,
mobile eNoteBooks.
mail workstationsand
Large networks are complex and therefore to locate and retrieve
information one needs 'intelligent agents', programs capable of
the
about
reasoning
and
programs
other
exchangingmessageswith
by
tasks
their
to
these
content of
messageswith a view achieving
negotiation.
In order to achievelearning,organisationsmust developthe ability to cope with
unpredictableevents and this, in turn, requires systemscapable of exercising
intelligent judgement. Conventional information system do not possessthis
capability.
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10.4 The evolutionary

information

system design paradigm

The sum total of the changes listed above, from the perspective of information
system design, amount to no less than a new information system paradigm - the
evolutionary paradigm.The shift from the structuredto evolutionary paradigm in the

domainof informationsystemsis summarised
in Table 10.2.

PRE-PARADIGM
OLD CONCEPTS

independentprograms

data
data+ algorithm
program.

technology-drivenIT
strategy.
technologydriven
solutions.
ad-hocprogramming.
vendorssell 'boxes'.

Table 10.2

STRUCTURED
INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
PARADIGM
Well ESTABLISHED
CONCEPTS AT THE END OF
THEIR USEFUL LIFE
guiding ideas:
I econoinyof scale
2 structureddesign
large systems,productionline,
automation.
centralisedinformation systems,
corporatedatabases,
large applicationprograms.

EVOLUTIONARY
SYSTEMS
INFORMATION
PARADIGM
EMERGING CONCEPTS
LIKELY TO DOMINATE THE
FUTURE
guidingideas:
I flexibility, evolution
2 pattern recognition,intelligence
systemscapableof adaptingto changing
requirements,self-organisingsystems.
networksof PCsor NCs, distributed
systems,clicnt-scrverarchitecture,the
internet,Intranetdata warehousing,
data mining.
data
objects,multimedia,hypertext,www,
virtual reality, video conferencing,
whiteboarding.
databases
communicatingobjects= agents,
+ applicationprograms
collectionof intelligent agents= multisystems.
agentsystems,emergentintelligence.
largeschedulers
scheduling,control and information
andcontrol
retrieval by negotiationamongintelligent
systems
large informationretrieval systems. agents.
localareaandwide areanetworks.
global networks,
information superhighways,
"nomadic"personalsystems,
personaldigital assistants.
integrationof
independentworkstations,
TV, IIF andvideo-e-mail
PC,video-phone,
telephones,faxesand leisure
into a singlepersonalwork/leisure
equipment.
station.
business-driven
IT strategy.
concurrent& coevolvingdevelopmentof
businessand IT strategies,
concurrentdesignof organisational
IS.
supporting
structureand
business-driven
IT solution.
genericpackages& systems,human
centredintelligent informaton systems.
incremental
development
top-downstructuredanalysis&
design.
rapid prototyping,visual programming.
vendorssell 'IT tools'.
vendorssell 'IT solutions'.

Paradigm shifts in the domain of information systems
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The new paradigm is characterisedby the conceptsof networks, workgroup support,
human-centred technology, distribution

decision
of
support, incremental

development,capability to evolve with changing businessrequirements,support for
teleworking, multimedia and multi-agent systems.It contrasts with the traditional
structured paradigm, characterised by centralised computer-based information
systems,corporate databases,tailor-made large COBOL application programs and
data-drivenstructuredmethodologies.

10.5 Conclusions
The discussionaboveleadsus to the inevitableconclusionthat we are at the start of a
new era in which organisational theory and information systemstheory converge.It
emphasises that the only effective way of ensuring a close match between an
is
it
information
information
to
that
the
systems
support
organisation's
needs and
ensure that the organisation structure, its management and information systems
continually evolve and coevolve.
To achieve the desiredsynergy betweenorganisationalstructuresand organisational
information technology it is necessaryto designthem concurrently. Any mismatch is
known to causea loss in effectiveness(Rzevski and Prasad,1997).The only way to
develop such information systemsis by creating a network of networks by exploiting
the technology of Internet, WWW and above all agents.The main features of the
new information systems paradigm are as follows: the integrated multimedia
representation of information e.g. text, data, sound, colour, images, animation,
video and virtual reality; the rich interconnection of multimedia elementsbasedon
hypertext e.g. the WWW format; the world-wide, broadband communication
betweenusersand remote/localinformation sourcese.g. the intemet/intranet/extranet;
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for
teams of specialists
support

working

in virtual

office/organisation

i. e.

videoconferencing combined with white boarding and shared virtual reality software;
intelligent

for
information
support

browsers
and search engines,
retrieval e.g.

multiagent systems and push-technology; complete transparency of operation; and
user-centred design.

Margaret Wheatley's (1994) comments regarding new principles of organisation
theory seemto apply equally to the new information systemstheory:
In our past explorations, the tradition was to discover something and
then formulate it into answers and solutions that could be widely
transferred. But now we are on a journey of mutual and simultaneous
Solutions,
We
as quantum reality
answers.
can not expect
exploration.
developed
through
to
temporary
teaches,are a
event, specific a context,
the relationship of persons and circumstances.In this new world, you
lack
because
it
I
expertise or
we
and make up as we go along, not
Reality
is
but
because
the
changes
that
of
reality.
nature
planning skills,
We
is
it
And
because
new.
constantly
of our activity.
shapeand meaning
are required to be there,as active participants.

It is thereforeessentialto developconcurrentlywith organisational
change,a concept
include
Intelligent
Information
Systems,
client/servers,
multimedia-based
which
of
broadbandnetworks,Web technology,browsers,learningalgorithms,fuzzy logic,
neuralnetworksandaboveall intelligentagents.
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Chapter 11 - New Theoretical

Insights into Design of IS

11.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to addresssome of the IS community's concerns, which
are focused on finding philosophical foundationsand guiding principles to deal with
the demandsof the new realities in which the discipline of Information Systemsfinds
itself. The aim of any theory is to provide explanations of phenomenawhich are
outsidethe experienceand knowledgeof a particular discipline. From the perspective
of organisations these phenomena are 'complexity'and 'continuously changing
environments'.and from the perspectiveof information systemsthe problem is how
to develop 'information systems which adopt and adapt to changing business
requirementsand yet remain relevantand useful'.
The latest technological developments,discussedin Chapter nine, have openedup a
host of opportunities for designing concurrent IS. However, technology in itself
cannotprovide the solution. "Technologicaldevicesmake a fundamentalcontribution
to the dissemination of information but these devices in themselves are not
information. " (Mingers and Stowell, 1997). In the absence of standards and
universally acceptedguiding principles there is a risk of creatingTowers of Babel.

Successfulcomputerapplicationto businessproblemshaslargelybeenconfinedto
automating large volumes of repetitive and mundane tasks e.g. transaction
processing,andfor holding andprocessinglargevolumesof data,electronicallyin
files or databases.
Thereis anotherapplicationof computersto business,which may
be classedas 'decisionsupporttools',which havethe aim of
assistingmanagement
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in making effective decisions by providing what if scenarios. Management
Information Systems (MIS), Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Executive
Support Systems (EIS) are examples of efforts in this direction. These systems
unfortunately have not lived up to their expectations.The main reason for this, as
made evident from the Science of Complexity, is that equilibrium models
representing a complex system are incapable of taking into account the diverse
trajectoriesarising out of interdependent,interrelated,interconnectedinteractionof all
the element (agents)of such systems,and as such they fail to representreality.
The repeated failings of long-term business strategies and the futility of strict
adherenceto planning and control philosophies of no longer effective management
theories are proof enough of the fact that most businessdecisions are based on a
combination of experience and intuition of the decision maker. The conceptual
framework for modelling non-linear dynamicsand co-evolutionarylandscapesof real
life businessscenarioshas not been available to information system designersuntil
now.

All researchin ComplexAdaptiveSystems(CAS)is basedon the less-familiaruseof
computersimulationandcomputermodellingof non-linearcomplexproblemssuch
asbiologicalevolution.A brief outlineof someof the main techniquesof computer
simulationusedin CAS researchis providedbelow,beforewe discussthe relevance
IS (CBIS) since the "use of computersas
of CAS principles for computer-based
devicesfor imitating other devicesis central to the conceptof computer-based
thought experiments,so it is important to distinguish this use from "number
crunching"." (Holland, 1995).
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11.2 Computer simulation:

the key to intractable

problems

Computersimulationis widely usedfor seekingoptimum solution to all kinds of
engineeringproblemssuchasdesignof an aeroplane,
a car or a bridge.Simulationis
a techniquewhich is alsowidely usedin creatingan environmentfor experiencing
real-life phenomena,particularly wherereal-life experienceis either infeasibleor
prohibitive e.g. training of astronautsandairforcepilots. The conceptof computer
simulation was originatedby Turing (1937) when he showedhow to constructa
universalcomputer,thatcouldimitateanyothercomputingmachineor computation.
Alan Turing andJohnvon Neumannbothindependently
laid the logicalandphysical
foundationsof modemdigital computers.Their interestin simulatingthe complexity
of the human brain with computersspawnedthe theoretical study of complex
by computerstodayrange
systems.Complexproblemscapableof beingrepresented
from non-linear dynamicsof fluids to thinking machines.Thesecapabilitiesare
enhancements
of the vision sharedby Turing andvon Neumann.

Cellular automata

By emulating Nature in computers,the concept of simulation

took great stepsforward in the finding of optimum solutions for complex problems.
One of the earliestconceptsin modelling complexity in digital computerswas cellular
automata. Stanislaw Ulam the mathematician, inspired partly by observing the
growth of crystals and partly by his desire to understandbiological self replication,
advisedJohn von Neumannon the developmentof the cellular automaton.Tommaso
Toffoli and Norman Margolus (1987) of MIT neatly sum up the attraction of cellular
automatafor studying complex emergentphenomena,asfollows: "Cellular automata
are stylized, synthetic universes defined by simple rules, much like a board game.
They have their own kind of matter which whirls around in a spaceand a time of
their own. one can think of an astounding variety of them. One can actually
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construct them, and watch them evolve". Coveney and Highfield (1995) report that
"from using cellular automata as models of living systemsin all their complexity,
someresearchershave claimed in recent years that there is a suggestiverelationship
between biological life and artificial systems capable of performing universal
computation". Later Sherrington and Kirkpatrick's (1975) work on simulated
annealingprovided further powerful techniquesto deal with sometough optimisation
problems.

Genetic algorithm

and adaptive agents

In recentyears there has been a

surge of interest in John Holland's work. He has introduced two radical conceptsin
dealing with complex problems. The first is genetic algorithms (GA). Holland has
exploited the ingredients of biological evolution - mutation, crossover,inversion - to
locate the minima and maxima in the fitness landscape representing optimal
solutions. The effectivenessof genetic algorithms has already beenproved in cases
such as the searchfor optimal design of jet engine turbines; and the control of gas
flow in pipelines, adjusting the flow to meet daily and seasonalfluctuations. It is
being increasingly recognisedthat genetic algorithms provide improved results for
intractable (NP) problems (Coveney and Highfield, 1995). The second concept
Holland introduced is adaptive agents. Holland uses the fact that nature controls
complexity by the co-operative and conflicting interaction between the elements
(agents) in nature - be they atoms, swarms of bees or colonies of ants (covered in
Chapter seven). The elements of a complex system are referred to as agents. The
collaborative and conflicting interaction of individual agents, and then groups of
agentscreatethe building blocks of complexity.
Genetic programming is an extension of genetic algorithm pioneered by John Koza

(1992)of StanfordUniversity,themaindifferencebeingthatin GA thereis only one
type of solution algorithm, whereasin genetic programming, programs of varying
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size (software agents) themselvesundergo adaptation. This provides the software
agentswith the ability to explore the searchspacein parallel and combine their best
findings through adaptation(mutation, crossover,inversion). In this way agentsnot
only learn but also producea behaviourwhich simulatesintelligence.

11.3 The relevance of CAS theory for design of intelligent

IS

In this section we consider the implications of CAS theory for IS strategy. In doing
so we draw attention to the earlier discussion in Chapter eight concerning
To
CAS.
the
organisations as complexadaptive systemsand
major characteristicsof
facilitate the discussion here the major characteristics of CAS are listed again as
follows:
I.

CAS consists of intelligent agents (or groups of agents) that collaborate

andcompetewith eachother.
2.

Agents operate according to a set of simple local rules. Out of
multiplicity of local behaviours(guidedby simple local rules) a global emergent
behaviour is generated.This capability is known as 'seýf-organisation'.

3.

There is no centralised control in CAS. The control factor in CAS is
dispersed, (e.g. there is no master neuron directing the brain, nor is there a
mastercell in chargeof a developingembryo).

4.

CAS operate at the edge of chaos. Emergent behaviour is the central
feature of complexity. However, a small disturbanceis capable of causing the

systemto switch into unpredictablebehaviour.Thus the systemis said to
operate'at the edgeof chaos'. Here'chaos'meansunpredictability.
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5.

CAS are open and interact with their environment. A CAS is capable
of learningfrom its environmentandevolvingto accommodate
environmental
changes.More importantly,a CAS is capableof changingits environmentto
its own goals.
accommodate

6.

The process of change and development in CAS is nonlinear and
irreversible. Nonlinearity refersto the mathematicalpropertyof combining
in morecomplicatedwaysthansimpleaddition,asexpressedby the whole is
greaterthanthe sumof its parts.Dissipativenonlinearsystemsarecapableof
is
irreversible,
historical
Evolution
an
exhibiting self-organisationandchaos.
but
become
Structures
to
a systemcannot
extinct,
process.
may cease exist or
evolve'backwards'to a previousstate.

7.

CAS evolve and co-evolve with other systems of the same kind.
Flora, fauna and other CAS, including humans and human systems, live in
niches provided by other species.For example, flowers and insects coevolve;
insects pollinate flowers while feeding on nectar. Species change as they
interact with one another,jockeying for existenceas mutualists, competitors,
predatorsand prey, hosts and parasites.

11.4 Application

of CAS principles

to design of IS

To judge if CAS theory could be applied to the design of distributed, networked
CBIS to learning organisations,the following key questionsneedto be answered:
Can we design information systemsthat consist of agentsand groupls of
agentsthat collaborateand competetofitUil their statedgoals?
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2.

Can we design IS consistingof groupls of agentsworking according to
local
simple
rules?

3.

Is it possibleto designdistributedCBISwith no centralcontrolyet capableof
seýflorganisationand se?f-maintenance?

4.

Is it possible to design information systemscapableof interacting with their
environmentand learningfrom the interaction?

5.

Is it possible to design information systemscapable of emergent
knowledgefintelligence?

6.

Is it possible to design infonnation systemscapable of evolving and
coevolving, with changing organisation structure and changing management

infonnation needs,in an uncertainand unpredictableenvironment?
The theory of CAS has its origins in biology and is frequently articulated stressing
the importance of concepts that have direct relevance to biological systems. In an
effort to answerthe questionslisted abovewe need to draw on the works of several
researchersin this field, the reasonbeing, as stated earlier in Chapter eight section
8.4, there is as yet no unified theory of complexity. Evolution and co-evolution; selforganisationwhich emergesfrom the multiplicity of local behaviourof collaborating
and competing agents; patterns of behaviour which emerge spontaneously from
within the systemrather than through an external ordering influence, are someof the
generic characteristicsof CAS amongstseveralexaminedin Chapter eight. We next
consider the extent of their relevanceas guiding principles for the new paradigm of
CBIS.
In applying the principles of CAS to human systems,we needa cautiousapproachas
we know that all attempts so far to use either physics or biology to explain the
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behaviour of organisationalsystemshave failed. What we are attempting to do here
is to distil,the relevanceof the principals. What we are certainly avoiding is the direct
mapping of CAS principles onto humanorganisations.

1.

Can we design infon-nationsystemsthat consistof agentsand group of
that collaborateand competetofiiUtl their statedgoals?
avents
0

John Holland's (1995) book'Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity' is
a coherent synthesis of an emerging discipline of complex adaptive systems. It
reveals how various CAS (such as the kaleidoscopic nature of large cities,
economics, ecologies, the mammalian central nervous system) emerge, adapt,
evolve, competeand co-operateto survive.
In the seminal work of Holland (1995), the theory is expressedin a manner which
shows the potential of CAS theory as a powerful tool for designingCBIS capableof
assisting teams of workers to take informed decisions. He statesthat fundamental
elementsof a complex adaptivesystemsare autonomousagents,capableof freely cooperatingor competing with eachother within certain limits imposedby the designof
the system,which may itself evolve with time.

It is contendedthat future information systemswill be designedas swarmsof
intelligent agents,where an 'intelligent agent' is a software object capable of
exchangingmessages
with otheragentsandexhibitingcharacteristicsof intelligent
behavioursuch as reasoning,learning and making decisionsunder conditionsof
uncertainty.A swarmis a groupof agentswith a goal, which operatesthroughthe
interactionof memberagents.
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2.

Can we design IS consisting of groupls of agentsworking according to
simplelocal rules?

In Holland (1995) the theory is expressedin a mannerwhich shows its potential as a
tool for explaining, and possibly predicting, behavioursof human organisationsand
how
free
Holland
that
agents
single
suggest
artefacts.
presentsa speculativescenario
can evolve into multi-agents and then into aggregatesof multi-agentsreferred to as a
loosely
The
is
to
to
term
the
any
metaphor used refer
swarm of agents.
swarm
being
bee-hive,
interacting
the
a
or a
examples
structuredcollection of
agents, classic
colony of ants.
According to Holland, an agent's behaviour is guided by local rules that reflect
locally available knowledge, and the global behaviour of the system emergesfrom
is
The
is,
local
behaviours
system
the sum total of all
and as a rule, unpredictable.
it
disturbed
if
being
implication
be
that
may
the
the
said to
at
edge of chaos,
disintegrate. This is an excellent model for the learning organisation. A learning
is
decision
is
by
devolution
teamwork,
and
making and
organisation characterised
of
subjectto the risk inherent in any systemlacking centralisedcontrol, namely the risk
associated with a possibility that different teams may single-mindedly pursue
incompatibleobjectives.

This sameprinciple holdspromisefor the designof IS basedon the swarmmodel.
The overallbehaviourof a swarmis complex(andnot predictablein detail)although
the behaviourof each agentis simple. Consideran example,a swarm of agents
supportinga marketingteam. Typically, the swarm would be basedon a server
allocatedto the teamand connectedby a broadbandnetworkto the organisational
intranet,an extranetconnectingall companiesbelongingto a particularpartnership
andto theInternet.The membersof themarketingswarmwould be an:
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"

agent responsible for collecting up-to-date information on activities of major
competitors, one for each competitor;

"

agent responsible for keeping the marketing team informed about the changing
requirements of customers, one for each major account;

"

agent responsible for monitoring technology trends;

"

agent statistician, calculating salesperformance figures;

"

agent advisor, offering advise on, say, advertising;

"

agent responsible for maintaining the organisational memory of the marketing
team;

"

agent monitoring the accumulation of the intellectual capital of the marketing
group.

All information collected is stored as objects (which may be text, image, voice, or
video) in the appropriate team object base and presentedto users in multimedia
fon-natwith hyperlinks.
Such an information systemwould have all the characteristicsof a complex adaptive
system and its global behaviour could be assessedby meansof swarm simulation
software.

This scenariowasinspiredby the work of many researchers,
in particularMinsky
(1985), Negroponte(1970)andtheresearchteamfrom the SantaFe Institute.
Furtherdevelopmentof the theoryis neededto enhanceits predictivepowersand
thusincreaseits usefulnessto designersof CBIS. In particular,it would be usefulto
understandhow much uncertainty should be left in the systern,and where this
uncertainty should be placed, to provide requisite freedom of action for agents
without running an unreasonable
risk of sliding into chaos;also,how to partition a
network of agentsinto reasonablyself-containedzoneswith a view to optimising
their interaction.If too manyagentsattemptto sendmessages
to eachotherthelikely
result will be deadlock.It may well be that answersto thesequestionswill be
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obtained by simulating alternative designs and then comparing simulation results,

using for example, the swarm simulation software developedat the SantaFe
Institute.

3.

Is it possibleto designdistributedCBISwith no centralcontrolyet capableof
self-organisation
andself-maintenance?

The key tenet of CAS theory is the processesof self-organisation and the
spontaneousemergence of ordered structures. The principle refers to the
spontaneousorganisation of a system'selements into coherent new patterns,
in
At
Home
book
behaviours.
his
the
last
In
the
two
structuresand
chaptersof
Universe Stuart Kauffman (1995) presentsthought provoking and tantalising
argumentsthat the advancesin our understandingof the evolution of complex
lay
light
in
biology
rigorous theoretical
on,
and
even
adaptivesystems
may shed
foundationsfor studyingthe behaviourof humanorganisations
andartefacts.
Kauffman (1995) developedthe 'Kauffmanmodels',which are randomnetworks
His
free".
for
"order
he
kind
to
refers as
exhibiting a
of self-organisation which
light
into
foundation
on what
the
research
of a social architectureof networks sheds
happenswhen networks come together.

Kauffman introducesthe conceptof an "optimal patch" which allows a complex
lead
"Small
to
landscape.
chaos;
to
patches
system adaptsuccessfullyon a rugged
large patches freeze into poor compromise." (Kauffman, 1995). So what, if
With
to
distribution?
reference
the
anything, characterises optimum patch-size
Kauffman(1995)explainsthat:
organisations
Real cells, organisms, ecosystems,and, I suspectreal complex artefacts
fixed
find
the
or
their
and real organizations never
global optima of
deforming landscapes.The real task is to search out the excellent peaks
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deforms.Our "patches"logic appearsto be
andtrackthemasthelandscape
oneway complexsystemsandorganizations
canaccomplishthis.
Referring to his recent work where he has applied the logic of patches to
organisationsKauffman writes:
The results hint at something deep and simple about why flatter,
decentralised organizations may function well and that contrary to
intuition breaking an organizationinto "patches"whereeachpatch attempts
to optimize for its own selfish benefit, even if that is harmful to the whole,
can lead, as if by an invisible hand to the welfare of the whole
organization.
The concept of 'patches'in such networks makesvisible the conflict of establishing
the patch size which enablesoverall 'low-energy minima', encouraging the system
towards a phase transition that exists between order and chaos. Thus when an
intermediate optimum patch-size exists, it is typically very close to a transition
between the ordered and the chaotic regimes. Properly chosenpatches,each acting
selfishly, achieve the co-ordination. What does this principle offer for the
developmentof IS design?
This principle has great relevancefor the design of IS in general,and IS networks in
particular, for it suggeststhat effective information systemssupporting continuously
changing business needs cannot be designed in great details anticipating all
contingencies. Under these conditions, a 'bottom-up' approach to design and
local
instance
important.
(in
Each
becomes
this
the
evolution of
a
system
patch
network) learnsfrom local feedbackand optimisesits performanceaccordingto local
needs. The sequence of such behaviour, i. e. each patch optimising its local
functionality but in the processinfluencing its neighbouringpatch in a coevolutionary
manner, triggers mutual adaptation and evolution. Theoreticians of complexity
addressthe issue of how order emergesfrom the interaction betweenthe competing
constituents. The interaction influences their behaviour. It provides an insight into
how distributed and networked information systemscould become capable of selfstructuring, self-organising and emerging in a co-evolutionary way. The scienceof
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complexity supports indirect intervention, which results in adaptation, rather than

top-downor directintervention.It allowsfor coexistence
of opposinginterests.
Networks designedusing structuredmethodsare rigid in the sensethat the degreeof
dependencyon eachnode functioning properly is far greaterthan desirable.The selfis
Its
flexible
organising principle offers a more
and adaptiveapproach. consequence
that networks should have a built-in capacity to reconfigure themselves,that is, if
failure
the
and restore
the
one or more nodesgo out of action,
systemcan recognise
alternativepaths,keeping all this hidden from the user.

4.

Is it possible to design information systemscapableof interacting with their
learningfrom
interaction?
the
environmentand

The combination of freedoms given to, and constraints imposed upon agents,
togetherwith the cognitive capabilitiesof eachagent,will detenninethe ability of the
its
to
systemto respondto changesin its environmentand shapethe environment suit

own purposes.

5.

Is it possible to design infon-nationsystemscapable of emergent
knowledgelintelligence?

Emergent behaviour is a global property of all Complex Adaptive Systems.
Commonlythis ideais expressedas - the whole is greaterthan the sumof its parts.
How doesthis principlehold for IS design?
Information systemsholding text and data under the structured IS paradigm are not

difficult
because
Text
based
they
are
capableof emergence.
screensareunattractive
to read, navigate, or interact with. The information remains static, waiting to be
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used. However, information systems development with integrated multimedia
representationof information i. e. text, data, image, animation, video, virtual reality,
colour and sound,and the rich interaction betweenall theseforms generatesan effect
which is far greaterthan is possibleotherwise.The information thus createdacquires
a vibrant quality hitherto lacking, and thus emergentinformation is generatedthrough
the interaction of the media.

6.

Is it possible to design information systemscapable of evolving and
coevolving,in an uncertainand unpredictableenvironment?

Uncertainty in information systems is an important issue and both academicsand
practitionersare interestedin addressingthe issue.
It would be impossible for an organisation to survive if it only made
decisions with information that was certain. Constantly, members of an
organization have to handle a wide variety of kinds of uncertain
information in order to fulfil their role in the organization
via
........
learning, humans,and more generally, organizationscan become highly
adeptat using uncertain information. (Hunter, 1996).

Theubiquitoususageof uncertaininformationby organizations
contrastsharplywith
handlingof uncertaininformation.
thelow level of computer-based
From the perspectiveof information systemdesignit is impossibleto designthe
"best"informationsystema priori; therearesimplytoo manyvariablesandissuesto
be considered.Information is composable.Under conditions of uncertainty, a
"bottom-up" approachto designand evolution of the systembecomesimportant.
Complexitysuggestsmanagingthroughbottom-upevolutionarydevelopmentrather
than throughtop-downstructureddesign.What this meansis that designprinciples
should preservea compromisebetweencontradictorydemands(specific/general;
summarised/detailed;
etc.).
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As the user learns by doing and by using, characteristicsof these bottom-up
processesallow thoseassociatedwith the technologicalfield to createa process
comprising local feedback.Local feedbackconsistsof a seriesof trial and error
experiments,basedon using and doing, that createsthe base for learning by
simulation of the parametersrequiredto fine hone the designof a technological
is
system.The knowledgethatis generated
throughuseandpracticalexperimentation
retained within individuals and other institutional bodies. Consequently,local
feedbackresultsin globaladaptation.

11.5 Conclusions
Complex Adaptive Systemssharea fundamentalunderlying architecture:interacting
and collaborating group of agentscreatecomplex and holistic emergentbehaviour.
This offers fresh insight for developing a new framework for the design of
information systemsto supportthe new learning organisationparadigm. Information
system design based on swarms of agents can support effective concurrent and
parallel executionof processes.

The developmentsin computersimulationdiscussedin this chapterenablea radical
in
features
for
developing
from
CBIS.
A
way
a combinationof
goodsolutionresults
the possibility spaceorTitnesslandscape'wherevariouscombinationscan produce
the fitness landscapecomprisinga host of peaksand valleys.The mergingof two
in the field of computingwhich offer a
major waves,onecomprisingadvancements
naturaland powerful way for modelling nonlinearand intractableproblemsusing
techniquessuchas cellular automata,simulatedannealing,geneticalgorithmsand
genetic programming,neural networks, and the other comprising technological
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advancement
responsiblefor the informationsuperhighway(Internet,World Wide
Web) hasprovideda newparadigmfor IS design.
There is enoughevidenceto suggestthat once again a mismatchbetweentheory and
practice in organisations has occurred. From the perspective of adopting the
principles of learning organisations, practice often lags behind theory. However
from the perspective of IS neededto serve the LOP, evidence suggests that the
practice of implementing new technologyis not supportedby adequatetheory.
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Chapter 12 - Conclusions and Further

Research

12.1 Introduction

In each chapter of this thesis, with the exception of chapters one and two,
in thatchapter.
conclusionshavebeendrawnwithin thecontextof thetopic presented
This final chapterpresentsconclusionsdrawnfrom the totality of this research,and
in thecontextof the researchhypotheses
in
in
Conclusions
two.
stated chapter
are the
form of either acceptanceor refutationof the researchhypotheses.They are then
followed by proposalsfor futureresearch.Beforepresentingthe conclusionsof this
researcha few wordsclarifyingtheresearchalignmentarenecessary.
One of the principle areaof agreement(amongstnumerousdifferences) betweenSir
Karl Popper and Thomas Kuhn, the two great contemporary philosophers of
scientific research, is that scientists conditioned by their education and training,
develop their ideas within a definitive theoretical framework (Kuhn, 1970; Popper,
1970). The discipline of Information Systemshas proved to be no exception. The
intellectual foundations of information systemscome mainly from computer science
and managementscience.Both have their intellectual roots in engineering. As such
development
Computer-Based
design
to
the
most researchrelated
methods of
and
Information Systems(CBIS) has been confined to thesetraditions. Researchwithin
an establishedparadigm is what Kuhn calls'normal science.

The findings of the researchpresentedin this thesisandthe conclusionsdrawnfrom
it cannotbe classedas 'normalscience'ratherthey identify moreclosely with what
Kuhn refers to as 'scientific revolutions' i. e. those 'non-cumulative development
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episodesin which an older paradigm is replaced in whole or in part by an
incompatiblenew one'.
This researchtakes a holistic view of the design process and the product of CBIS
which are required to serve the needs of new organisational structures that are
emergingunder the Leaming OrganisationalParadigm.It is thereforeconcernedwith
the interrelationship between the organisational structure, prevailing management
style and work culture of organisations, developmentsin information technology,
and the design of a computer based IS in its totality. It makes the following
contributions to knowledge:
0

It uncoversthe intricate, and entwined relationship between the
discipline of organisationand management,and the discipline of
information systems design, a relationship largely ignored by
both disciplines.
It establishesthe needto optimise the synergy arising from the

interplayof the two disciplinesas a crucial factor in designing
flexible and evolving IS.

Systems
Adaptive
Complex
It
theory
the
0
explores potentialof
for providing the theoreticalunderpinningfor a new IS design
paradigm.
*

It uncovers a flaw in the theory of Complex Adaptive Systems

defining
in
lack
the
precision
ascurrentlyprofessed,namely
of
measures
uncertaintyand in providing quantitative/qualitative
which would help designersof complex adaptivesystemsto
achievea desiredbehaviour.
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12.2 Conclusions
Hypothesis

(i)

Centraliseddatabaseoriented infonnation systemsare suited to the traditional
hierarchical structure of organisations and 'command-and-control' style of
managenzent.

The analysisandsynthesisof theprinciplesandcharacteristics
of the command-andcontrol paradigm,in Chapters4,5, and6, clearlyestablishthe allianceof scientific
managementand the design of structured,centralisedCBIS. From its earliest
beginningscommand-and-control
management
recognisedthe power of efficiency
it
This
managementand centrality of control.
understandingmakes clear that
in
keeping
did
CBIS
to
the
andwere
centralised
conform
needsof suchorganisations
fundamental
its
task
in
of
the
most
supporting
with
requirementsof management
planningandcontrol.
foundation
is
built
Thecommand-and-control
the
of a stable
on
modelof organisation
into
is
reducing uncertainty,
channelled
environmentwhere managementeffort
business
Linear,
sequential
enhancingpredictability and maintainingequilibrium.
functionsproviderepeatability,stability,andpredictability.Planningandcontrol of
thesefunctionsarekey management
responsibilities,andthe centralityof control of
theseoperationundersuchconditionsprovidesbetterresults.Suchorganisationof
informationsystems.
work is ideally supportedby centraliseddatabase
infon-nation
The complaintsaboutand,dissatisfactionwith, the centraliseddatabase
from
felt
to
shifted
survive
systems were only
as the organisation'sability
maintainingstability andequilibrium,to quickly perceivingandunderstandingthe
in
before
did,
shifts
competitors andadaptingto thechangeeffectivelyandprofitably
a businessenvironmentmarkedwith uncertaintyandunpredictability.
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Hypothesis (ii)
A Learning Organisation(LO) cannotbe supportedby centralised,databaseoriented
information systems. Learning organisations require radically new types of
information system, characterised in particular by flexibility, and capable of
evolving and adapting to meetthe constantlychangingset of requirements.

Oneof the mostfundamentalprincipleson which the conceptof LOs is based,is to
developan inherentability within the organisationto exerciseintelligentjudgement
In
faced
under conditions of uncertainty, and when
with unpredictableevents.
Chaptersix, section 6.4, it is arguedthat in order to operateautonomouslyand
intelligently,undera turbulentenvironmentandchangingconditions,anorganisation
information
interpreting
for
requiresadvancedcapabilities monitoring,acquiringand
relatingto any partof its universe,be it local,nationalor global,wherechangesthat
identifies
in
Chapter
10.3
the
it
Section
ten
radically
taking
are
place.
might affect
different informationrequirementsof a LO from thoseof a command-and-control
organisationalstructure.
The many facets of LOP create new and different demandsand expectations from
CBIS. The new flexible, distributed and virtual organisational structure requires
flexible, distributed networked information systems. The increasing complexity,
business
environments, and unprecedented
uncertainty, and unpredictability of
level,
demand
but
teamwork.
level,
just
local
global
at
competition, not
at
or national
Shallow hierarchieswith small power distancesincorporatethe conceptof individual
decision
devolution
team
making.
of
and
empowen-nent,promoting

The ever changingcompanyboundaries(due to acquisitions,de-investmentsand
in
in
directly
that
to
business
which
contrast
reorganisations)representa
environment
command-and-control organisations operate. The new environment requires
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networks of systems rather than a corporate system. Unprecedentedcompetition
focuses attention on the importance of rapidly delivered and effectively presented
information via general (Internet) or specialised (Intranets and/or Extranets)
networks, with the help of colour screens, windows, digital personal assistants,
mobile e-mail workstations and NoteBooks. Such an organisation requires
information to be supplied directly and quickly to thosewho are empoweredto make
decisions.This results in the needfor small local databases,connectedin a network.

Web andInternettechnologies,discussedin Chapter9, providethe necessaryopen
architecturefor creatingscalable,flexible, distributedinformationsystemsnetworks
Internet
Web
LOP.
The
the
the
to
the
technology
can
and
supporting
needed support
be applied at all levels within the organisationand in all locations.Intranetsand
Extranetsareexamplesof suchnetworks.
The recent development of Intelligent Software Agents represent an active
technology, as described in Chapter 9, and provides potential for transforming the
way of searchingfor relevant information. Powerful software agentsare capable of
In
behalf
for
information
their
users. this way
of
continually searching
on
specified
agents greatly reduce the information overload for the users and at the same time
for
impossible,
is
humanly
relevant
provide a means, which
of continual scanning
information within and outside the organisation. It is emphasisedthat the flexible,
distributed and networked systems,using the new IT, can only be developed in an
evolutionary manner. This point is elaborated further in the argument presented
under hypothesis(iii).

do
A LO cannotbe supportedby traditionalcentraliseddatabases
they
not possess
as
is
decision
for
information
thesecapabilities.In centraliseddatabases
making
all the
(i).
hypothesis
in
for
headquarters
concentrated company
reasonsstatedearlier under
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Furthermore, centralised corporate databasesare very difficult to update in the
operationalenvironmentof LO where thereare frequentchanges.
That most organisationsare trying to restructurethemselveson a LO model is a trend
that is clearly discernible. Analysis of the data obtained from the 'Organisational
Complexity and Learning Questionnaire',(referred to as Questionnaire I in Chapter
3: ResearchMethods) is presentedin Appendix 3a. With referenceto Appendix 3a
94% of the respondentsclaimed to have undergonestructural change.Achieving the
desired organisational structure is however slow, and most organisationsseemto be
in the transition phase.This situation is understandablein the light of the knowledge
that:
(a) LOP is basedon radically new concepts,which have not as yet taken the form of
a universally acceptedtheory. A variety of frameworks exist some of which were
discussedin Chapter 6. In their presentform theseconceptsare neither easyto grasp
nor implement. This is clearly evident from the analysisof the responsesreceived to
the question concerning the restructuring approachesadopted by the organisation.
Nearly 26% of the respondentdid not reply to this question. The other 74% stated
that more than one popular approachwas adopted.The picture concerningthe results
achievedis unclear.
This clearly indicates that a transition from the existing to a new paradigm in the
organisational and managementdiscipline is in process.

(b) breakingawayfrom the ingrainedpatternsof traditionalwork organisation,and
deep-rootedmind-setsareequallydifficult. Nonetheless,
the resultfrom analysison
this issue indicatesthe move in the direction of flat (53.33%) and decentralised
(60%) organisational.structures.A clear move in the direction of the LOP was
indicated.
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Analysis of the responsesfrom the questionnaireagain provides a clear evidence in
support of the trends mentioned in (b) above.Although 26% of respondentsdid not
reply to the question concerning 'which work pattern was adopted following
organisational changeT, the other 74% clearly stated some form of teamwork as
standardafter restructuring.
The trend towards employee empowerment is also discernible. Only 15% of
respondentsdid not identify any new patternsof behaviour. But amongstthose that
did, the responses were as follows: 27% identified group empowerment, 38%
individual empowermentand 35% cross-functionalinteraction.
It is clear from the argumentspresentedherethat organisationswho are restructuring
themselves under the LOP require radically different information systems. It is
inconceivable that a flexible and distributed organisational structure, with new
patterns of working under the LOP could be supported effectively by traditional
centraliseddatabaseorientedCBIS.
The suin total of the changes listed above, from the perspective of information
design,
system
amount to no lessthan a new infonnation systemsparadigm.

Hypothesis

(iii)

Top-down structured methodologies that were designed to develop centralised

databaseinformation systemsare not suitablefor the designofflexible, evolving
information systems.
It is apparent from the LO's information

kind
that
the
of
needs outlined above,

information systemsneededfor the new generation of organisations are extremely
complex and cannot be understood by applying a reductionist approach, that is
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breaking up the businesssystem into its constituentparts to understand,design and
implement, the approachpervasive in all top-down Structured Information System
Design Methodologies (ISDM). The conceptual roots and limitations of structured
ISDMs were discussedin Chapter9, Section 9.2.2.

Organisationsrestructuringthemselvesunder the LOP, are moving away from
typical functionalunits anda lineardynamicapproachto problemsolvingin the face
of complex,turbulentenvironments.Process-oriented
work environmentseliminate
functional boundaries,andtechnologyeliminatesgeographicalboundaries,giving
from
just
in
in
'virtual
but
to
teams'
a
to
of expertsworking
rise not
concept
reality
'virtual office', or a 'virtual design studio', who come togetherin cyberspaceto
it
becomes
disperse.
In
then
carry out a project and
such a work environment
essentialto develop,concurrentlywith organisationalneed,a conceptof Intelligent
Information Systems,which includesmultimedia-basedclient/servers,broadband
logic,
fuzzy
Web
browsers,
learning
neural
technology,
algorithms,
networks,
networksandaboveall intelligentagents.
The IS that are needed,in the form of Intranets and Extranets, are so complex that it
is impossible for anyone to comprehend the entire system let alone design and
implement one in the traditional way. In addition, rapidly changing business
requirementsdemandfast information systemsdevelopmentmethodsand tools, such
as rapid prototyping, application generatorsand visual programming (rather than topdown, structured methodologies).

With LOP the aims of, and expectationsfrom, an IS designmethodologyare no
longer.limited to identifying someproblemwithin the structuredor semi-structured
businessfunction, analysing it and then computerising,or automating it. The
situation is further exacerbatedby the complexity, unpredictability,and perpetual
changeassociatedwith today'sbusinessenvironment.
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Information systems comprising interactive workstations and/or laptops, based on
LANs
interfaces,
interconnected
to
via
other workstations
groupware and graphical
just
local
Extranets,
WANs,
Intranets
and
provide not
and more recently via
and/or
forms
but
databases
to
of stored
other
multimedia
and
or national,
global access
information. Virtual reality of electronic text, and other new forms of text, (basedon
hypertext) will also play a crucial role in future designof CBIS.
Such CBIS are different in their size, scope and complexity to the traditional IS
developed by means of top-down structured methodologies that were designed to
develop centralised databaseinformation for the command-and-control model of
have
information
Distributed
special
systems
organisations.
multi media-based
development requirements, which cannot be met by any IS development
distributed
these
networked
to
the
existence of
methodologies conceived prior
systems.
Structured ISDMs are based on the philosophy that user requirements must be
it
in
LO
The
makes
work environment a
specified before any designcan commence.
impossible for usersto articulate their information systemsrequirementsin advance.
This raises a big question on the validity of systematicdevelopmentmethodologies
design
before
identified
be
and
and signed-off
where user requirements must
developmentcan commence.
Most conventional IS design methods follow a project-based, linear, phased
The
designers
approach, where
aim to meet a static set of user requirements.
it
fails
increasingly
to capture,
becomes
this
weaknessof
paradigm
apparentwhen
information
distribute,
dynamic,
store,
access and present the
multimedia
concurrently needed to support the LOP. The attention that has been paid to
further
development
(RAD)
prototying and other rapid application
methodsprovides
design
for
ISDM
becoming
the
increasing
inadequate
that
of
evidence
structured
are
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flexible, distributed and network IS. However, just as scientific management
continues to suffuse much current organisational and management thinking and
human relation theories are used just as an overlay, in the same way, structured
ISDMs continue to dominate the design of CBIS. Rapid application development
methodsand protoyting are usedonly as overlays.

Hypothesis

(iv)

The theory of ComplexAdaptive Systems(CAS), as expoundedby John Holland, is
a suitable theoretical basisfor both LO and the IS that support them.
The theory of complex adaptive systems (CAS) and its relevance to human
organisations has been covered in Chapter 8. The extent to which the principles of
CAS can be applied to human behaviour in an organisationalcontext is discussedin
Section 8.4 of Chapter 8.
There is no unified theory of CAS, however, the concept of autonomousagents,as
the fundamental elementsof CAS, shows potential as a powerful tool for explaining,
CAS,
In
behaviours
an agent's
and possibly predicting,
of organisations. natural
behaviour is controlled by local rules that reflect locally availableknowledge, and the
behaviours
local
behaviour
from
these
total
the
global
sum
of
of the systememerges
and is normally unpredictable. The system is said to be at the edge of chaos, the
implication being that if disturbed in a certain manner it may disintegrate.This was
illustrated by describing the behaviour of insects such as a colony of ants, and a
swarm of bees,in Chapter 8. This is an excellent model of a Leaming Organisation
since such organisationsare characterisedby their devolution of decision making and
their teamwork, and are subject to the risk inherent in any systemlacking centralised
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control, namely the risk associatedwith a possibility that different teamsmay singlemindedly pursueincompatible objectives.
The combination of freedoms given to, and constraints imposed upon agents,
together with the cognitive capabilities of each agent, determine the ability of a
systemto respondto changesin its environmentand to shapethe environment to suit
its own purposes. If we now replace the term agent with the word employee, the
above statementgives us an almost perfect description of key mechanismsthat make
a company rigid or flexible, namely, the amount of freedom given to employeesto
learn and participatein decisionmaking.
The principles of the swarm model when applied to the design of CBIS, basedon
Intelligent Software Agents, also holds promise for the kind of flexible, distributed,
intelligent IS neededto supportLOP.

Hypothesis

(v)

Theacademiccommunitycontinuesto teachconventionalIS designand IS design
methodologies whilst at the same time industry is forced to introduce new
information technologiessuchas Intranets and Extranetswithout ally theoretical
underpinning.
With particularreferenceto the analysisof Questionnaires
2 and3( Seeappendix3)
there is evidenceto suggestthat again there is a mismatchbetweentheory and
practice. According to results of the analysisquestionnaireI (appendix3) most
organisationsare attemptingto transformthemselvesinto a learningorganisation.
The speedof changevaries,basedon changingthe mind-setof its workers,which is
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largely dependenton the responsivenessof the workforce and the preparation that
has gone towards achieving it.
From the perspectiveof the CBIS that serveorganisationalneeds,the evidencefrom
the analysis of questionnaires 1,2, and 3 (appendix 3) suggestsa very different
picture; this researchindicatesthat there is as yet no discernible changein the ways
academicsteachISDM. The researchalso indicatesthat the practice of implementing
new technology is far aheadof the theory that supportsits development.This lack of
academiccontribution is a causefor concern.
The need to match IS to Learning Organisation is dependent on the need for
concurrent alignment of organisational and managementtheory and practice with
information systemstheory and practice.

12.3 Future research
The practice of research,in the processof finding answersalso uncovers problems
that need further research.This researchdoes not go as far as expounding a theory,

but it preparesthe groundwork for doingso.
Furtherdevelopmentof the CAS theoryis neededto enhanceits predictivepowers
In particular,it would
andthusincreaseits usefulnessto designersof organisations.
be useful to understandhow much uncertaintyshould be left in the system,and
wherethis uncertaintyshouldbe placedto provide requisitefreedomof actionfor
agentswithout runningan unreasonable
risk of slidinginto chaos.
Another area where further research is needed, is to gain knowledge of how to
partition a network of agents into reasonably self-contained zones with a view to
optimising their interaction. If too many agents attempt to send messagesto each
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other the likely result will be a deadlock. It may be that answersto these questions
will be obtained by simulating alternative designsand then comparing results, using
for example,the Swann Simulation Softwaredevelopedat the SantaFe Institute.
Application of CAS theory to organisationand managementscience,and to IS design
holds promise, but serendipity must be replacedby cautious and rigorous testing of
the principles. Much researchis required before it can be established whether the
complex adaptivesystemsapproachwill generatedurable theoretical insight into the
design of adaptive,evolving concurrently IS and other stubbornly difficult problems
of organisationaldynamics.
Researchis also needed to assessthe effect of multimedia communication on IS
design and the responseof humansto this new mode of interaction.

The science of complexity has introduced a whole host of conceptsand new
metaphors.Attemptsby both organisationaltheorists,informationsystemstheorists
issues
by
hindered
to
conceptualise
are
andpractitioners
contemporarymanagement
thelackof commonlanguageto describeemergingorganisational
phenomena.
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Empirical
World-wide

case study 1

Information

System (WIS)

Background
This study was basedin one of the UK branchesof a large multinational computer
firm WIS (a pseudonym). The study lasted four months full-time. The project
involved the developmentof a proprietary IS developmentmethodology.
During this period I participated by researchingand documenting the proposalsfor
the'testing and validation'. The methodology developedwas basedon the principles
of a top-down structured system development method. It was adopted in October
1992 and supersededall previous systemdevelopmentmethodsand proceduresused
within the organisationin the UK, USA, and elsewhere.

Aim of the study
This study was undertaken to assessthe extent to which IS designers adhere to
prescriptive structuredIS DevelopmentMethodologies(ISDMs) in practice.

The research approach

Five daysa weekfull-time, overfour monthswerespentworking at the company.
In order to study the developmentprocessof a proprietary ISDM, the research
approachadoptedwas dualistic. One aspectconsistedof action research,since
during the period of studyI alsoparticipatedby researchinginto and documenting
the proposalsfor the 'testingandvalidation'phaseof the systemdevelopment.The
otheraspectwasparticipativeobservation,
techniqueswhich
employingethnographic
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enabled me to directly observe featuresof the work environment e.g. management
style and structure of the managerialhierarchy. These observationswere compared
and contrastedwith the datacollected from someinterviews with staff.
The first meeting at the organisationwas with my primary contactand it was through
her that I arrangedall the interviews. 17 staff from a rangeof levels in the company
involved
All
in
being
in
interviewed.
homogenous
IS
actively
participantswere
were
developmenteither in-house or at client sites. Clients included both large and small
from
in
Interviews
the
and
ranged
private
public sectors.
organisations,
one to two
hours and took place over one to three meetings.At the interviews I explained my
role and involvement.

Study results
The underlying model of the information system development process for many
life
development
(SDLQ
is
information
ISDMs
the
cycle
model.
systems
structured
At the time when this study was undertakenit was being widely acknowledgedin the
is
development
IS
both
by
that
the
an
process
academicsand practitioners,
press,
iterative rather than a sequential process, yet the underlying model of the new
methodology developed at WIS took no account of this new understanding and
linear
SDLC
the
approach.
retained
The in-house development methods at WIS, prior to the new methodology, were
based on structured methodology and linear top-down approaches. Most staff
involved in developing IS either in-house or at client site, when interviewed, stated
either implicitly or explicitly that they did not fully adhere to these prescribed
methods,at least not in the way that they were intendedto be used.
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Analysis of the material gatheredfrom the interview revealeda numberof important

results:
Nearly 75% of the people that were interviewed said they did use a
structured approach (either in-house, or other e.g. SSADM). However,
an interesting and revealing fact was that approximately 85% of those
who did use a structured approachdid not use the method in its entirety
but combinedintuitive/ad hoc proceduresbasedon personalexperience.
Those systemdesignerswho were involved in developinga project where
the client insisted on using and producing documentation based on a
certain methodology (most commonly mentioned was SSADM6),
admitted to using the methodology only as a front-end to keep the
data
They
techniques
to
such
as
customersatisfied.
admitted using certain
flow diagrams,logical data structuring, normalisationfrom SSADM, but
it
found
too 'time consuming' and 'long winded' and requiring
overall
too much documentation.They used other methods such as prototyping
to get results more quickly. Casetools supporting SSADM were not easy
to use7.

Nearly all thosewho claimedtheyusedprototyping,saidtheydid not use
prototyping as the sole method but combined it with the structured
ISDMs.
Findings confirmed the suspicionthat structuredmethodologiesrepresentwhat Kuhn
CBIS
'paradigm
in
i.
the
call
would
a
existing paradigm of
crisis' e. they represent

6 StructuredSystemAnalysis & Design Methodology. Mandatory for UK Government
projects.
7 This
comment is only relevant in the context of the time of study. Case tools have improved
much since.
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has
is
well
established
and
which
a stronghold,but is no longerrelevantor effective
for the design of IS that are different from traditional, centraliseddatabases.
It was evident from the interviews that there was a mismatch between the theory
guiding the design of the new in-house ISDM. It was basedon the same structured,
linear and top-down approach that system designers and developers found
impractical and the rigid adherenceto the system developmentlife cycle approach
was found to be restrictive.
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Empirical

case study 2

A centralised organisational

database

Background
This study was part-time, three days a week, lasting three months. The project
involved a large UK Governmentdatabaseproject. During the period of observation
I also took part in documenting the design of the database,in particular developing
the 'Entity Life History'part of the databaseusing a CASE tool.
This project was a secondattempt to design the database.Initially the project was
developed in-house but could not be implemented successfully due to technical
problems.
The samedatabasewas being redesignedbut this time involving outside consultants
called in to assistthe original team of designers.SSADM was the methodology used
both times.

Aim of the study
The primary aim of the studywasto seein action,andexperiencethe development
of a largecentraliseddatabaseinformationsystemin a real life situationusingtopdown Structured System Analysis and Design (SSADM) which is the UK
Government's
mandatorymethodologyfor all public sectorprojects.
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The research approach

As with casestudy Ia participatory/observation
approachwasadoptedto evaluate
the processof developinga centraliseddatabaseinformation system.The main
differencewasthat no formal interviewswerecarriedout. The project wasbasedat
the Headquartersof a Governmentorganisationand the managerwas extremely
interview.
breaches
did
to
an
sensitiveabout
of confidentialityand not agree

Study results
The studylasted only threemonthsandthefollowing observations
weremade:
SSADM support in the logical design of the database was prescriptive.
Documentation was excessive and the CASE tool supporting SSADM not user
friendly. I was not involved with the logical design of the databasebut only with its
documentation.
The project, in spite of earlier difficulties, was againbeing developedin a linear
leaving
life
development
to
the
physical
cycle approach,
system
manner,adhering

for laterconsideration.
designandimplementation
involvedat thetime would designand
I wasgivento understand
thattheconsultants
documentthe logicaldesignonly but thecoding,testingandimplementation
would
for
be
firm
be
Another
their
would engaged
responsibility.
not
privateconsulting
design
implementation.
and
physical
Adherenceto every stepof SSADM was almost religious.
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Empirical case study 3
A&P

fund-holding

consortium

Background
In order to make primary care more cost-effectiveHM Governmentdeviseda scheme
in 1992/3whereby GeneralPractitioners(GPs)could becomevoluntary fund/budget
holders. Under the regulations at the time, to be eligible the practice neededseven
thousandor more registeredpatients.Since none of the practicesparticipating in this
scheme had an individual list size of 7000 or more, the participating practices
decided,under the provisions of the regulations,to merge and form a consortium for
the purposeof fund holding. The funding was intendedto supportfour elements:
hospital services
community services
drugs and appliances
paymentsto practice staff.

The project
The project was concerned with a team of doctors assessing the feasibility of
becoming fund/budget holders. It was undergoing a one year preparatory stage
before going live and involved a consortium of six General Medical Practices (3
group practices of 3 doctors each, and 3 single-handedpractices) serving a patient
population of around 25,000.
During this period all 12 doctor were engaged in a series of meetings with all
concerned with the project throughout the preparatory year. During this one year,
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doctors and other staff investedconsiderabletime, energy,thinking and money spent
on buying computers(hardwareand software) and office equipment.Just before the
schemewas due to go live, all exceptone practice in the consortiumpulled out.

Aims of the study
1) To observehow a group of general medical practitioners (i.e. knowledgeworkers) organisedtheir team and progressedin the ventureof fund-holding.
2) To analysethe interactionsin a team of knowledge-workers.

The research approach
To evaluate the processof team-working, a participatory/observationapproachwas

adopted.
Initially

some apprehension was expressed by members of the consortium

concerninga potential breachof confidentiality, but after signing a written assurance
to maintain confidentiality and anonymity I was accepted.I easedinto the project
gradually, taking time for me to becomeacquaintedwith them and vice versa.
No formal interviews were carried out in this study. I did officially meet the
representative of the Family Health Services Authority (FHSA) under whose
fund-holding
the
supervision
consortium was working, to explain my involvement
and get her consent.

The documentsconcerningfund-holdingschemesin general,and the formal and
informal records of meetings, were used as sources of data. The documents were
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studied with two main objectives,firstly to keep informed about developmentof the
fund-holding project, secondly, and more important from the perspective of my
interactions
interpret
beliefs,
behaviours,
the
to
and
of the
research, study and
participants.Specific areasof interestwere:
0

interactionamongstthe consortiummembers

0

interaction of the membersindividually with other parties involved

with theproject
interaction of the members as a group with other parties involved
with the project

from
individual
issues
the
members'perspectives.
conflicting
0
The data was derived from observations made of the following activities of the
practicesduring the preparatoryyear:

Theprocessof appointinga fund-holdingmanagerandotherstaff.
The purchaseof hardware and accreditedsoftware for efficient handling of
fund-holding
by
the
data
financial
process.
accountsgenerated
and
clinical
The daily collection of clinical data for each practice on the utilisation of
X-ray
i.
hospital
by
and
the
admissions,
providers e.
services offered
laboratory facilities and servicesoffered by Community and Social Services.
Thesewere to form the basison which a tentativebudget would be based.

0

Negotiationson contractualarrangements
with providersof services.

9

Analysis of the cost of drug prescription.

Study results

This project, althougha failure on the part of the group of generalpractitionersin
their endeavourto become fund-holders, did provide for this research,an interesting
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opportunity to observe the interaction of a group of know]edge/expertworkers i. e.
doctors. These doctors, though highly educatedprofessionals,lacked team building
spirit, organisational and financial planning skills, and seemedto lack mutual trust
and the ability to resolve differences of opinion. All these resulted in a failure to
appoint a trustedand effective teamleader.

Under the termsof fund-holding,savingsmadeby under-spending
could only be
utilisedfor improvingthepremisesandservicesof thepractice.The lack of personal
reward as incentive, and for the time and effort expended,and the potential of
penaltiesfor over-spendingthe budget,were for somedoctorsthe reasonsbehind
their poor motivation.

Conclusions
This casestudy shows that for any team effort to succeed,having just professional
expertise and financial backing alone can never be enough. A high degree of
motivation, efficient team building, mutual trust amongst those involved and
adequatereward or other incentive for the time and effort madecan be key issuesfor

success.
The benefitof usingthe participativeapproachwasimmense.I wasableto observe
andexperiencethe factorsthatemergedwhena teamof expertscametogetherfrom
necessitybut did not havea clearandcommongoal or a sharedvision. Eachexpert
had a different level of motivation aboutthe fund-holdingscheme,ranging from
enthusiastic,to indifferent or antagonistic.This was true not only amongstthe
practicesbut alsoamongpartnersin the samepractice.
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Appendix 2
Action Research Case Studies
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Introduction

to action research

Introduction
In Chapter 3, section 3.3.3.3 it was mentioned that the Design Workshops provided
the opportunity for action research. Before describing some of the case studies
undertaken in action research a brief introduction to the Design Workshops is
provided.
As part of their first year studieson the BSc (Hons) Computer Information Systems
Design course at Kingston University, studentsdevelop a design for an information
system. I teach at Kingston University and have been involved in organising and
As
in
Chapter
3
Workshops
last
Design
ten
the
the
mentioned
years.
over
running
Section 3.3.3.3, the workshop project always involves a "real" client. The following
is a brief description of how the workshop is organised, the role of the client, the
project activities and the final product.
Working in small teams, studentselicit the requirementsof the client as the starting
is
From
to
the
time
to
about
completion
elapsed
point plan and executea project.
start
twelve weeks.The final products include analysisof the existing information system
usedby the organisation,a completedesign specification for a proposedinformation
system, a documented working prototype which gives the "look-and-feel" of a
potential implementation,and a report on the stateof relevanttechnologies.
Participating as a client is of interest to an organisation which does not yet use
computer-basedinformation systemsextensively. Just as likely, it is of value to an
organisation with some experience in IS and which would like to reappraise its
current and impending information requirements, and its existing provision. The
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scopefor integrating thesein an architectureto support the businessand information
strategiesis explored. It allows for an opportunity to assessthe potential for more
detailed gathering,sharingandpresentationof information.
The project is not intendedto deliver a fully implementedproduction system(though
it might form the basis of a final year project which could come closer to that goal).
Rather, it provides the client, free of any commitment, with a framework within
which his or her information requirements can be identified and discussed. A
solution is defined which matches business objectives. The design features,
including interfaceconsiderations,are illustrated in a prototype,with which the client
and developerstogetherreview quality of the proposedsolution and requirements.
The client is exposedto some of the techniquesemployed, and the decisions which
need to be made, when designing an information system. The stateof the art survey
alerts the client to the technologies which are currently available, or imminent, to
implement such a systemand to plan future developments.Evaluation of alternative
is
in
its
but
lead
to
airing
real value probably
a clear recommendation,
solutions may
the criteria and preferencesemployedwhen making suchchoices.

Stages of the project
1. Proposaland planning
2. Analysing and specifying requirements; State-of-the-artinvestigation

3. Designingthe system
4. Constructing a prototype
5. Demonstratingthe prototype
6. Presentationand review
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Involvement of the client
It is recognisedthatan organisation,
althoughinterestedin co-operatingasa client on
a project, may find that the personnominatedas "user" can spareonly a small
amountof time. The mostcrucial pointsof contactwith the developmentteamare
in
beginning
Feedback
the middleof the
the
the
the
andat endof
project.
probablyat
project is also important,but in this project was usually provided, as and when
involvement
Typical
by
the
the
of the
necessary, me actingas representative
of
client.
further
but
is
below,
in
formal
is
time
the
the
client
stagesof
project outlined
discuss
interest
if
ideas
have
the
to
client
wishes
of particular
arisenand
expended
thesewith the tutorsor individualteams.
0. Initial discussion
with theWorkshopTutors,to setup the projectbrief,
1-2hours,at the client'splaceof work.
1. Proposal and planning
Client presentation:to introducethe organisationandoutline its information
needs,-1 hour, at the University
Team representativesvisit client's place of work, (where appropriateand
hour
I
(2
2
hours
to
each).
groups,
convenient), gain an overview;
2. Analysing and specifying the requirements
State-of-the-artinvestigation;
2
hours,
interviews
the
team
place to suit
client,
of
student
a panel
representatives
the client.
3. Designing the system
Client (usually representedby lecturers),meetsthe project team to selectoptions
and to discusspossible design solutions.
4. Constructing the prototype
Client/User, (usually representedby lecturers),rneetsthe project team for quality
discuss
to
reviews and
prototypes.
5. Demonstration of the prototype
demonstrationof the prototype systemto the client and/oruser,
I hour, at the University (selectedteams, 15 min each).
6. Presentation and review
Project teammakesa formal presentationof the systemto the client for
acceptance,2-3 hours, at the University (selectedteams,20 min each).
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Project activities and products
1. Proposal and planning
Studentsstudy the information system brief, considering its feasibility and the
businessimplications of alternativestrategies.They constructan overall plan for
the project, estimating the cost of resourcesto meet the requirementswithin the
time constraintsimposed. The resultsare presentedas a project proposal.
2. State-of-the-art;

analysing and specifying the requirements

Studentsexplore existing work in the areaof computerapplicationsto discover:
been
developed
have
techniques
applied
and
approaches
what
and
successfully.
have
developed
been
recently.
appropriate
what
resources
be
level
these
technologies.
to
exploit
of
skills
needed
would
what
technologies
to
the
available.
skills
and
what
extent
are
By liaising with the client and examining current documents,the project teams
determine the detailed requirements of the proposed system and the problems

which it mustaddress.Theseinclude:
identifying the information which should be output by the new
system.
determining how the information input and output should be
designed.
estimating the volume of data to be stored, the rate of transaction
throughput, acceptableresponsetimes, and so on.

The analysisconsidersthe overall businessstrategyof the organisationandthe
financial, social and managementimplications of the type of systemto be
introduced.
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Several alternative solutions are developed,in the form of outline models. Then,
in collaboration with the client, the choice is narrowed down by refinement and
selection to one businesssystemoption (BSO), a model of the required system.
A number of different techniquesare applied to the problem; by cross-checking

the resultsof one techniqueagainstthoseof anotherthe risk of omissionsor
discrepanciesis greatly reduced.

3. Designing the system
Having specified the requirements,the way in which businessfunctions are to be
fulfilled must then be agreed; the data structures to be used and the processing
steps are defined at this stage. CostIbenefit analysis is applied to proposed
alternatives,physical resources(hardwareand software), operational support and
data communicationsprovision. Estimatesof the ratesat which transactionsmust
be processed,and of the volumes of data which must be stored, are compared
with the capabilitiesof the equipmentunder consideration.
Particular attention is paid to the interface betweenthe computer and the user; it

mustbe assupportiveandefficient aspossible.The teamplansthe development,
implementationand testingof the final system.
At this stage "throwaway" prototypes are developedto allow the client to assess
the "look and feel" which the systemmight have in operation.
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4. Constructing

the prototype

Part of the agreeddesignspecificationis realisedas a prototypeof a part of the
is
There
time only to implement this minimal functionality. The teams'
system.
activities at this stageinclude:
- selectingavailableresources

database
(where
it
data
test
creating
a
applicable),
with
populating
debugging
testing
writing
and
procedures
- exercisingqualitycontrol.
These are achieved with the help of rapid development tools - such as a
database
client/server
and retrieval interfacetools (e.g. Accessand Visual Basic),
a hypertext language, an integrated word-processing and spreadsheetpackage
(e.g. MsOffice) or an expert systemshell.
The necessarysoftwarecomponents(and possibly hardware)may be integratedto
form a working prototype, or run separately.Platforms available include Unix,

VAX VMS, PC andMacintoshnetworks.

5. Demonstration

of the prototype

The applicationprototypeis testedandmodified.An introductoryusermanualis
prepared containing screen reproductions of the prototype and proposals for
further development.
Each team gives a 15-minutedemonstrationof their prototype systemto a panel of

staff.
Someteamsareselectedto demonstrate
theirprototypeto theclient and/oruserat
a later date.
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6. Presentation and review

The teamsmakeformalboard-roompresentations
of theirproposedsolutionsto a
panel of staff, and if possiblea representativeof the client. The product and
project will also be evaluatedby the team and reportedin the end-of-project
include
This
report.
reportwill also
a reviewof aspectsof teamorganisationand
effectivenessof groupwork.
Duration in weeks
I week

A typical timetable:
Teamorganisation
& briefing

I week
I week

Interviewing
Feasibility study

I week
2 weeks

Project planning
Requirementsanalysis
Requirementsspecification
Design & development

I week
4 weeks

Presentationsto tutors

I week

Client presentations
areoutsidethe timetableandare
andprototypedemonstrations
usuallyarrangedat a laterdate.
Examples of recent clients and application

systems

Examplesarelistedbelowchronologically.Only thefirst threeof thesecasestudyare
elaboratedin some detail (due to the thesis size restrictions) to illustrate the varying
nature of Infon-nationSystemsrequirementsof the client.
e The London Tourist Touch-Guide
National Housing and Town Planning Council
Local DispensingOptician
StudentFinancial Advisory Service (SFAS)
The North Surrey Group SpasticSociety.
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Action research case study 1

The Touch Screen System

Organisation:

InteractiveMedia(Europe)Ltd
LindenHouse
379LondonRoad,Mitcham
SurreyCR44BF
Note: The client doesnot wish to be contacted.

Company's

aims

The company aims to provide a comprehensivequality interactivetourist information
guide using modem information technology.

Background
The company,located in South London, hasbeen in operationfor just under 3 years.
The main reasonfor this is that the technology being usedhasbecomeavailable as a
cost effective medium only in the last few years.

The client's Customersare advertisers. These advertisersconsist mainly of
businessesthat cater for touristsand wish to advertisetheir businesson a Touch
Screennetwork.The natureof the businesses
being advertisedis very variedanda
few examplesare:
0

Restaurants

e

Shopping

o

Entertainment

0

Sightseeing
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The client hasa contractwith eachcompanyto advertisetheir business,commercials
andservice/product
on theTouchScreenSystem.
Organisational

Roles

e Mmaging Director

Director
TechnicalManager
TechnicalAssistant
ProductionManager
GraphicDesigner
Two Salesmen
Onesecretary
P/T Accountant
The Tourist Information

Guide

There are two systemsin operation. One is the 'Touch Screen kiosk based system'
is
functionality.
The
in
but
in
is
other the
graphical content
restricted
which rich
'concierge system' used by the reception staff within hotels which has limited
functionality
in
but
is
e.g. possessingthe ability to searchon
content
graphical
richer
categoriesor shop name.

The commercialdifferencebetweenthe two systemsis that the ConciergeSystem
but
information,
limited
facilities
only aboutthe
graphical
carriesextensive
with
Interactive
have
(about
700
contracts
with
advertiser
paying
advertisers)which
Media.The TouchScreenSystemhasfar moreestablishment
entries(approximately
3,000,and is likely to doubleshortly) mostof which arc free advertse.g. London
be
TransportSystem.Ideally, a higherpercentage
to
of non-payingcustomersneed
convertedto payingcustomersto makethe systemprofitable.
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Touch Screen kiosks developed by Interactive Media (Europe) Ltd are currently
located in big hotels in London. The project is concernedwith improving the Touch
ScreenSystemusing the Internet and Web technologies.
The main reasonfor selecting hotels as an ideal location is becausebusinesspeople
in
local
have
large
to
tourists
there
the
stay
comparison
who
spending
powers
and
community, but are often unfamiliar with the surroundings. The Touch Screen
system provides an electronic tourist information guide that connects potential
customersto the businesseswho advertiseon it. The systemis flexible in the sense
that it allows advertisersto adapttheir advertisingaccordingto seasonaland specific
market needs.Advertisers can changetheir commercial to suit their requirementsas
intention
below).
The
is that
(but
they
the
technology
wish
see
constraint
often as
is
message
always up to date.
every sales

Eachkiosk at presentis a standalonesystemandadvertisers'informationis updated
weekly by going to eachlocation and physically changingthe hard disks.

A typical Touch Screenkiosk comprisesa consolewhich measures1525mmx
508mm.x 600mm and consistsof the following components:

0a

touchscreencolourTV monitor
a telephone
a thennal printer.

The touch screen

The screenis a 14" full colour monitor, depicting fascinating

graphics and text. A potential customer can gain information about an advertiser's
businessin any of the five languages:English, French, German, Spanishand Italian,
just by touching coloured icons on the screen.
The telephone

The telephone provides a direct line from the hotel to the

advertiser'sbusiness.By touching the dial icon on the screenthe potential customer
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is able to communicate with the businesswhilst looking at their commercial. The
customer can also make reservationsand receive confirmation from the system in a

few minutes.
The printer

There is no need for a customer to carry a pen or write any

information received from this system. The customer can get a printout of the
businessaddressand directions as to how to get there etc., plus any other relevant
information just by touching the printer icon on the screen. This service is also
available in a choice of five languagesstatedabove.
Existing
*

technologies

The systemsin the field (20 in all) comprise:
17
3

pentiums 133sand
486s.

All the field machinesinclude a touch screen,telephone,and thermal printer encased
within a kiosk.

9 Theoffice contains:
6
pentiumsand
3
486s
Therearetwo colourinkjet printersfor testingadvertsbeforebeingtransmitted.

Information held in database
A systemcalled 'Act' holds information on existing and potential advertisers.
Information

produced

Log files arereadfrom eachmachinein thefield oncea month. Thesefiles show
all the accessesmade to each advert over the month and when they were
for
This
information
is
Word
into
MS
accessed.
andtranslated a report
portedto
eachadvertiser.
Contractsfor eachadvertisingagreement.
Letters exchangedbetweencompany and advertisers.
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Invoices sent to advertisersrequestingpaymentsfor advertisementscurrently on
the system.

*

Marketingmaterialproducedto promotetheproduct/service.

0

Accounts kept by the part-time accountant.

Project objectives
"

To analysethe existing Touch Screen(kiosk-based)System.

"

Producethe requirementspecification.

"

Design, develop, and demonstrate a prototype for a Web based replacement
system.
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Action research case study 2

Organisation:

National Housing and Town Planning Council
14-18,Old Street,London ECIV 9AB

Contact:

Kelvin McDonald,Director
Note: The client must not be contacteddirectly without
expresspermission

Organisation's

aims

The NHTPC works to achieve better standardsand conditions in housing, promote
more effective town and country planning, and improve the built and natural

environments.

History

The NHTPC is a charitableorganisation,which startedlife asthe NationalHousing
Reform Council in 1900,demandingstrongeraction in rehousingfamilies from
slums to healthy houses.Regular deputationsto Prime Ministers and Housing
Ministers in the first 50 yearscontributedto the passageof the major housingand
planingactsof 1909,1930.
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Main activities
TheNHTPC hasthefollowing key roles:
1. to provide a discussion forum, both nationally and regionally, to bring together

divide
institutional
boundaries
that
too
all
often
peopleacross
andprofessional
thoseinvolvedin housing,planningandenvironmentalissues.
2. campaigningfor higher standards,increasedresourcesand appropriatelegislation
in housing, planning and environmentalmatters.

3. conductingandcommissioningresearchinto key areas.Draftingpositionpapers,
respondingto GovernmentWhite Papersetc.
4. publishing Housing and Planning Review (a bimonth]Y journal), books and
drawing
its
to
to
value
material
of
publish
on
particular
expertise
reports,

individual householders,and to peopleworking in the housing and planning
fields.
in
in
the
major annualconference,
arrangingseminarsand conferences, particular
London and the regions, focusing on issueswhich cross traditional boundaries.

6. making partnership awardsto promote cooperationfor innovative housing
different
joint
from
involving
developments
ventures
schemes
andenvironmental
sectorsof housing and planning.

Membership

and organisation

The NHTPC has about 600 institutional members, including about 220 local
120
building
housing
authorities, plus major
companies,
associations and about
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independent members. The memberselect a National Executive Committee at the
annual conference,at which policy decisionsare made. The organisation has a paid
core central staff, equivalent to 5 full-time employees, who are responsible for
organising most activities. There are also volunteer (unpaid) regional contacts who
organiselocal meetings.

Organisational

roles

The client is the Director of the NHTPC. He has the responsibility for the overall
in
is
based
His
the
central
the
at
office
main work
organisation.
management of
London, but his role also requires him to travel throughout the country, attending
regional meetingsetc..

In additionto theDirector,otherrolesin theoffice are:
AssistantDirector/CompanySecretary
Officer
Finance
0
Officer
Publications
0
Assistant
Personal
Director's
0
Administrator
General
0

Someof thesestaff work on part-timeonly.

Sources of funding
The NHTPC is a limited company,and a registeredcharity under the Charities Act. It
is a non-profit making organisation funded entirely by membership fees and money
is
income
the
A
source
of
made on conferences,publications and seminars. major
deficit
has
(see
below).
The
a significant
annual conference
organisation currently
and needsto saveor raise money.
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Existing

technology

The office staff have 3 relatively new Macintosh LC3 and I Performa 475
workstations, and 2 old MacPlus machines.These are networked via System 7 and
AppleTalk to enableusersto sharea Laser printer. Backup is via 44Mb optical discs.
Staff use PageMaker 5 for desktop publishing, but the final printing is sent via
floppy disc to the printer. Articles from external sourcescan be receivedon disc, but
those written on a PC must be sent out to a local company for data conversion.
Otherwise, hard copy is received and scannedin by optical scanner (with OCR).
Other software used are Microsoft Word and ClarisWorks. The office has a small
membership databasesystem, running on 4th Dimension. Roles and experience in
the office are relatively specialised, so only two people know how to use the
database,which was set up by a member of staff who has now left, and only 2 use
PageMaker. There are currently no email facilities or accessto the Internet.

Information held (computer-based)

Information

Produced

Members

Newsletters

Research
clients(manual)
Delegates

Invoices
Statements

Advertisers(manual)

Mailshots(partmanual)

Serviceproviders(manual)

Marketingliterature
Diagramsand charts

Information

Internal memos(manual)

held (paper-based)

Other organisations

Accounts (manual

Other Events

Governmentdocuments
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Known information problems
Much of the existing hardwareis obsoleteand requiresreplacement.
Related information is held on severaldifferent incompatible systems,or on
be
is
limited,
has
that
to
re-keyed.
and
much
so
access
paper,

being
Not manypeoplein the office understand
the
used.
software
all
Contact with the outside world is either paper-basedor restricted to discs sent
through the post. Some of theseare incompatible with existing technology
and require third party translation.
Opportunities

for improving

information

provision

Membership databasesystemneedsto be improved.

The office would like to undertakemoreDTP within house.
No properaccountssystemis in use.
The Director would like to be ableto keepin closercontactwith the office
whenvisiting the regions.
Budget for IT

ApproximatelyfI 2K over2 years
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Action research case study 3
Organization

EUROPA OPTICIANS (Pseudonym)
South EastLondon

Contact

Mr. P. Pankhania- Proprietor

Organisation's

aims

The practice attendsto the needsof a wide range of customers:children of all ages,
Europa
Opticians,
but,
Most
to
the
time
young and old patients.
of
patients come
there are occasions when old patients are unable to come to the practice. In such
cases,eye examination and dispensingare arrangedthrough home visits. As such,
today's opticians play an increasing role in the preventive health care of the general
public.

History
'Europaopticians' is a privatebusiness,establishedin 1948in SouthLondon.In the
by
businesses
the
customers
often
preferred
are
opinion of
proprietor small private

dueto thepersonalserviceprovided.

Business

scope

A distinction needs to be drawn between a dispensing and prescribing optician.
Europa Opticians are both, since they employ the services of a qualified and
registeredophthalmologist.
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Most people use the services of an optician to test their eyes, usually
when they
experienceproblems in seeingclearly. Regular eye examinationis essential.It is not
only necessary for testing a person's eye-sight and to determine whether s/he
requiresspectacles,but also aspart of preventivehealthcare.It can help detectillness
like diabetes, high blood pressure,glaucoma etc.. Glaucoma can lead to partial or
total blindnessif left undetectedfor too long. Today's optician plays a significant role
in the preventivehealth care and well being of the generalpublic.

Staffing
This is a small private and family business and apart from the visiting
ophthalmologist, all membersof staff possessbasic businessknowledge and assist
each other in their jobs if and when required. Europa opticians have the following
staffOphthalmologist

An ophthalmologist is a qualified, registered medical doctor

who specialises in eye diseases. The ophthalmologist at the Europa Opticians is
basedat Moorfield Eye Hospital, and holds three sessions (Wednesday,Thursday
and Saturday) at the premises of Europa Opticians. Extra sessions may be held
during very busy periods. He tests the eye-sight of patients on the day's
tappointment list'.
Contact lens practitioner

Once a patient's eye-sight has been tested and the

patientwishesto havecontactlenses,thenhis or her particularcontactlensspecific
dealt
needsare
with by the contactlens practitioner.
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Dispensing

Deals with post eye-test needs of the patient e.g.

optician

assistingin selection,from a wide rangeof spectacleframesand lenses.The practice
usually has a wide selectionof frameson display.
General Administrator

Duties include ordering the lenses, maintaining

practiceaccounts,both accountspayableandaccountsreceivable.
Dispensing optician's assistant

helps the dispensing optician,

maintainspatient record card file, files etc.
Receptionist

in
duties
involve
dealing
customers
who
come
with
main

person to Europa Opticians, or who telephone.The receptionistbooks appointments
and assistswith a variety of enquiries.

Main activities
The EuropaOpticians' businessactivities may be classifiedunder the following
headings:
Patient-record

system

Patients' records are maintained manually on a card

filing system.A record card is raised when a new patient makes an appointment for
DOB,
details
It
the
address,
such as name,
an eye-test. records
patient's personal
history
It
GP's
of
a
telephone
number. also contains
occupation,
name and address,
all eye-testscarried out at the opticians,testresultsand dispensingdetails.

Appointment sYstem

A patientcanbookan appointmentby telephoneor by

booking
is
the
Europa
if
Opticians.
The
the
attending
patient
receptionistchecks
appointmentas a new patient,in which casethe patient-recordcard is filled out, as
from
describedabove.Otherwisethe receptionistfinds the patient's-record
the
card
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filing cabinet and verifies details to make sure that she has the right record card.
Patientswho come in personally are given an appointmentcard stating the date and
time of the appointment.Appointment date and time is confirmed over the telephone
for telephoneenquiries.

The appointmentdiary kept at the reception,is updatedwith the patient'snameand
details.
otherrelevant

Eye-testing system The patient reports to the reception for the eye-test at the
appointed time. The receptionistverifies the appointmentdiary entry and the patientrecord card.
It is also necessaryto ascertainwhether the patient falls into the category of 'private

fee
for
former
is
the
The
to
the
eye-testwhile
pay
required
patient'.
patient'or'NHS
the latter is exempted.Patientswho are coveredby the NHS are:
family
income
credit
support
or
peopleon
children under the ageof 16
full-time studentsunder the ageof 19
diabetics,or personssuffering from glaucoma
registeredblind or partially-sightedpatients
lenses.
in
type
strong
of very
patients needof certain

With referenceto the abovetwo categoriesseparateforms needto be filled out. For
by
by
form
NHS
is
(GOS
filled-in
(ST)A)
andsigned a patientcovered the
examplea
NHS.
The ophthalmologist carries out the eye-test and records the findings on the
appropriateform.
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A private patient's eye-test fee is collected by the receptionist and paid to the
ophthalmologist as his fee. The NHS form mentioned above is sent to the NHS for

re-reimbursement.
After an eye test, if the patient choosesto buy spectaclesor contactlens from Europa

Opticians,thenthedispensingsystemis activated.

Dispensing

system

The DispensingOpticiansrinds out if the patient wants

contact lenses or spectacles. If the patient wants contact lenses then a further
appointment is made with the contact lens practitioner. In all other cases the
dispensing optician will advise and guide the patients with regard to the variety of
frames and lensesthat are availablein their shop.
Once the patient has seenthe contact lens practitioner s/he too is also advised about
the various options and variety of contact-lensesavailable. The dispensing optician
also dealswith the sale of sun glassesand other accessories(as describedin the stock
control system).

Recall system

At present the recall system is based around physically

following
in
the
to
searchingtheentirepatients-record
send
reminders:
cards order
0 generalannualremindersto all patients
*

3-6 monthlyremindersfor all children
two yearly remindersto patientsusing contact-lenses.
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Stock control

sYstem
0

Stocksarc held of the following items:

frames
contact-lenses
accessoriese.g. sun glasses,contact-lenscare solutions etc.,
sometop of the rangeeye cosmetics,cases,cleaning cloths
stationery.

Stock control involves maintaining records of items in stock and ordering supplies
when needed.
Accounts

system

Comprises a manualaccountssystemmaintaining all records

of accountspayableand receivable.

Known problem

This is errorproneandtime
is paper-based.
All informationheld,andprocessed
consumingand leaveslittle scopefor finding new ways of generatingincome e.g.
e.g. by using an efficient recall system.

Information

system opportunities

The opticians would like to developwithin housea computerised
0

patient record and recall system

stockcontrolsystem
0 accountssystem
Budget for project

Initial investmentin the regionof E5,000
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Appendix 3

Questionnaireanalysis
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AY
NA

ý'QUESTIONNAIREl
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ORGANISATIONAL COMPLEXITY&
ANALYSIS

LE'ARNING QIIESHONNAIREI
OFDATA

A TOTAL OF 78 Wrla'
A TOTAL OF 425 QUFISTIONNAIRES WFRF SF,NT OUT.
REITURNM OF WHICH 65 Wl, 'Rl, 'IJSA[31,1,', GIVING A IZI,'Sll()NSI-'l RATF OF 15.29",',
-

SECTION A

Identiries the organisation

QUESTION I

Nalurc (?f Indusig

Please tick one which represents major activity
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
Utilities
Construction

6.

Whole/Retail

7.
8.

Transport
Business Services
Education

Responses were asfollows
551N,- Business Sector
17% - Manufacturing Sector
11% - Education Sector
7.5% - Wholesale Sector

51YO- Utilitics Scctor
3% - Transport Scctor
1.5% - Construction Scctor

Analysis

The majority of responses were from the Business Sector followed by the
Manufacturing Sector etc.

Population

profil

construction
utilities Transport
2%
3%
5%
Wholesale/Retail
7%
Education
11%

55)/o

Manufact
17%

TableQ1.I
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QUESHON 2

Loca tionýy- (b-yall I-saII oil.

Is your organisation's entire operation
1. National
2. Global?
Responses were asji)llows

46.15% - Were Nationally bascdOrgani satioils
53.85% - Were Globally base(]Organisations
A it alysis
The majority of organisations werc globally based.

Geouraphical base

Nationally
46%

Globalk,
54%

TableQI. 2
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)UA'SI70N-3
Which

Would gelleral
organisation?

describe file predominant

managemciit

style of* your

1. Formal procedures & rules
2. Few rules, responsible autonomy
3. Co-operative & group oriented

Responsesivere asfolloivs
47')/o Prcdoiliniantly
27% Predominantly
26% - Predominantly

have flornial procc(lurcs & ruics
I'cw rLIICS,I-CSI)OIISIIIICMItO110111Y
have co-operative & group oricnted

Analysis
have
to
made the transition to a
a quarter of responses claim
participative management style.
Approximately

Managementstyles

Co-operative & group
oriented
26%

Formal procedures
mid rules
47%

Few roik
responsible
autonomy
27%

TableQI. 3
Overall analysis in SECTION A of perceived trends
Response rate equally split between nationally and globally based
organisations.
Change from formal procedures and rules to a co-operative style is slow.
Mainly still working to formal procedures and rules.

Of a 65 potential responses 63 answered
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SF'C'FION 11

Asculains organisational adaphilion to climige

QUESTION 4

Has Organisation gon-c-111rough
siruclund chimp, in tht, pasl
10 vc(l/ s.",

Has your organisation gone through structural chmige in the past ten years in
order to adapt to the changing business environment?
1. Yes
2. No
Responses were asfollows
93.85'/o - Have gone thrOLIghstrLiCtLiralclimiges in the kist 10 ycirs
6.15% - Claim there has been no change
Analysis
Clear indication that nearly 94% of those who rcpllcci underwent change

Chancieprofile
No Change
6%

Change
94%

Table QI. 4
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QUES77ON 5

PI-I'llomlHmn/

tyiorchelllp'-

"

of' (lie following Would most closely describe the predominant
style, subsequent to structural
change? (Please tick one in cach pair)
Which

1.
2.
3.
4.

confrol

Hierarchical or Flat
Centralised or Decentralised
Cross-functional or Divisional/Functional
Fully Networked or Partially Networked

Responseswere asfollows
46.67%,
lave II icrarchical Control Style
-I
53.33%
lave
Flat
Control
Style
-I

40.00'Yo-I lave Centralised Control Style
60.00%o-I lave Decentrallsed Style
46.37'Vo-I lave Cross-Functional Control Style
53.33'Vo-I lave Divisional/Functional Control Style
28.89'Yo-I lave Fully Networked Control Style
7 1.1 PVO-I lave Partially Networked Control Style

Analysis
"
"
"

The results indicate that hierarchical style is still prcdornmant.
This is in line with the results of central ised/dcmitralised stylc ofillanagment.
Only one third of the organisations claini to be fully rictworked.

-Cont-rol

sty/es

80%
70%
60%
50%
40'ý",,
30',',
20",',ý
01%
\

0b

tý

0
Vý

2J

u'

TableQ1.5

') Ofa 65 potcmial Wsponscs 45
answered
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"ISC(TI(IIIISWhich I

II)p

Which

of the following re-structuring
adopted over the past ten years?

approaches

has your

orgallisation

1. Total Quality Management (TQNI)
2. Business Process Re-engineering (131111)
3. Lean Production
4. Concurrent Engineering

5. Organ isation al Development (OD)
Responses were asfolloovs (overlap allowed, also seefootnott, /0)
27%
23%
22%
6%
3%

BLISIIICSS
Proccss
Rmigincering
(1111R)
Total
Quality
Managcment
(TQM)
Organisational
Dcvc1opment
(OD)
Lcan
Production
Concurrent
Engniccring
-

Analysis

Although 94% of the population (see analysis of question 4) clann to have gone
through structural change in the past 10 years, 26% ( 17/65, see lbotnotc 10) did not
adopt any of the popular methodologies for restructuring the organisation.
Of those who did adopt a methodology (i. e. answered something) the most POPLIlar
followed
by'FQM.
BPR,
was

Re-structuring

approach

30%
25%
20%
15%
lo%
5%
0%
BPR

OD

TQM

Lean
Production

Concurrent
Engineering

Style

TableQ1.6

10Of a potential 65 responses, 48
answered, hei1cc, 26% oftlic respondents failed to reply to Illis
qLICStI011.Respondents were given the choice to tick as many as applied.
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21 1ý)N

7

I'lls
11sco-taills what
TV
--pall(
-orgaill .still .onal challgc.

WC/1, adoricd

1011011,111g
.

Which of the following best describes the work patterns you follow now?

1. Cross functional teams
2. Project teams within functions
3. Teams of experts
4. Business process teams

Responseswere asfi)llojt, s (overlap allowed, also seeloomole 1-1)
77.081%,- Cross- Functional tcanis
56.250%)- Project tcams within functions
33.33% - Business process tcams
27.08% - Teams ot'cxpcrts

Analysis
73.850/o Lise sonle f6mi of teamwork as a regular work pattern after restructuring.
However, 26.15% do not seem to use any form ofteatilwork patteni.

Workpattem-s
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Cross-functional
Teams

ProjectTeamswithin
Functions

BusinessProcess
Teams

Teams of Experts

Table Ql. 7

'' Of a potential 65 responses, 48
falled
tliis
261VO
to
licrice,
oll
reply
respondents
ofthe
answered,
question. Respondents were given the cholce to tick as many aspects as appliCLI.
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QtJFSTlON 8

ins/IS(.(,/.111
7--cincrgy('11
rcstructuring.

hchavioul,
j(41mving
(Jý-

Can you identiýv any new patterns or behaviours emerging from siructural
Changes?
1. Individnal Empowerment
2. Groul) Empowerment
3. Cross-functional interaction

Responsesivere asfollo; vs (overlap allowed, also seefootnote 12)
78.18'Vo Individual Fnipowanient
72.73% - Cross-l-Linctional hitcraction
56.36% Group Enipowcrinctit
-

Analysis
10 oFthe 65 (15.38%) did not identify any new patterns ofbehaviour
emerging froill
This
The
towards
trend
empowerment.
is
individual
and
grOLIJ)
structural change.
longer
busincss
tailoring
to
that
reqUircincnts
is
no
change in
and reactivity
implies
delegated.
bUt
being
hands
the
is
concentrated in
of senior management

Behaviour patterns
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Individual Empowerment

Cross functional Interaction

Group Empowerment

Table QI. 8

1201'a potential 65 responses, 55
did
hence
15%,
total
not answer.
ot'llic
respondents
answered,
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L)11,'S77ON 9

Whal in vour vicivart,
ih(-, most imporlant
illipIcill clifill iý /he collctpl 0,01,gallisalional

A it tý/Lsis

QUIte I I'CWI)COI)ICCVildCdillISWCI-Illgthis (111CS61011,01'
tII()SC
that did I-cspolld, dicir vlcws of' Orgall] SiltIon Lcill-IlIng
initiativcs wcrc sccn as calicr acadcmic or c(lucational
advaliccillents.

c1cincias I'll

Overall Analysis in SECTION B oflyerceived tends
Approximately 47% of organisations moved from one hierarchical structure
to another hierarchical style i. e. no apparent change.
hose, (nearly 53%) who did change to a flat control style rctaincd a
11,
divisional/functional style of management.
I-lowevcr, what is also clear is that a considerable nunibcr (65%) have
introdUcccl group/individual cnipowernicilt as well as teamwork.
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SE( "H () NC

Ascedains how IT/Is
struchlre

QUAW17ON 10

h/c/Ifyi1c.s.Y IF/S also

Supports file new orgallisalioli'll

Ifthe organisation Ims been restructured in recent years, has the ITAS functions
also been restructured to support the new organisation structure?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
Responses were asfollows
75.38% -Yes
15.38% - No
9.23% - Don't Know
Analysis
A high proportion (i. e. 75.381!/o) claimed ITAS has also been restruCtUred to support
organisational restructuring. This is clear evidence that a change from hierarchical
organisational structure to flat structUrc necessitates re-structuring of IS.

IS/IT c ancie
Don't Know
9%

76%

TableQ1.10
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Q( IES17ONII

To (Icscribc Ilicstruclurt, oJIVISjunclions.

wilich of tile following
function?

would most closely describe file structure

of the ISAT

I.

Centralised and controlled fully by IIQ

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Centralised federal, guidelines from Centre, some input from other units
De-centralised federal, guidelines from centre, primary input from other tinits
De-centralised, controlled fully 1)),individual units
Ambiguous
Not answered

Responses ivere asfolloiv
29.2 3%
26.1 5'X)
24.62%)
7.69%)
6.1 5YO
6.15 (Yo

fcdcral,
Centraliscd
from
Jroni
('cntrc,
guidelines
input
othcr units
sonic
Centralised
fully
by
I
IQ
and
controlled
De-ccntraliscd
I'cdcral,
frorn
from
guidelines
ccntrc,
primary
111I)LIt
othcr units
Ambiguous
De-centralised, controlled fully by individual units
Not answered

Analysis
Although 75.38% of respondents (with reference to qL1CSt1O11
10) perceived IT
functions to have restructured with organisational change, only 6.15%) clairil to be
fully decciltrallsed. Another 24.62% claim to be moving towards demitral isatloll Le.
fully
'File
55.381YO
transitionary
are either
or partially
stage.
other
are still in a
centrallsed.

Structure of the ISIIT function
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10
5",ý
o',',',
Centralised
Federal

GentrAised & De-centralised
Controlled fully
Federal
by HO

Ambiguous

De-centralised,
controlled fully
by individual
units

TabicQ1.II
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Not answered

)UE-SIMN 12

I'l-cullclicc OJIMS siniftwl'.

Does your organisation have au ITAS strategy?
1. No
2. Yes, corporate wide
3. Yes, business unit based

Responseswere as follows

53.85% 20.00% 16.92% 9.23% -

Yes, corporate wide
No/Not answered
Yes, business unit based
Both corporate and business unit

Analysis
20% have no strategy, and the remainder have both corporate and business unit
high
A
very
percentage of' respondents have a ISM' strategy. A
strategies.
considerable number have moved from purely ceiitralised to a combination of'
business unit and corporate strategy -a surprising result.
ISIIT strategy

Yes, business unit
based
17%

Both corporate and
business unit
9%

Yes, corporate wide
54%
No/Not aný
20%

TableQ1.12

2S4

QUES77ON 13

Focus of MIS siralcgv.

What is the focus of your HAS strategy?
Ia

Corporate hardivare/softivare

11)

Business-unit hardware/sol'tware acquisition

2a
21)

Corporate business strategy
flusiness-unit business strategy

3a
3b

Corporate competitive advantage
Business-unit competitive advantage

4a
4b

Corporate strategic alliance
Business-unit strategic alliance

acquisition

Responses were asjollows (overlap allowed)
46% - Corporate hard ware/software acquisition
24% - Business-unit hardware/software acquisition
60% - Corporate business strategy
48% - Business-unit business strategy
30% - Corporate competitive advantage
18% - Business-unit competitive advantage
24% - Corporate strategic alliance
16% - Business-unit strategic alliance
Analysis
there is still a strong emphasis on software and hardware, there is a healthy
orientation to base IT strategy on corporate business level, competitive advantage
and strategic alliances.
Although

Focus of IVIS strategy

0%

10%

20'Y.

40'Yo

30%

Table Ql. 13
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50%

60%

70%

QUESTION 14

Ascertain the exicia lo which nt'll, IT (1cu'loplicnis
13
incotporatctj

.

Which supporting
I.
2.1
3.
4.
5.

IS and IT multimedia building blocks do you use?

Groupware
nternet/I n tranet/WWW
Expert systems
Neural networks
Virtual reality

Responses ivere asjollows (overlap allowed, also see lbotnote 13
53.85% - GrOUpware
78.46% - Internet/Intranet/WWW
26.15% - Expert Systems
10.77% - Neural networks
4.62% - Virtual reality
Atialysis
Industry is actively Incorporating

new IT particularly

Intemet/WWW

technology

Multimedia building blocks
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

0

do

oe,
TableQl. 14

13Respondents were given the
choice to tick as many as applied.
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(Jb

QUESTION 15

Be Qý'Nclworks.

Do you use networks for active multimedia video/tele-conferencing?
1. Yes
2. No
3. No answer
Responses ivere asfollow

50.77% - No
40% - Yes
9.23% - No response
Analysis
60% of the respondents do not clairn to Liseactivc 111LIlti-mediatcchnology.

Use of networks
No response
9%
Yes
10%

TableQl. 15
Overall A nalysis in SECTION C ofperceived trends
It seems that there is a lack of any integrated theoretical framework
implementing new IT-based IS.
This requires further investigation.
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i-or

ANA YLSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 2

288

New Information Technologyfor Learning Organisations
Academic Survey
ANALYSIS OF DATA
A TOTAL OF 60 QUESTIONNAIRES WERE SENT OUT. A TOTAL OF 30 WERE
RETURNED, OF WHICH 29 WERE USABLE, GIVING A RESPONSERATE OF 48%.14

QUESTION I

Use ofISDM together with Learning Organisations & new IT

Is your University developing/teaching an Information Systems design Methodology
(ISDM) which combines Learning Organisations and new Information Technology (e.g.
Internet, WWW)?

1. Yes
2. No
Responses were asfollo

62% - Yes
38% - No

Of thosethat said 'Yes'
83%- Not at an integratedlevel
17%- At integratedlevel
Analysis
Only 17% who answered 'yes' combine aspects/characteristics of learning
in
integrated
IT
in
development
IS
the
and
new
organisations
an
manner
method
being taught.

14This wasan exceptionallyhigh response
rate. A numberof reasonsareattributedto this
(a) Thesurveywastargetedat IS academics
who couldidentifywith theissuesraised.
(b) A very highproportionof theacademics
from therecentUKAIS annual
targetedweredelegates
1998.
April
on 'New InformationTechnologyfor LearningOrganisations'
conference
(c) Thesurveywassentout within four weeksof theconference.
289

Integration

of new IT & LO requirement

with ISDM

Jo
90/1,

Table Q2.1
Extent of development

INTEGRATED
17%

NOTINTEGRATED
83%

Table Q2.2
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QUESTION2

Coursecoverof complexityand uncertainty.

Systems course cover the topics of 'complexity'
Does the Information
'uncertainty' in relation to the design of Information Systems?

and

1. Yes
2. No
Responseswere asfollows

59%- Yes
41% - No
Ofthose that said 'Yes'
71%- Not at an integratedlevel
29% - At integrated level
Analysis
Only 29% of those who replied understood the term complexity/uncertainty as
intended in the question.
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Cover of 'complexity'l'uncertainty'witti

respect to design of IS

NO
II 'yo

yl_
599

Table Q2.3
Extent to which the terms 'uncertainty'

&, 'r-omplexity' is-understood

4zpg: (Ilpl(l

GE

Table Q2.4
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QUESTION 3

Involvelnew in rcscarch on LO & flivory (

-omp/t,xilv.

Systems
you or any of your colleagues, who teach on the Information
course, involved in conducting research on Learning Organisations
and theory
of complexity?
Are

1. Yes
2. No
Responses were asfollows
55% - No
45% - Yes
Of thosc thal said 'Yes'
100% were in very general tcmis
Analysis
Those who responded positively 'yes' are involved with rescarch in Lcarning
Organisations not Complexity Theory.

Involvement with research

YES
45"

NO
, )5%

I

Table Q2.5
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QI /ASTION 4

plfbýýý,

rs.

Have vou, or any one of your colleagues, published papers Oil the relevance of
the following theories to Information Systems design?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Complex Adaptive Systems Theory (CAS)
Sell'Organisation
Theory (SOT)
Multi-Agent
Systems Theory (MAST)
Emergent BehaviourTheory
(EBT)

Responses were asfollows
21'Vo-CAS
79% - CAS

YES
NO

14% - SOT - YES
86'/o - SOT NO
ITY0 - MAST - Yis
83'/o - MAST - NO
34% - EBT - YES
66% - EBT-- NO

Analysis

Approximately 66-88% of academicsare not looking at the 'Science of Con1plcxIty'
in the searchfor new principles of design of Learning Organisation and Information
Systems.

Published papem
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%,
50OX,
409/o
30%
20%
10%
0%
CAS YES

CAS NO

SOT YES

MASTYES

SOT NO

Table Q2.6
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MAST
NO

EBT YES

EBT NO

ANA YLSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 3
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New Itýformation Techitol(ýqyfi)r Learning Organisations
Indiistry Stiri, ty
ANALYSIS

OF DATA

A TOTAL OF 60 QUFISTIONNAIRFS WFRF SFNT OUT.
RETURNED, GIVING A RIISI)ONSI, 'IZA'1'1-'Olý'39'Y(,.15

QUESTION I

Tools to design oty,.anisational

A '10FAL

/
IS. ()

Are you using any of the following to design organisational
I.
2.
3.

OF 23 Wl,, RF'

IS?

Internet
Intranet
Extranet

Responses were as follows
83%, - Intranet
78%, - Internet
26'Yo- Fxtranet

Analysis
The greatest use is that of the Intranet followed by Intcrrict. 1,,xtrancts are also
increasing but the rate is comparatively slower -- possibly since it involves niter
organisational networking.

Tools to-deAqn organ-isational IS
901yo
80%
70%
60 '/o
50%,
40%,ý
30%
20%
1olyo
olyll

Intranet

Internet

Extranet

Table Q3.1

Is ,Fhis is a high

response rate duc to the fact that the survey was scill Illallily to l1lose organisations
wherc our students are In Industi-lal placements.
"' Rcspondents
were given the choice to tick as many as ý'Plllicd.
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QUENTION 2

Use of neural nclivorks i'n the ýlcý,

Do you use neural networks in the design oforganisational
or knowledge management)?

IS.
IS (e.g. l'ol- data-milling

1. Yes
2. No

Responseswere asfillows
4'!/o -Yes
96% - No
Analysis

The results show that there is very little use of neural network technology in the
design of organisational IS. This is attributed to the fact that it is a rckltlvely new
concept which has not yet penetrated.

Use of neural networks in-designing or
organisationa-I IS
_
YES
T',ý,

NO
96%

Table Q3.2
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Q UESTION 3

Useoj''inlelligoit agents'in the

Do you employ "intelligent

IS.

agent" technology in file design of orgallisational

IS?

1. Yes
2. No
Responses were asfollows
4% -Yes
96% No
Analys
The results indicate that there is little use of' intelligent agent technology in tile
design of organisational IS. This is attributed to the fact that it is a relatively new
concept, which has not yet penetrated.

Use of intelligen

technology
ot a-gent

in desiRcniv 9-arga
YES
4%

NO
96%

Table Q3.3
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nisational

IS

QUESHON 4

Methods of'design &,
//Ic above.

anisalional ISJ(ýZ

Which ofthe following methodsdo YOUuse to design and implement organisational
IS basedon any or all of the above three technologies?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developed in academic institutions
Vendor supplied
llome grown
Ad hoc

Responses were asfolloiv

(overlap allowed)

70% - Home grown

61 %- Vendor supplied
48% Ad hoc
22'/0 Developed in acadernic institutions
4%
Answered
-Not

Analysis
The most popular methods for the design and implementation of organisational IS
are based on vendor supplied or in-house methods. Academics have contributed very
little. Industry is moving ahead in employing the new IT, however, acadcrnics arc
in
slow
providing the under-pinning theory.

Methods of design & implementation
80%
709/0
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
100/.
0%
Home Grown

Vendor Supplied

Ad hoc

Developed in

Acedemic
Institutions
Table Q3.4
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Did Not Answer

